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Sr No Country # Reports Sr No Country # Reports
1 Afghanistan 4 47 Japan 3
2 Albania 1 48 Jordan 1
3 Algeria 1 49 Kazakhstan 1
4 Argentina 9 50 Kuwait 2
5 Armenia 1 51 Latvia 1
6 Australia 11 52 Libya 1
7 Azerbaijan 3 53 Lithuania 4
8 Bangladesh 3 54 Malaysia 1
9 Basque 2 55 Malta 1

10 Belarus 3 56 Mexico 13
11 Belgium 1 57 Moldova 6
12 Bolivia 3 58 Nepal 2
13 Bosnia and Herzegovina 2 59 Netherland 4
14 Brazil 12 60  New Zealand 2
15 British Virgin Islands 1 61 Nigeria 5
16 Bulgaria 8 62 Norway 1
17 Canada 20 63 Pakistan 5
18 Chile 7 64 Paraguay 1
19 China 22 65 Peru 4
20 Cocos Island 2 66 Philippines 3
21 Colombia 2 67 Poland 9
22 Costa Rica 1 68 Portugal 7
23 Crimea 2 69 Romania 11
24 Croatia 3 70 Russia 79
25 Cyprus 2 71 Samoa 1
26 Czech Republic 9 72 Singapore 3
27 Denmark 1 73 Slovakia 5
28 Diego Garcia 1 74 South Africa 3
29 Dominican Republic 2 75 South Korea 1
30 Ecuador 1 76 Spain 31
31 Egypt 2 77 Sri Lanka 1
32 Estonia 1 78 Sweden 1
33 Ethiopia 1 79 Switzerland 1
34 Finland 1 80 Taiwan 2
35 France 25 81 Tonga 1
36 Gabon 1 82 Turkey 6
37 Georgia 1 83 Tuvalu 1
38 Germany 10 84 UAE 5
39 Greece 5 85 UK 28
40 Hungary 16 86 Ukraine 43
41 Iceland 1 87 USA 142
42 India 209 88 Uzbekistan 1
43 Indonesia 3 89 Venezuela 11
44 Iran 93 90 Vietnam 30
45 Israel 1 91 Zimbabwe 1
46 Italy 8 Total 1003

         Summary of worldwide coverage  on GRAPES-3 discovery in 91 countries in 1003 reports



i

Sr No Title Page Country Language

1 Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a 
Cosmic Ray Burst

1 USA English

http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

2 Synopsis: A Crack in Earth’s Protective Shield 6 USA English
https://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

3 Solar storms can weaken Earth’s magnetic field 7 USA English
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/10/solar-storms-can-weaken-earth-s-
magnetic-field

4 Flash Physics: Physicists call for food strategy, LHC trio bag prize, cosmic rays 
elude geomagnetic field

9 UK English

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-
for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-bag-prize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field

5 How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar storms 11 UK English
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-39100109

6 Scientists record breach in magnetic field 19 UK English
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-38849147

7 Counting muons amid the ‘shola’ forests 22 India English
http://www.livemint.com/Leisure/9hFt3c5Fq6JLCSvk766FbN/Counting-muons-amid-
the-shola-forests.html

8 Burst From a Solar Flare Cracked Our Planet's Protective Barrier, Caused Radio 
Blackouts, Study Says

31 USA English

https://weather.com/science/space/news/earth-magnetic-field-crack-solar-flare-
radiation

9 GRAPES-3 cosmic ray muon telescope detects crack in Earth's
magnetic field

32 India English

http://www.natureasia.com/en/nindia/article/10.1038/nindia.2016.141

10 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 33 UK English
http://phys.org/news/2016-11-grapes-earth-magnetic-shield.html

11 Crack In The Earth’s Magnetic Shield Detected 35 Singapore English
https://www.asianscientist.com/2016/12/in-the-lab/grapes3-tifr-magnetic-shield-
crack/

INDEX

https://www.asianscientist.com/2016/12/in-the-lab/grapes3-tifr-magnetic-shield-
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-38849147
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http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/10/solar-storms-can-weaken-earth-s-
http://www.natureasia.com/en/nindia/article/10.1038/nindia.2016.141
http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
https://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
http://phys.org/news/2016-11-grapes-earth-magnetic-shield.html
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-
http://www.livemint.com/Leisure/9hFt3c5Fq6JLCSvk766FbN/Counting-muons-amid-


ii

Sr No Title Page Country Language

12 Uh, Oh! There’s A Crack In The Earth’s Magnetic Shield 37 Singapore English
http://www.asianscientist.com/2016/11/in-the-lab/grapes-3-tata-institute-cosmic-
ray-lab-galactic-cosmic-rays/

13 India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield 38 USA English
http://www.natureworldnews.com/articles/31155/20161104/india-telescope-detects-
crack-earth-magnetic-shield.htm

14 Potentially Dangerous Cosmic Rays Are Leaking Into Earth's Atmosphere -- Are 
We Safe?

40 USA English

http://www.natureworldnews.com/articles/31222/20161106/potentially-dangerous-
cosmic-rays-are-leaking-into-earths-atmosphere-are-we-safe.htm

15 Is Earth's protective shield cracking? Bursts of deadly cosmic rays raises fears 
that our planet's magnetic field is Disappearing

42 UK English

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3901288/Is-Earth-s-protective-shield-
cracking-Bursts-deadly-cosmic-rays-raises-fears-planet-s-magnetic-field-
disappearing.html 

16 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 47 India English
http://www.tifr.res.in/TSN/news_detail.php?id=107

17 Scientists Have Detected a Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield 49 Australia English
http://sciencealert.com/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield

18 Indian muon trackers get a handle on solar storms 51 India English
http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/indian-muon-trackers-get-a-handle-on-
solar-storms/article9281700.ece

19 Telescope upgrade to sniff out solar storms 53 India English
http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/telescope-upgrade-to-sniff-out-solar-
storms/article17527915.ece

20 How recycled pipes detect solar storms 55 India English
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-in-school/how-recycled-pipes-detect-
solar-storms/article17437905.ece

21 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 57 India English
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-in-school/Indian-scientists-detect-crack-
in-Earth%E2%80%99s-magnetic-shield/article16088004.ece

22 Smart route to space 58 India English
www.thehindu.com/life-and-style/how-ootys-cosmic-ray-lab-uses-recycled-steel-
pipes/article17510786.ece

23 How Earth’s Magnetic Shield Was Breached and a Telescope in Ooty 
Tuned in

60 India English

http://thewire.in/78251/solar-cme-geomagnetic-grapes/

24 PTI-Press Trust of India 68 India English
http://www.ptinews.com/r_a_s/_318349

http://thewire.in/78251/solar-cme-geomagnetic-grapes/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-in-school/Indian-scientists-detect-crack-
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-in-school/how-recycled-pipes-detect-
http://www.natureworldnews.com/articles/31155/20161104/india-telescope-detects-
http://www.asianscientist.com/2016/11/in-the-lab/grapes-3-tata-institute-cosmic-
http://www.natureworldnews.com/articles/31222/20161106/potentially-dangerous-
http://www.ptinews.com/r_a_s/_318349
http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/indian-muon-trackers-get-a-handle-on-
http://sciencealert.com/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield
http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/telescope-upgrade-to-sniff-out-solar-
http://www.tifr.res.in/TSN/news_detail.php?id=107
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3901288/Is-Earth-s-protective-shield-
http://www.thehindu.com/life-and-style/how-ootys-cosmic-ray-lab-uses-recycled-steel-
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Sr No Title Page Language

25 The Earth's Magnetic Shield Cracked, Are We Doomed? 69 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYFt40J12go

26 ALERT: Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield Just Detected, 'A Flip is Overdue' 
Experts say

70 English

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFdxA8MRNmo

27 Powerful geomagnetic storm cracks Earth’s magnetosphere 71 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82X0V7yQmoE

28 TERRIFYING! Earth's Magnetic Shield Has CRACKED And We Could FRY At Any 
Moment!

72 English

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVERCMe9k0o

29 Earth's Magnetosphere Has Cracked ★★★ 73 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWQnyQhQ7Xc

30 Solar flare radiation burst cracked Earth's magnetic field caused radio 
blackouts

74 English

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2F8Ud-gDDnU

31 The crack indicates that Earth's magnetic shield is weakening 75 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAjk_pI88yY

32 Study: Solar Flare Caused A ‘Crack’ In Protective Field Around Earth 76 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDoi5HTyv8I

33 CRACK DISCOVERED IN EARTH'S MAGNETIC SHIELD 77 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tO0hTEgFhK4

34 SHOCK ALERT: Earth's magnetic field has CRACKED humanity at risk of cosmic 
radiation

78 English

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG90pBbOEow

35 EARTH IN TROUBLE Magnetic Field Cracked Mandela Effect 79 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKzTLdebVU0

36 Burst of Galactic Cosmic Rays Produces Crack in Earth's Magnetic Field 80 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8CfROWqgDo

37 A crack in Earth's magnetic shield 81 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qOWEg9-VWM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8CfROWqgDo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDoi5HTyv8I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG90pBbOEow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qOWEg9-VWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYFt40J12go
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFdxA8MRNmo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAjk_pI88yY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWQnyQhQ7Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2F8Ud-gDDnU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVERCMe9k0o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKzTLdebVU0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tO0hTEgFhK4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82X0V7yQmoE
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Sr No Title Page Country Language

38 Danger bells.... 82 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dV5ykq3PY0I

39 Study: Solar Flare Caused A 'Crack' In Protective Field Around Earth - English
http://www.forbes.com/video/5216539285001/

40 Study: Solar Flare Caused A ‘Crack’ In Protective Field Around Earth 83 English
http://www.onenewspage.com/video/20161113/6027738/Study-Solar-Flare-Caused-
Crack-In-Protective.htm

41 Scientists NOW SAY Earth’s magnetic shield CRACKING! | ED on camera for 
first time EVER!

- English

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIn9wch17SM&feature=youtu.be

42 Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered 84 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_J21Fk63nxM&feature=youtu.be

43 Scientists record breach in magnetic field 85 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6ORU8zLq0I

44 To Detect Solar Storms GRAPES-3 Telescope Upgraded Key Facts 86 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIfsQuivpKU

45 Burst of galactic cosmic rays produces crack in earths magnetic field 87 English
https://reniji.net /trend/burst-of-galactic-cosmic-rays-produces-crack-in-earths-
magnetic-field.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6ORU8zLq0I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dV5ykq3PY0I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIn9wch17SM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_J21Fk63nxM&feature=youtu.be
http://www.onenewspage.com/video/20161113/6027738/Study-Solar-Flare-Caused-
https://reniji.net
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIfsQuivpKU
http://www.forbes.com/video/5216539285001/


v

Sr No Title Page Country Language

46 Cosmic Ray lab scientists track solar storm 90 India English
http://www.deccanchronicle.com/science/science/051116/cosmic-ray-lab-scientists-
track-solar-storm.html

47 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield 92 India English
http://www.deccanchronicle.com/technology/in-other-news/031116/indian-
scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield.html

48 Deccan Chronicle 94 India English
Coimbatore Edition (Page. 1) on 05-11-2016,

49 Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earths Magnetic Shield 95 India English
http://www.indiatimes.com/news/india/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earth-s-
magnetic-shield-264839.html

50 Scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 98 India English
http://mumbaimirror.indiatimes.com/others/sci-tech/Scientists-detect-crack-in-
Earths-magnetic-shield/articleshow/55229865.cms

51 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield  Times of India 99 India English
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/science/Ooty-telescope-detects-massive-
cosmic-ray-attack-that-cracked-Earths-magnetic-shield/articleshow/55221962.cms

52 Ooty telescope detects massive cosmic ray attack that cracked
Earth's magnetic shield  Times of India

101 India English

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/science/Ooty-telescope-detects-massive-
cosmic-ray-attack-that-cracked-Earths-magnetic-shield/articleshow/55221962.cms

53 OOTY – A place for Science Lovers too! 102 India English
http://themango.co/ooty-a-place-for-science-lovers-too/

54 A DREAM WINTER SCHOOL FOR EVERY SCIENCE LOVER 104 India English
https://themango.co/a-dream-winter-school-for-every-science-lover/

55 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 109 USA English
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2016-11/tiof-gia110216.php

56 Breach in Earth's magnetic field 110 India English
http://www.deccanherald.com/content/587430/breach-earths-magnetic-field.html

57 'Pipe'lines that detect fiery solar storms 112 India English
http://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/deccan+herald-epaper-
deccan/pipe+lines+that+detect+fiery+solar+storms-newsid-64993951

http://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/deccan+herald-epaper-
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/science/Ooty-telescope-detects-massive-
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/science/Ooty-telescope-detects-massive-
http://www.deccanchronicle.com/science/science/051116/cosmic-ray-lab-scientists-
https://themango.co/a-dream-winter-school-for-every-science-lover/
http://www.indiatimes.com/news/india/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earth-s-
http://mumbaimirror.indiatimes.com/others/sci-tech/Scientists-detect-crack-in-
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2016-11/tiof-gia110216.php
http://www.deccanchronicle.com/technology/in-other-news/031116/indian-
http://www.deccanherald.com/content/587430/breach-earths-magnetic-field.html
http://themango.co/ooty-a-place-for-science-lovers-too/


vi

Sr No Title Page Country Language

58 connecting people through news 114 India English
http://www.pressreader.com/india/the-asian-age/20161107/281943132448815

59 Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield 116 India English
http://www.ndtv.com/india-news/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
shield-1621169

60 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 118 UK English
http://www.particlenews.com/n/051wjOVE?s=home

61 Scientists detect a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 119 UK English
http://www.particlenews.com/n/053knTX5?s=home

62 Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field, caused radio 
blackouts

120 Russia English

https://www.rt.com/viral/365328-magnetic-field-cracked-solar/

63 Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield 121 USA English
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/11/161103125930.htm

64 Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth's magnetic Shield 123 Phillipines English
http://www.spacedaily.com/reports/Cosmic-
ray_detector_finds_possible_crack_in_Earths_magnetic_shield_999.html

65 Scientists fear cosmic rays could one day batter earth after finding crack in 
magnetic shield

124 UK English

http://talkradio.co.uk/news/scientists-fear-cosmic-rays-could-one-day-batter-earth-
after-finding-crack-magnetic-shield

66 GRAPES-3 locates crack in magnetic field of Earth; Will it lead to doom? 125 India English
http://tecake.in/news/science/life-saved-magical-way-despite-crack-earths-magnetic-
shield-25575.html

67 Galactic cosmic rays burst through a crack in Earth's magnetic Shield 127 UK English
http://www.wired.co.uk/article/cosmic-rays-burst-magnetic-shield

68 Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth's magnetic Shield 129 USA English
http://www.upi.com/Science_News/2016/11/03/Cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-
crack-in-Earths-magnetic-shield/4681478178280/

69 A Solar Flare Has Cracked The Earth’s Magnetic Field 130 USA English
http://wallstreetpit.com/112279-solar-flare-cracked-earths-magnetic-field/

70 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 132 India English
http://planetnews.co.in/2016/11/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
shield/

http://wallstreetpit.com/112279-solar-flare-cracked-earths-magnetic-field/
https://www.rt.com/viral/365328-magnetic-field-cracked-solar/
http://talkradio.co.uk/news/scientists-fear-cosmic-rays-could-one-day-batter-earth-
http://planetnews.co.in/2016/11/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
http://www.particlenews.com/n/051wjOVE?s=home
http://tecake.in/news/science/life-saved-magical-way-despite-crack-earths-magnetic-
http://www.pressreader.com/india/the-asian-age/20161107/281943132448815
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/11/161103125930.htm
http://www.wired.co.uk/article/cosmic-rays-burst-magnetic-shield
http://www.ndtv.com/india-news/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
http://www.particlenews.com/n/053knTX5?s=home
http://www.upi.com/Science_News/2016/11/03/Cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-
http://www.spacedaily.com/reports/Cosmic-
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Sr No Title Page Country Language

71 SCIENTIST DISCOVER CRACK IN EARTH'S MAGNETIC SHIELD 133 India English
https://scienceindia.in/news/single/scientist-discover-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
shield

72 How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar storms 135 USA English
https://article.wn.com/view/2017/03/01/How_India_uses_recycled_pipes_to_detect
_ferocious_solar_stor/

73 A Solar Storm Put A Crack In Earths Magnetic Field 136 USA English
https://article.wn.com/view/2016/11/04/A_Solar_Storm_Put_A_Crack_In_Earths_M
agnetic_Field/

74 Burst of Galactic Cosmic Rays Produces Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Field 137 UAE English
http://scienceofcycles.com/tag/grapes-3-muon-telescope/

75 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 139 USA English
http://247newsonline.com/2016/11/03/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-
magnetic-shield/

76 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 141 India English
http://www.asianage.com/technomics/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earth-s-
magnetic-shield-217

77 Cosmic rays through the earth's magnetic field crack into the earth, in the 
northern hemisphere triggered geomagnetic Storm!

142 USA English

http://www.aiainews.com/explore/2016/11/06/24152.html

78 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 145 Australia English
http://www.africadaily.net/reports/GRAPES_3_indicates_a_crack_in_Earths_magneti
c_shield_999.html

79 Fears DEADLY cosmic rays will strike Earth after crack in magnetic shield 147 UK English
http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/559270/magnetic-shield-crack-cosmic-
rays-earth-science

80 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 150 USA English
http://www.deepstuff.org/grapes-3-indicates-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/

81 Crack in Earth's magnetic shield detected 152 India English
http://www.dnaindia.com/scitech/report-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield-detected-
2270103

82 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield 153 India English
http://english.manoramaonline.com/news/world/indian-scientists-detect-crack-
earth-magnetic-shield.html

83 GRAPES-3 Telescope Indicates Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Shield 154 USA English
http://www.eurasiareview.com/03112016-grapes-3-telescope-indicates-crack-in-
earths-magnetic-shield/

http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/559270/magnetic-shield-crack-cosmic-
http://english.manoramaonline.com/news/world/indian-scientists-detect-crack-
http://www.africadaily.net/reports/GRAPES_3_indicates_a_crack_in_Earths_magneti
http://www.deepstuff.org/grapes-3-indicates-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/
http://www.dnaindia.com/scitech/report-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield-detected-
https://scienceindia.in/news/single/scientist-discover-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
http://www.aiainews.com/explore/2016/11/06/24152.html
https://article.wn.com/view/2016/11/04/A_Solar_Storm_Put_A_Crack_In_Earths_M
https://article.wn.com/view/2017/03/01/How_India_uses_recycled_pipes_to_detect
http://scienceofcycles.com/tag/grapes-3-muon-telescope/
http://247newsonline.com/2016/11/03/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-
http://www.asianage.com/technomics/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earth-s-
http://www.eurasiareview.com/03112016-grapes-3-telescope-indicates-crack-in-
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Sr No Title Page Country Language

84 Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic Shield 156 English
http://www.ewao.com/a/scientists-just-detected-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/

85 Earth’s magnetic shield is ‘WEAKENING’ leaving us vulnerable
to radiation

158 UK English

http://www.express.co.uk/news/science/728799/Solar-storm-magnetic-shield-
WEAKENING-radiation

86 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 161 India English
http://extraminds.com/socialize/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
shield/

87 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 163 India English
http://www.financialexpress.com/lifestyle/science/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-
earths-magnetic-shield/437792/

88 THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC SHIELD CRACKED, ARE WE DOOMED? 165 Brazil English
http://www.sci-techuniverse.com/2016/12/the-earths-magnetic-shield-cracked-
are.html

89 Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield 166 Nepal English
http://www.ndtv.com.np/2016/11/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in.html

90 Muon Telescope 167 Zimbabwe English
http://rxiv.org/pdf/1611.0036v1.pdf

91 Cosmic Ray lab scientists track solar storm 170 USA English
https://article.wn.com/view/2016/11/05/Cosmic_Ray_lab_scientists_track_solar_sto
rm/

92 Indian Scientists Detect Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield 172 USA English
http://businessmensedition.com/scientists-detect-crack-earths-shield/

93 The latest technology in India’s space arsenal 174 India English
http://theindianeconomist.com/the-latest-technology-in-indias-space-arsenal/

94 Did a solar storm damage Earth’s magnetic field? 176 USA English
http://www.astronspace.com/2016/11/did-solar-storm-damage-earths-
magnetic.html

95 Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield 178 USA English
http://www.geologyin.com/2016/11/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic.html

96 SHOCK ALERT: Earth's magnetic field has CRACKED humanity at risk of cosmic 
radiation dizi indir

179 Argentina English

http://dizi-izle.xyz/watch?v=TG90pBbOEow

New 
Zealand

http://www.sci-techuniverse.com/2016/12/the-earths-magnetic-shield-cracked-
http://rxiv.org/pdf/1611.0036v1.pdf
http://www.financialexpress.com/lifestyle/science/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-
http://www.ewao.com/a/scientists-just-detected-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/
http://www.geologyin.com/2016/11/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic.html
http://www.astronspace.com/2016/11/did-solar-storm-damage-earths-
http://www.ndtv.com.np/2016/11/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in.html
http://businessmensedition.com/scientists-detect-crack-earths-shield/
http://dizi-izle.xyz/watch?v=TG90pBbOEow
https://article.wn.com/view/2016/11/05/Cosmic_Ray_lab_scientists_track_solar_sto
http://extraminds.com/socialize/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
http://theindianeconomist.com/the-latest-technology-in-indias-space-arsenal/
http://www.express.co.uk/news/science/728799/Solar-storm-magnetic-shield-
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97 Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field,
caused radio blackouts

180 Australia English

http://www.miragenews.com/solar-flare-radiation-burst-cracked-earths-magnetic-
field-caused-radio-blackouts/

98 Scientists Record Breach in Magnetic Field 181 Australia English
http://primenews.com.au/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field/

99 Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered 183 Australia English
http://mysteriousuniverse.org/2016/11/massive-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-
discovered/

100 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 185 Australia English
http://www.spacewar.com/reports/GRAPES_3_indicates_a_crack_in_Earths_magnet
ic_shield_999.html

101 GRAPES-3 locates crack in magnetic field of Earth; Will it lead
to doom?

187 Australia English

https://1newsaustralia.com/grapes-3-locates-crack-in-magnetic-field-of-earth-will-it-
lead-to-doom/

102 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 188 Australia English
http://www.petermaxwellslattery.com/blog--news/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-
earths-magnetic-shield

103 Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Shield 189 Australia English
http://radiotuneindia.com.au/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/

104 SCIENTISTS HAVE DETECTED A CRACK IN EARTH'S MAGNETIC SHIELD 191 Australia English
http://nevarc.org.au/newsletter/2016/NEVARC%20NEWS%20Vol%2003%20Issue%20
12%202016.pdf

105 Scientists detect a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 193 Australia English
http://www.newsjs.com/au/cosmic-ray-lab-scientists-track-solar-
storm/d6mnugUTXWqIaHMjZTPVUVQunK9YM/

106 Scientists have detected a crack in Earth`s magnetic shield 197 Azerbaijan English
http://en.azvision.az/Scientists-have-detected-a--51152-xeber.html

107 Scientists detect a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 199 Bangladesh English
http://www.techradarbd.com/2016/11/09/scientists-detect-a-crack-in-earths-
magnetic-shield/

108 Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered 201 Bangladesh English
http://www.anynewsbd.com/massive-crack-in.html

109 Telescope upgrade to sniff out solar storms 204 Bangladesh English
http://tmssmagazine.com/telescope-upgrade-to-sniff-out-solar-storms/

http://radiotuneindia.com.au/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/
http://primenews.com.au/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field/
http://mysteriousuniverse.org/2016/11/massive-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-
http://tmssmagazine.com/telescope-upgrade-to-sniff-out-solar-storms/
http://www.petermaxwellslattery.com/blog--news/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-
http://www.techradarbd.com/2016/11/09/scientists-detect-a-crack-in-earths-
http://www.anynewsbd.com/massive-crack-in.html
https://1newsaustralia.com/grapes-3-locates-crack-in-magnetic-field-of-earth-will-it-
http://nevarc.org.au/newsletter/2016/NEVARC%20NEWS%20Vol%2003%20Issue%20
http://www.spacewar.com/reports/GRAPES_3_indicates_a_crack_in_Earths_magnet
http://www.miragenews.com/solar-flare-radiation-burst-cracked-earths-magnetic-
http://en.azvision.az/Scientists-have-detected-a--51152-xeber.html
http://www.newsjs.com/au/cosmic-ray-lab-scientists-track-solar-
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110 Alert crack in earths magnetic shield just detected a flip is overdue 
experts say

206 Belarus English

http://bokep.cricket/download/kFdxA8MRNmo/alert-crack-in-earths-magneticshield-
just-detected-a-flip-is-overdue-experts-say/

111 Indian Scientists Have Detected a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield 208 Belgium English
http://blog.seniorennet.be/peter2011/archief.php?ID=1982862

112 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield 209 Bolivia English
http://newscdn.newsrep.net/h5/nrshare.html?r=3&lan=en_&pid=9&id=Kp4fbfa70ri_
in&app_lan=&mcc=404&declared_lan=&pubaccount=ocms_0&showall=1

113 Is Earth's protective shield cracking? 211 Brazil English
http://itegistry.com/post/42088-is-earth-s-protective-shield-cracking

114 SCIENTISTS HAVE DETECTED A CRACK IN EARTH’S MAGNETIC SHIELD 214 Brazil English
https://undergroundscience.net/science/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earths-
magnetic-shield/

115 SHOCK ALERT: Hole Found In Earth’s Magnetic Field – Humanity At Risk Of 
Cosmic Radiation

216 Brazil English

http://newzcorner.com/shock-alert-hole-found-in-earths-magnetic-field-humanity-at-
risk-of-cosmic-radiation/

116 The GRAPES-3 experiment at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty is getting 
upgraded.

219 Brazil English

https://www.facebook.com/wtsmum/posts/1657368607891358:0

117 A SOLAR STORM PUT A CRACK IN EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 220 Brazil English
http://www.sci-techuniverse.com/2016/11/a-solar-storm-put-crack-in-earths.html

118 SCIENTISTS DISCOVER CRACK IN EARTH’ MAGNETIC FIELD 222 Brazil English
http://www.thecampingcanuck.com/scientists-discover-crack-earth-magnetic-
field/3230/

119 Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field, caused radio 
blackouts

223 Brazil English

http://news.anotao.com/link/ru/www.rt.com/viral/365328-magnetic-field-cracked-
solar/

120 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield 224 English
http://emosays.com/article/746/Indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-Earths-magnetic-
shield-The-worlds-largest-and-most-sensitive-cosmic-ray-mon

121 Crack Discovered in Earth's Magnetic Shield 225 Canada English
http://thescienceexplorer.com/universe/crack-discovered-earths-magnetic-shield

British Virgin 
Islands

http://newzcorner.com/shock-alert-hole-found-in-earths-magnetic-field-humanity-at-
http://blog.seniorennet.be/peter2011/archief.php?ID=1982862
http://bokep.cricket/download/kFdxA8MRNmo/alert-crack-in-earths-magneticshield-
http://thescienceexplorer.com/universe/crack-discovered-earths-magnetic-shield
http://news.anotao.com/link/ru/www.rt.com/viral/365328-magnetic-field-cracked-
http://newscdn.newsrep.net/h5/nrshare.html?r=3&lan=en_&pid=9&id=Kp4fbfa70ri_
https://undergroundscience.net/science/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earths-
http://www.thecampingcanuck.com/scientists-discover-crack-earth-magnetic-
http://itegistry.com/post/42088-is-earth-s-protective-shield-cracking
https://www.facebook.com/wtsmum/posts/1657368607891358:0
http://emosays.com/article/746/Indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-Earths-magnetic-
http://www.sci-techuniverse.com/2016/11/a-solar-storm-put-crack-in-earths.html
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122 Did a solar storm damage Earth’s magnetic field? 226 Canada English
http://www.digitaljournal.com/tech-and-science/science/did-a-solar-storm-damaged-
earth-s-magnetic-field/article/480412

123 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 227 Canada English
http://sciencebulletin.org/archives/7298.html

124 A CRACK IN THE EARTH’S MAGNETIC SHIELD 229 Canada English
https://checkthescience.com/news/1868266-a-crack-earths-magnetic-shield

125 Scientists Have Detected a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Field 230 Canada English
http://www.avelarnews.com/science/space/scientists-detected-crack-earths-
magnetic-field/

126 Indian Scientists claim there is crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield 232 Canada English
http://sloan.ca/indian-scientists-claim-there-is-crack-in-the-earths-magnetic-shield/

127 Indian Scientists Find Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield. Know How It Will 
Impact Us

233 Canada English

http://www.lownmower.com/news/Indian-scientists-find-crack-in-Earth's-magnetic-
shield.-Know-how-it-will-impact-us

128 GRAPES-3 Telescope Records Cosmic Ray Burst Highlights Crack In Earths 
Magnetic Field

234 Canada English

http://www.notey.com/@techtimes_unofficial/external/12645886/grapes-3-
telescope-records-cosmic-ray-burst-highlights-crack-in-earth%E2%80%99s-magnetic-
field.html

129 Science Friday Cosmic-Ray Detector Finds Possible Crack in Earths Magnetic 
Shield

236 Canada English

https://sierracynic.wordpress.com/2016/11/04/science-friday-cosmic-ray-detector-
finds-possible-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-century-old-california-earthquakes/

130 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 237 Canada English
http://www.viralsearches.com/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

131 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 239 Canada English
http://www.parallelstate.com/news/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-
shield/351761

132 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 240 Canada English
http://hailscience.com/2016/11/02/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
shield/

133 GRAPES-3 Telescope Records Cosmic Ray Burst, Highlights Crack In Earth’s 
Magnetic Field

241 Canada English

https://checkthescience.com/news/1868535-grapes-3-telescope-records-cosmic-ray-
burst-highlights-crack-earths-magnetic-field

mailto:http://www.notey.com/@techtimes_unofficial/external/12645886/grapes-3-
https://checkthescience.com/news/1868266-a-crack-earths-magnetic-shield
http://sloan.ca/indian-scientists-claim-there-is-crack-in-the-earths-magnetic-shield/
http://www.viralsearches.com/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/
https://sierracynic.wordpress.com/2016/11/04/science-friday-cosmic-ray-detector-
http://hailscience.com/2016/11/02/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
http://www.digitaljournal.com/tech-and-science/science/did-a-solar-storm-damaged-
http://www.parallelstate.com/news/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-
http://sciencebulletin.org/archives/7298.html
http://www.avelarnews.com/science/space/scientists-detected-crack-earths-
http://www.lownmower.com/news/Indian-scientists-find-crack-in-Earth's-magnetic-
https://checkthescience.com/news/1868535-grapes-3-telescope-records-cosmic-ray-
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134 GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 242 Canada English
https://healthyspace1.wordpress.com/2016/11/03/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-
earths-magnetic-shieldhealthy-space/

135 Crack Detected in Earth’s Magnetic Shield, Causing Supercharged Aurora 
Borealis, Radio Signal Blackouts In High Latitude Countries

243 Canada English

https://priyankanaik.com/2016/11/06/crack-detected-in-earths-magnetic-shield-
causing-supercharged-aurora-borealis-radio-signal-blackouts-in-high-latitude-
countries/amp/

136 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 244 Canada English
http://www.kunmail.com/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earth%E2%80%99s-magnetic-
shield

137 Potentially Dangerous Cosmic Rays Are Leaking Into Earth's Atmosphere Are 
We Safe?

245 Canada English

http://www.lownmower.com/news/Potentially-Dangerous-Cosmic-Rays-Are-Leaking-
Into-Earth%27s-Atmosphere----Are-We-Safe?/

138 Sour GRAPES 246 Canada English
https://queerscifi.com/sour-grapes/

139 The Earth’s Magnetic Shield Cracked, Are We Doomed 247 Canada English
http://www.glassgraden.com/news/The-Earth%E2%80%99s-Magnetic-Shield-
Cracked,-Are-We-Doomed

140 Crack discovered in Earth’s magnetic shield 248 Chile English
http://theinformant.cl/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

141 Transient weakening of Earth's magnetic shield probed by a cosmic ray 
burst

249 China English

http://kjqb.las.ac.cn/STMonitor/home/recordshow.htm;jsessionid=39DD6A81B17CC2
9E8EB15BE3CD3748C6?hit=true&id=5310644&parentPageId=1475077619487&server
Id=82

142 Indian muon trackers get a handle on solar storms 250 China English
http://note.taable.com/post/CE/www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/indian-muon-
trackers-get-a-handle-on-solar-
storms/article9281700.ece?utm_source=RSS_Feed&utm_medium=RSS&utm_campai
gn=RSS_Syndication  taken from Hindu

143 India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield 252 China English
http://www.wandoujia.com/items/-5378466267763273603

144 India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield 254 China English
http://qingmang.me/articles/-5378466267763273603

145 Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth's magnetic shield 256 China English
http://www.notey.com/@sott_unofficial/external/12613678/cosmic-ray-detector-
finds-possible-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield.html

http://www.wandoujia.com/items/-5378466267763273603
https://healthyspace1.wordpress.com/2016/11/03/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-
http://qingmang.me/articles/-5378466267763273603
http://www.kunmail.com/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earth%E2%80%99s-magnetic-
mailto:http://www.notey.com/@sott_unofficial/external/12613678/cosmic-ray-detector-
http://www.lownmower.com/news/Potentially-Dangerous-Cosmic-Rays-Are-Leaking-
https://priyankanaik.com/2016/11/06/crack-detected-in-earths-magnetic-shield-
https://queerscifi.com/sour-grapes/
http://www.glassgraden.com/news/The-Earth%E2%80%99s-Magnetic-Shield-
http://kjqb.las.ac.cn/STMonitor/home/recordshow.htm;jsessionid=39DD6A81B17CC2
http://theinformant.cl/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield/
http://note.taable.com/post/CE/www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/indian-muon-
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146 Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth's magnetic Shield 258 Croatia English
http://www.poandpo.com/in-the-meantime/cosmicray-detector-finds-possible-crack-
in-earths-magnetic-shield-3112016241/

147 Recycled Pipe Storm Detector 259 Cyprus English
http://www.supanet.com/recycled-pipe-storm-detector-a18250.html

148 Crack discovered in Earth’s magnetic shield 260 Cyprus English
http://www.ecoiko.eu/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

149 Earth’s Magnetic Shield Vital for Humanity Cracked, Indian
Researchers Discover

261 Czech 
Republic

English

http://trueviralnews.com/earths-magnetic-shield-vital-for-humanity-cracked-indian-
researchers-discover/

150 Crack Discovered in Earth's Magnetic Shield -- Still Could Be
Unstable a Year Later

263 Denmark English

http://www.verdensalt.dk/2016/11/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic.html

151 Galactic cosmic rays burst through a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 264 English
http://www.techsite.io/p/477171

152 Solar Storms Can Weaken Earth's Magnetic Field 265 Ethiopia English
http://www.geologicalsocietyofafrica.org/file/News_582ddb2a8382f3.33477341.pdf

153 Scientists have detected a recent geomagnetic storm cracked Earth's magnetic 
shield

267 Finland English

http://scienceblogist.blogspot.fi/2016/11/scientistdetectcrackinearths_4.html 

154 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 268 France English
http://mediaindia.eu/business-politics/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-
magnetic-shield/

155 Scientist Have Detected A Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield 269 France English
http://www.pearltrees.com/wordlever/space/id1954630#item188889044

156 Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield 271 France English
http://www.geekjournal.net/articles/2016/11/crack-discovered-in-earth-s-magnetic-
shield-99711.html

157 COULD EARTH'S PROTECTIVE SHIELD BE CRACKING? 272 France English
http://ecomass.over-blog.com/2016/12/could-earth-s-protective-shield-be-
cracking.html

158 Scientists Record Breach in Magnetic Field 274 Gabon English
http://1stnews.ga/2017/02/03/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field/?i=1

Diego Garcia

http://mediaindia.eu/business-politics/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-
http://1stnews.ga/2017/02/03/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field/?i=1
http://www.supanet.com/recycled-pipe-storm-detector-a18250.html
http://www.poandpo.com/in-the-meantime/cosmicray-detector-finds-possible-crack-
http://www.pearltrees.com/wordlever/space/id1954630#item188889044
http://ecomass.over-blog.com/2016/12/could-earth-s-protective-shield-be-
http://www.ecoiko.eu/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield/
http://www.techsite.io/p/477171
http://www.geekjournal.net/articles/2016/11/crack-discovered-in-earth-s-magnetic-
http://www.verdensalt.dk/2016/11/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic.html
http://trueviralnews.com/earths-magnetic-shield-vital-for-humanity-cracked-indian-
http://www.geologicalsocietyofafrica.org/file/News_582ddb2a8382f3.33477341.pdf
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159 Solar flare caused a 'crack' in protective field around Earth 276 Germany English
http://news_hub.dc5m.hce-
project.com/2016/11/13/19/usa_mix_en_full.m.html.010.html#article_ref2

160 Scientists Record Breach in Magnetic Field 277 Germany English
http://www.worlwidebuzz.com/sciencenature/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-
field/

161 The Magnetosphere of The Earth Cracked 279 Germany English
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:QuKclUMizfQJ:earth-
chronicles.com/natural-catastrophe/the-magnetosphere-of-the-earth-
cracked.html+&cd=2&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=in

162 Forum for Science, Industry and Business 280 Germany English
http://www.innovations-report.com/html/reports/physics-astronomy/grapes-3-
indicates-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield.html

163 Scientists have detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 281 Germany English
http://alwareness.com/en/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
shield/

164 SCIENTISTS RECORD BREACH IN MAGNETIC FIELD 283 Germany English
http://cosmopolitnews.eu/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field/

165 Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield 285 Germany English
http://wjmtek.net/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield

166 Crack In Earth’s magnetic shield greater than expected 286 Germany English
http://www.elektrosmog.com/news-from-john-weigl-site-2

167 Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered 287 Germany English
http://www.bestofviral.online/massive-crack-earths-magnetic-shield-discovered

168 Crack  Discovered in Earth’s Magnetic Shield 288 Germany English
https://www.facebook.com/MajorEdDames/posts/558998074297231

169 Ajándék törölközők 289 Hungary English
http://www.varrokneked.hu/index.php?option=com_k2&view=itemlist&task=user&i
d=97712

170 GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield 290 Iceland English
http://right.is/watercooler/2016/11/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
shield-4555.html

171 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 292 India English
http://www.freepressjournal.in/webspecial/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-
magnetic-shield/966316    Story taken from PTI

http://wjmtek.net/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield
http://www.freepressjournal.in/webspecial/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-
http://www.elektrosmog.com/news-from-john-weigl-site-2
http://right.is/watercooler/2016/11/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
http://www.bestofviral.online/massive-crack-earths-magnetic-shield-discovered
http://www.worlwidebuzz.com/sciencenature/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-
http://news_hub.dc5m.hce-
http://www.varrokneked.hu/index.php?option=com_k2&view=itemlist&task=user&i
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:QuKclUMizfQJ:earth-
http://www.innovations-report.com/html/reports/physics-astronomy/grapes-3-
http://alwareness.com/en/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-
https://www.facebook.com/MajorEdDames/posts/558998074297231
http://cosmopolitnews.eu/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field/
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172 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 293 India English
http://en.vyganews.com/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

173 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 295 India English
http://www.hindustantimes.com/tech/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earth-s-
magnetic-shield/story-PSWNBbaRpWfWUDAe7ZwDCJ.html 

174 Indian scientists detect burst in cosmic rays through crack in
Earth’s magnetic shield

296 India English

http://www.indialivetoday.com/indian-scientists-detect-burst-cosmic-rays-crack-
earths-magnetic-shield/55595.html

175 Indian Muon Trackers Get A Handle On Solar Storms 297 India English
http://indiandefence.com/threads/indian-muon-trackers-get-a-handle-on-solar-
storms.56771/

176 Indian scientists find crack in Earth's magnetic shield. Know
how it will impact us?

299 India English

http://www.indiatvnews.com/news/world-indian-scientists-find-crack-in-earth-s-
magnetic-shield-know-how-it-will-impact-us-355200

177 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield 301 India English
http://www.msn.com/en-in/news/techandscience/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-
earths-magnetic-shield/ar-AAjRkHt?srcref=rss

178 Indian researchers find crack in Earth’s magnetic field 302 India English
http://www.pc-tablet.co.in/indian-researchers-find-crack-earths-magnetic-
field/50777/

179 Scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic field, here is how it
will affect you

303 India English

http://www.pc-tablet.co.in/scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-field-will-
affect/51152/

180 Scientists detect a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 304 India English
http://www.techworm.net/2016/11/scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-
shield.html

181 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 305 India English
http://tennews.in/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-shield-2/

182 Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 306 India English
http://www.ucnews.in/news/201-3177091559888008/indian-scientists-detect-crack-
in-earth-s-magnetic-shield.html

183 Indian researchers find crack in Planet's magnetic shield 307 India English
http://thetypicalindian.com/news/indian-researchers-find-crack-in-planets-magnetic-
shield#axzz4YUnOeqhy

http://www.pc-tablet.co.in/scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-field-will-
http://www.pc-tablet.co.in/indian-researchers-find-crack-earths-magnetic-
http://en.vyganews.com/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/
http://www.msn.com/en-in/news/techandscience/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-
http://www.ucnews.in/news/201-3177091559888008/indian-scientists-detect-crack-
http://www.techworm.net/2016/11/scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-
http://indiandefence.com/threads/indian-muon-trackers-get-a-handle-on-solar-
http://thetypicalindian.com/news/indian-researchers-find-crack-in-planets-magnetic-
http://www.indialivetoday.com/indian-scientists-detect-burst-cosmic-rays-crack-
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The GRAPES-3 tracking muon telescope in Ooty, India measures muon intensity at high cutoff rigidities
(15–24 GV) along nine independent directions covering 2.3 sr. The arrival of a coronal mass ejection on
22 June 2015 18:40 UT had triggered a severe G4-class geomagnetic storm (storm). Starting 19:00 UT, the
GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a 2 h high-energy (∼20 GeV) burst of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs)
that was strongly correlated with a 40 nT surge in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Simulations have
shown that a large (17×) compression of the IMF to 680 nT, followed by reconnection with the
geomagnetic field (GMF) leading to lower cutoff rigidities could generate this burst. Here, 680 nT
represents a short-term change in GMF around Earth, averaged over 7 times its volume. The GCRs, due to
lowering of cutoff rigidities, were deflected from Earth’s day side by ∼210° in longitude, offering a natural
explanation of its night-time detection by the GRAPES-3. The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all
nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth. It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic
shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern
technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

Introduction.—The geomagnetic field (GMF) [1] shields
Earth from energetic charged particles by deflecting them
away over several Earth radii (RE) [2]. Eruptive solar
processes produce coronal mass ejections (CMEs) that are
large plasma structures with embedded turbulent magnetic
fields, that are ejected into the heliosphere from the solar
corona [3]. The space weather is driven by these CMEs that
can have profound societal impact by triggering severe
storms that disrupt space, and ground-based communica-
tion. The largest storm in recorded history was the famous
Carrington event of 1859 that disrupted a relatively robust
communication system of telegraph lines of that era for
several hours [4,5]. However, the occurrence of a similar
event today could cripple the suite of smart devices
including mobile phones, computer networks, etc., on
Earth, and satellites in space. This is due to the widespread
use of VLSI circuits in these devices, which may not

survive the high radiation environment produced by a
Carrington-like event [6,7].
The reconfiguration of the magnetic field through

reconnection is the key to interpret the energy release in
coronal mass ejections (CMEs), and the generation of solar
magnetic field through dynamo action [8]. The magnetic
field, and associated turbulence in the CMEs causes slow
(∼days) reduction in the galactic cosmic ray (GCR)
intensity called Forbush decrease (FD) events [9–12].
The CMEs containing a southward directed IMF induce
reconnection, whereby, the magnetic field ahead of Earth’s
bow shock is “opened up” [13] producing storms [14,15].
The GMF shields Earth by deflecting GCRs away, resulting
in a threshold, termed “cutoff rigidity,” below which GCRs
cannot reach Earth [16]. Episodes of increase in the GCR
intensity due to decrease in the cutoff rigidity “Rc” during
storms have also been reported earlier [2,17,18].
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On 21 June 2015, a symmetric full-halo CME erupted
from the sunspot region NOAA 2371 associated with a
double peaked M2-class solar flare. It appeared in the
SOHO/LASCO C2 images at 02:36 UT, and reached Earth
on 22 June 2015 18:40 UT, and triggered a severe G4-class
storm producing radio blackouts, and Aurore Borealis [19].
Two preceding CMEs had arrived on 21 June 2015 16:45
UT, and 22 June 2015 05:45 UT, respectively, and both had
originated from the same sunspot region. The CME
parameters, including the solar wind speed (VSW), mag-
netic field jBj, and Bz its component perpendicular to the
ecliptic plane, measured by the WIND spacecraft (at L1,
1.5 × 106 km from Earth) are available on OMNIWeb [20].
The WIND data, time shifted to the bow-shock nose
already accounted for propagation delay from the space-
craft [21] available on OMNIWeb, were used here. In
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) the arrival of the three CMEs are marked
by jumps in VSW, and jBj, respectively. For 2 h, the passage
of the third CME enhanced jBj to 44 nT (Fig. 1b), and Bz to
−40 nT [Fig. 1(c)].
Burst detection by GRAPES-3.—The large area (560 m2)

GRAPES-3 tracking muon telescope in Ooty, India, due to

its near-equatorial location, experiences high cutoff rigidi-
ties (15–24 GV). It measures the muon intensity along nine
independent directions in the sky by detecting ≥ 1 GeV
muons produced by the GCRs in the atmosphere [22,23].
Thus, the muons serve as proxies for GCRs, and hence the
terms “muon rate,” and “GCR intensity” (GCRI) will be
used interchangeably. The nine muon directions are labeled
NE(northeast), N, NW, E, V(vertical), W, SE, S, SW
(southwest) in a 2.3 sr field of view, as listed in Fig. 3.
The GRAPES-3 detects 1.5 × 108 muons per hour, which
provides an accurate estimate of the GCRI variation
[23–25]. The muon rate is corrected for instrumental and
atmospheric pressure variations [26]. The corrected muon
rates are yet modulated by the solar diurnal anisotropy
(SDA) at a frequency of 1 cycle per day (cpd), and to a
lesser extent by two higher harmonics. By the use of a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) based filter, SDA can be largely
eliminated. However, the use of FFT requires observed data
to be converted into an uninterrupted time series of 2N

intervals, where N is a positive integer. Accordingly, the
muon rates measured every four min for 213 ¼ 8192
intervals spanning 23 days from 12 June 2015 18:28 UT
to 4 July 2015 12:36 UT were used here. To remove the
contribution of SDA on the muon rate, the FFT spectrum
was subjected to a smooth filter to reject frequencies from
0.5 to 3.5 cpd. The inverse FFT of the filtered spectrum
yielded a muon rate free from the influence of SDA as
shown in Fig. 1(d) [10,26].
As seen from Fig. 1(d), an FD was in progress 4.5 h after

the arrival of first CME on 21 June 16:45 UT. In the midst
of this FD, a 2 h muon burst (19:00–21:00 UT) correlated
with Bz is clearly seen from Fig. 1(d), and Fig. 1(c),
respectively, as indicated by the arrows. Another FFT filter
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was used to eliminate the frequencies < 0.5 cpd to remove
the slow FD contributions. The muon data now contain
only frequencies > 3.5 cpd. The muon rate, and −Bz, data
at 4 min resolution are shown in Fig. 2. Bz was delayed by
32 min which maximized its correlation with the muon data
to R ¼ −0.94, highlighting the intimate connection of the
GCRI on Earth, and the Bz in space. Every 4 min, ∼106
muons are detected in each of the nine directions, resulting
in a statistical error of ∼0.1%. Thus, an excess of 9.2 × 105

on a background of 2.9 × 108 muons during this 2 h
interval implies a significance in excess of 50σ.
The nine muon profiles obtained after inverse FFT are

shown by the solid lines in Fig. 3. The burst amplitudes
show a gradual decline from north (N ¼ 1.8%) to south
(SW ¼ 0.8%) directions. Each direction shows a simulta-
neous GCRI surge from 19∶00 UT, reaching a maximum at

20∶00 UT. For an interplanetary phenomenon, the expected
time offset between V, and directions NE, E, SE is
−100 min. Similarly, the offset between V, and NW, W,
SW is 100 min based on the 25° angle between them.
However, the observed offsets between V, and NE, E, SE,
NW, W, SW, measured via a cross correlation yielded a
mean of ð−3# 4Þ min, consistent with a value of zero
within the 4 min time resolution. As expected, the time
offsets between V, and N, S were also zero. Thus, the near
simultaneity of the GCR burst in all directions strongly
suggests its origin close to Earth, possibly within the
magnetosphere.
Simulation of GCR burst.—We tested the hypothesis that

the burst was generated by a sudden lowering of the cutoff
rigidities by recalculating Rc for a GMF perturbed via
reconnection with the IMF. The telescope field of view was
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FIG. 3. Muon-rate variation in nine directions observed by GRAPES-3 on 22 June 2015 shown by the solid line. Simulation results
normalized to data by scaling the IMF 17 times are shown by the broken line. Cutoff rigidities (GV) and error bars are shown for each
direction.
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divided into 360° × 60° grid, each 1° in azimuth and zenith
directions. In a magnetic field, the trajectory of protons
arriving at Earth is the same as that of antiprotons (p̄) of the
same rigidity leaving Earth. Thus, to simulate the proton
trajectories, p̄ of increasing rigidity moving away from
Earth were launched from each grid point. Their trajectories
were traced to a distance “D” [16] in a GMF modeled by
IGRF-11 [27], after adding the IMF (Bx, By, Bz averaged
every 4 min) to the respective GMF components. The
smallest rigidity p̄ escaping Earth defines the Rc for that
direction. Equivalently, a proton of Rc would be the lowest
rigidity particle to reach Earth from outer space along the
same trajectory. We varied D from 1.5 to 25RE, and found
that Rc gradually reduced and reached its asymptotic value
at D ¼ 2RE, which was used thereafter.
The production of muons in the atmosphere due to

interaction of GCRs above Rc was simulated by
Monte Carlo code CORSIKA [28]. The simulated muons
satisfying the trigger requirements of the muon telescope
were binned into the nine directions mentioned above. The
difference between the muon rates before, and after adding
the IMF was calculated for every 4 min. The interval
18:40–19:00 UT was used as the baseline to estimate the
change in rates both for the data, as well as simulations. The
simulated amplitudes were significantly smaller (∼0.05%)
than the measured (∼1.0%) ones. These simulations were
repeated after enhancing the IMF by a factor 2 < f < 20.
The results obtained showed that the amplitudes scaled
with f. A simultaneous minimization of χ2 for the nine
pairs of observed, and simulated profiles yielded f ¼ 17.
The nine simulated profiles are shown in Fig. 3 by

broken lines. Very high correlations (−0.89# 0.05)
between the measured, and simulated profiles are seen in
all nine cases. The reduction in Rc varied from 0.5 in the
south to 0.7 GV in the north. It is remarkable that a simple
model with a common compression factor f ¼ 17
(Bz ¼ −680 nT) reproduced the amplitude, and the shapes
of all nine profiles quite well. Since the burst was caused by
a decrease of the GMF out to D ¼ 2RE, thus, this decrease

of 680 nT, was averaged over a volume of ð23-1Þ ¼ 7VE
surrounding Earth where VE is the volume of Earth.
The GCRs near the cutoff experience a large deflection

in the GMF. To estimate this “deflection,” asymptotic
directions were calculated for 5 × 104 protons. Protons
of rigidities from Rci to Rci þ ΔRci GV for i ¼ 1, 9
directions were simulated. Here ΔRci, were the changes
in the respective cutoff rigidities (0.5–0.7 GV). Trajectories
for the most probable rigidity for the nine directions,
viewed from the north pole are shown in Fig. 4(a).
These trajectories are bending 195°–230°; thus, the asymp-
totic directions lie in the opposite hemisphere. In Fig. 4(b)
an equatorial view of these trajectories is shown. Thus, the
GCRs producing the muon burst detected on the night side
were deflected ∼210° from the day side.
Discussion.—The frozen-in, IMF component −Bz ¼

40 nT could be enhanced via compression of the CME-
sheath region. During this storm, Earth’s bow-shock nose
was compressed from 11.4 to 4.6RE [20]. The implied
reduction in the area suggests that −Bz would have been
enhanced by a factor ð11.4=4.6Þ2 ¼ 6.14. Additionally,
assuming the CME shock to be quasiperpendicular, it
could further enhance Bz by a factor< 4 [29]. Thus, −Bz ¼
40 nT measured at L1, could, in principle, be enhanced by
a factor < 4 × 6.14 ¼ 24.6 to < 980 nT. Thus, the reduc-
tion of 680 nT possibly induced by reconnection with the
GMF, was ∼70% of its maximum possible value.
An examination of the worldwide neutron monitor data

showed that Almaty, and Nor-Amberd stations located on
the night side recorded increased rates coincident with
GRAPES-3. However, no significant increase was seen by
the instruments on the day side [30]. The 32 min delay of
the burst relative to the IMF could be due to the GCRs
diffusing across a turbulent IMF [11,12]. The long-term
changes in the GMF are typically measured from satellites
[1]; however, GCRs provide an inexpensive and yet reliable
probe of the short-term changes in the GMF over a large
volume (7VE). The fortuitous location of GRAPES-3 on
the night side, opposite to the reconnection site on the day
side, enabled the detection of this burst. The burst had

FIG. 4. GCR trajectories near the cutoff rigidity responsible for the burst viewed from the (a) north pole and (b) the equator. NW, N,
NE shown in blue, W, V, E in green, SW, S, SE in red.
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occurred due to reduction of the cutoff rigidities from a
temporary reconnection-induced 680 nT decrease in the
GMF with a relatively high efficiency of 70%. The near
simultaneity of the burst in all nine directions indicates its
origin close to Earth. The N-S gradient in the amplitudes
(1.8∶1) of the burst was caused by the relative alignment of
−Bz with respective directions. Any alternative explanation
involving enhancement of the GCR intensity due to IMF is
not feasible due to the negative correlation between these
two variables. The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2 h
weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this
event. This burst allowed observation of the annihilation of
the magnetic field arising from reconnection in a large
volume surrounding Earth by the novel probe of GCRs.
Depending on the orbital variation of the cutoff rigidities,
the astronauts on the International Space Station (ISS)
would have received a high, and variable radiation dose
during the burst. The AMS detector on the ISS [31] is
ideally located to further investigate this burst, and its effects
on astronauts onboard. This event may also hold clues to the
impact of superstorms that may occur in the future.
Conclusions.—The GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty,

India detected a 2 h burst of GCRs starting 22 June 2015
19:00 UT that was strongly correlated with a 40 nT surge in
the IMF. Monte Carlo simulations showed compression of
IMF to 680 nT spread over 7 times Earth’s volume, and
subsequent reconnection with the GMF leading to lower
cutoff rigidities may have generated this burst. A ∼ 210°
bending of the GCRs due to lowering of cutoff rigidities
resulted in detection of this day-sideburst on thenight side by
the GRAPES-3. The occurrence of the burst indicates a 2 h
transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, which may
hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms.
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Synopsis: A Crack in Earth’s Protective Shield 

 

10/20/2016 

October 20, 2016 

Observations with India’s cosmic-ray telescope indicate that Earth’s magnetic field 
weakened during a 2015 geomagnetic storm, allowing cosmic rays to pass through. 

 

S. K. Gupta/Tata Institute of Fundamental Research 

In the early hours of June 21, 2015, a giant cloud of magnetized plasma was ejected from the Sun in a solar 
flare. Forty hours later, those particles slammed into Earth’s magnetosphere, triggering a severe geomagnetic 
storm that knocked out radio signals in North and South America. New observational data from the GRAPES-
3 cosmic-ray telescope in India show that an unusually high flux of cosmic rays breached the magnetosphere 
during this storm, resulting in a 2-hour-long cosmic-ray shower on Earth. Simulations performed by the 
GRAPES-3 collaboration, which includes researchers from India and Japan, suggest that the burst of cosmic 
rays was allowed to enter because the geomagnetic storm temporarily weakened Earth’s polar magnetic field. 

Earth’s magnetic field deflects most cosmic rays, protecting living things from harmful radiation. But large 
geomagnetic storms can reconfigure this protective shield, opening up weak spots that let radiation and 
cosmic rays slip through. This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s 
magnetic field, stretching its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles. 
Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers suggest that this is exactly what happened 
following the June 21 solar flare, allowing the cosmic-ray breach that their telescope detected. 

This research is published in Physical Review Letters. 

–Katherine Wright 

Katherine Wright is a Contributing Editor for Physics. 
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10/29/2016

Solar storms can weaken Earth’s magnetic field

sciencemag.org/news/2016/10/solar-storms-can-weaken-earth-s-magnetic-field

A coronal mass ejection in 2015, seen here by NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory, ended up weakening

Earth’s magnetic field.

Solar Dynamics Observatory, NASA

By Katherine KorneiOct. 31, 2016 , 3:00 AM

The sun’s warm glow can sometimes turn menacing. Solar storms can shoot plasma wrapped in bits of the sun’s

magnetic field into space, sweeping past Earth and disabling satellites, causing widespread blackouts, and

disrupting GPS-based navigation. Now, a new study suggests that one such “coronal mass ejection” in 2015

temporarily weakened Earth’s protective magnetic field, allowing solar plasma and radiation from the same storm

to more easily reach the atmosphere, potentially posing a danger to astronauts. The study also suggests a

potential way to predict such storms in the future.

On 21 June 2015, a NASA spacecraft called the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory recorded a coronal mass

ejection blasting off the sun at roughly 1300 kilometers per second. When the burst reached Earth roughly 40

hours later, its magnetic field was oriented opposite to Earth’s own magnetic field, which caused the fields to be

attracted to each other and to interact strongly. “It is like bringing two magnets close together,” says physicist

Sunil Gupta of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in Mumbai, India, and lead author of the new study.

The resulting interaction converted magnetic energy into kinetic energy and sent charged particles such as

cosmic rays raining down on Earth’s magnetosphere, the region around Earth where its own magnetic field is

stronger than other magnetic fields in space. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

rated the geomagnetic storm 4 out of 5 on its scale of storm severity. Radio blackouts were reported, and the

aurora borealis was spotted as far south as Texas.

Gupta and his team collected data from a telescope in India that measures the number of charged particles
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called muons that are created as byproducts when cosmic rays hit Earth’s atmosphere. Looking at data from 22

June 2015, they found a statistically significant spike in the number of muons that day. This result was consistent

with a weakening of Earth’s magnetic field that allowed cosmic rays to stream more freely through Earth’s

magnetnosphere and into the atmosphere without being deflected. “The weakening of Earth's magnetic field

opens up floodgates for low-energy solar plasma to pour into the atmosphere,” says Gupta, whose team reports

its findings this month in Physical Review Letters.

Overall, the team showed that Earth’s magnetic field is susceptible to temporary damage, rendering our planet’s

atmosphere the last line of defense against energetic particles from space. Without Earth’s magnetic field,

astronauts above the atmosphere are exposed to particles that can rip through human bodies and damage DNA,

potentially causing cancer.    

The new results also suggest a possible method to detect impending geomagnetic storms. A successful early

warning system is key to reducing the economic impact of such storms, which has been estimated by the

National Academy of Sciences to be several trillion dollars in the most severe cases. Even with only a few hours

of advance warning, power grids could redistribute currents to reduce their vulnerability to currents traveling

through Earth and airplanes flying polar routes could be rerouted to avoid losing radio contact with controllers,

for example.

Gupta and his colleagues propose using muons as early detectors of geomagnetic storms. The scientists begin

by assuming that particles with lower energies take longer to travel through turbulent magnetic fields, much like

a lazy moth takes longer to cross a windy valley than a quick bee. They accordingly reasoned that the highly

energetic cosmic rays creating muons would reach Earth’s atmosphere ahead of the solar plasma and lower-

energy cosmic rays that can be the brunt of a geomagnetic storm. “The muon burst could in principle serve as

an early warning system before a storm,” Gupta says. “But a lot of research needs to be done to make it a

practical proposition.”

James Chen, a plasma physicist at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C., says that predicting the

future might not be so simple. “[The muon burst] is part of an ongoing storm so it may have little forecasting

value,” he says.

The results of Gupta and his team are timely: NOAA issued an alert last week warning of an impending “strong”

geomagnetic storm. However, even when spotted by spacecraft, the predicted arrival times of storms are

uncertain because they are based on simulations of how coronal mass ejections propagate through space. An

Earth-based early alert system, based on particle data, might give less warning but be significantly more

accurate.

Earlier this month, U.S. President Barack Obama signed an executive order mandating that the U.S. government

“mitigate the effects of geomagnetic disturbances on the electrical power grid” and “ensure the timely

redistribution of space weather alerts.” Our technological society, for all of its advances, is still susceptible to the

whims of our closest star.
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Flash Physics: Physicists call for food strategy, LHC trio bag

prize, cosmic rays elude geomagnetic field

physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-bag-prize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field

Flash Physics is our daily pick of the latest need-to-know developments from the global physics community

selected by Physics World's team of editors and reporters

Physicists call for UK food-manufacturing strategy

The UK should create a national industrial strategy for food manufacturing, according to a report by the Institute

of Physics (IOP), which publishes physicsworld.com. The publication – The Health of Physics in Food

Manufacturing – looks at the role that physics can play in what is one of the biggest manufacturing sectors in the

country. The report, which was launched today at an event at PepsiCo in Leicester, sets out the contribution that

physics can make given that the manufacturing side has become more high-tech. It lists a number of

recommendations, including that the government establish an industrial strategy committee for food

manufacturing chaired by a government minister. This committee would provide a "co-ordinated, strategic,

raised level of investment" in scientific research and development in food manufacturing, support collaborations

between academia and industry, and spread awareness of the food sector's reliance on technological innovation.

It would also inspire physics students to move into the area.

Higgs-detector trio bag particle-physics prize

Jim Virdee, Michel Della Negra and Peter Jenni have been awarded the 2017 W K H Panofsky Prize in

Experimental Particle Physics by the American Physical Society. The trio share the $10,000 award "For

distinguished leadership in the conception, design and construction of the ATLAS and CMS detectors, which

were instrumental in the discovery of the Higgs boson." Virdee is professor of physics at Imperial College London

and Della Negra splits his time between Imperial and CERN. Both physicists played key roles in the design,

construction and operation of the CMS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Jenni is based at the

University of Freiburg in Germany and played a crucial role in the design, construction and operation of the

ATLAS experiment at the LHC. Data taken by ATLAS and CMS led to the discovery of the Higgs Boson in 2012.

Cosmic rays get past Earth's magnetic field

Muon telescope: the GRAPES-3 detector

A burst of cosmic rays spotted by astrophysicists working on the GRAPES-3 telescope in India has been linked

to a short-lived weakening of the Earth's magnetic field caused by an eruption of matter from the surface of the

Sun. The event happened on 22 June 2015 and involved GRAPES-3 detecting a burst of atmospheric muons

that lasted about 2 hours. These muons are created when cosmic rays collide with nuclei in the atmosphere and
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the muon detection rate is a measure of the intensity of cosmic rays that reach the atmosphere. Most cosmic

rays are deflected by the Earth's magnetic field before they reach the atmosphere – which protects us from

harmful radiation. However, the Earth's magnetic field can be deformed by the huge streams of charged particles

that are produced in solar eruptions. This reduces the field's ability to deflect cosmic rays. Writing in Physical

Review Letters, Sunil Gupta of the Tata Institute of Fundamental research in Mumbai and GRAPES-3

researchers in India and Japan analyse the burst using numerical simulations of how the solar eruption affects

the Earth's magnetic field. They conclude that the cosmic-ray burst is related to a solar eruption that occurred on

21 June. The discovery could lead to better forecasts of radiation levels on the International Space Station as

well as a better understanding of how solar activity affects the Earth's magnetic field.

You can find all our daily Flash Physics posts in the website's news section, as well as on Twitter and

Facebook using #FlashPhysics. Tune in to physicsworld.com later today to read today's extensive news

story on dark energy.
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Soutik Biswas India correspondent

How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar storms

bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-39100109

Image copyright Science Photo Library

Image caption Artwork: The Earth's magnetosphere protects the planet from a continuous flow of

cosmic radiation

What does a sensational scientific discovery about a solar storm in the Earth's magnetic field have to do with

old, recycled steel pipes which lay buried for more than a decade under a now-defunct gold mine in India?

Almost everything.

More than 3,700 such pipes are actually at the heart of a most significant scientific finding.

A team of Indian and Japanese scientists recently published an internationally-feted paper which recorded the

events that unfolded after a breach in the Earth's magnetic shield.

Using the GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic particle) telescope - the world's largest of its kind - at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty, a hill station in the southern state of Tamil Nadu, the scientists recorded a two-hour burst of

galactic cosmic rays that invaded the atmosphere on 22 June 2015.

The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.

Solar storms of such high magnitudes can knock out satellites and aircraft autopilots, cause catastrophic power

outages, and take us, according to one of the scientists leading the research, Dr Sunil Gupta, "back to the Stone

Age".
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Solar storms

Image copyright DR P. MARAZZI/SCIENCE PHOTO LIBRARY

Image caption Auroras are one of the consequences of geomagnetic storms

The sudden release of magnetic energy stored in the Sun's atmosphere can cause a bright flare

This can also release bursts of charged particles into space

These solar "eruptions" are known as coronal mass ejections or CMEs

When headed in our direction, the charged gas collides with the magnetic "sheath" around Earth

The subsequent disturbances in the Earth's magnetic envelope are called solar storms

They can interfere with technology: satellites, electrical grids and communications systems

They can also cause aurorae - Northern and Southern Lights - to be seen at lower latitudes

The largest such solar storm in recorded history took place in 1859 and disrupted a robust and new

communication system involving telegraph lines

Scientists record breach in magnetic field

Low-cost telescope

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope located in Ooty is made up of four-decades old

recycled zinc-coated steel pipes.

"Necessity is the mother of invention. When you don't have the money to buy new, expensive stuff, you look

within the system to find out your own solutions to reduce costs. India's scientists have mastered the art of

recycling and coming up with their own inexpensive solutions," Pallava Bagla, India correspondent for Science

magazine, told me.

A notable example: India's 2014 operation mission to Mars, cost the exchequer 4.5bn rupees ($67m;£54m),

almost 10 times less than the American Maven orbiter. (This prompted Prime Minister Narendra Modi to quip that

India's real-life Martian adventure cost less than Hollywood film Gravity.) The Ooty laboratory's annual budget is

about $375,000.
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Image copyright Hari Adivarekar

Image copyright Hari Adivarekar

Image caption The zinc-coated steel pipes once lay under one of the deepest gold mines in the

world

The 6m (19.65 ft) long pipes, which acted as sensors in the telescope, lay in underground caverns below the

centuries-old Kolar Gold Fields in southern Karnataka state, home to one of the world's deepest gold mines, for
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nearly two-decades.

The pipes were imported from Japan - where they are normally used at building construction sites - to help a

team of Indian and Japanese scientists examine neutrinos, sub-atomic particles produced in high energy

interactions in the galaxy and beyond. The scientists had laid them 2km (1.24 miles) below the earth for their

experiment.

Highly sensitive

When gold prices fell to unprofitable levels and the fields began shutting down in the early 1990s, authorities

planned to remove the pipes and dispose them off as scrap. "We said we want to re-use them for our

experiments," Dr Gupta told me.

Eventually, some 7,500 of the pipes were transported by truck to a hilly 100-acre campus that the laboratory

shares with a radio astronomy centre. The place skirts a forest populated by deer, bison, tigers and wild boars.

Recently, CCTV cameras captured a tiger strolling past the sensors at night.

Work on recording cosmic rays in Ooty began in right earnest in 1998, when the scientists began making muon

sensors from the discarded pipes to research high energy cosmic rays.

Image copyright NASA/SDO/AIA

Image caption The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space
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Image copyright Hari Adivarekar

Image caption Mohammad Haroon, a gardener at the facility, has learnt to weld the old pipes
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Today, 3,712 steel tubes, stacked up against layers of concrete, are housed across 560 sq m in four squat

brown-and-white colour buildings, home to the world's largest such muon telescope. There are a couple of

dozen such telescopes in the world, but none as powerful as the one in Ooty.

At the laboratory, a small group of scientists and assorted helpers - local gardeners and carpenters, for example

- continue to recycle the old pipes, so that they can be used as cosmic ray detectors.

Making the sensors

To do this, they open the pipes and clean them with high pressure water jets. They insert a 100 micron - as thick

as a strand of human hair - tungsten wire into the pipe and anchor it at both ends with hermetic seals. The pipes

are then filled with a gas comprising methane and argon and an electric potential run through it to enable it to

become an effective sensor.

Finally, they are laid out in rows - below two metres of concrete, which act as absorbers - to become a muon

telescope.

The fabled jugaad - an Indian colloquial word that means ingenious improvisation in the face of scarce resources

- extends to using the pipes as sensors.

When the scientists at the laboratory wanted to make doubly sure that the old pipes were not leaking, they

modified a helium spray gun by attaching a 7-cent injection syringe needle to the nozzle of the gas jet to help

them to carry out the precise leak tests.

Image copyright Hari Adivarekar

Image caption A cosmic ray signal captured on an oscilloscope at the laboratory
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Image copyright TIFR

Image caption The opening in the magnetic shield was detected with the GRAPES-3 muon

telescope

"Every day, we make 10 such recycled pipes ready for our experiments. The plan was to make very sensitive

sensors to detect the weakest of signals. We wanted to measure cosmic rays with higher sensitivity than ever

done before", says Atul Jain, a scientist at the facility.

Home grown

The laboratory itself is a shining example of home-grown innovation. The majority of the electronic equipment is

designed, assembled and manufactured in-house. The software for the computer programmes is locally made.

The 40GB of raw data from cosmic rays that it generates every day is stored and processed by a cluster of

computers which has been largely assembled in-house, cutting costs and saving hefty maintenance fees. Old

computers are stripped for parts. A locally developed cooling system using fans saves electricity and protects the

computers.
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Image copyright Hari Adivarekar

Image caption A spray gun modified in house for the precise locations of leaks by attaching a

syringe needle

At the moment, the scientists plan to pore over 17 years of data on cosmic rays recorded by the lab's sensors to

find out whether they offer more clues about forecasting space weather and advance warnings about solar

flares. They say there have been some 38 severe solar storms in the past 17 years.

"We should be able to sift through our data to find out more about them. For us, they are a gift from the Sun,

because they add to our knowledge on space weather," says Dr Gupta.
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Scientists record breach in magnetic field 

 

 

Image copyright Science Photo Library 
Image caption Artwork: The Earth's magnetosphere protects the planet from a continuous flow of 
cosmic radiation 

Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth's magnetic shield was breached. 

Openings in the planet's magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data 
while such an event is in progress. 

A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays associated with the opening. 

The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India, 
recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015. 
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Image copyright TIFR 
Image caption The opening in the magnetic shield was detected with the GRAPES-3 muon 
telescope 

"In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The 
magnetic field strength reduced only by 2%," Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL told the BBC. 

Earth's magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the 
planet's biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation. 

The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass 
ejections (CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma. 

The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth's 
magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern 
lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries. 
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Image copyright NASA/SDO/AIA 
Image caption The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space 

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 team on this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic 
shield temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic 
cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. 

Dr Gupta said that the CRL's measurements of the two-hour breach "gives us much more comprehensive 
information over a much larger region of space than the satellite based instruments". 

The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope's combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the 
accidental observations. 
 

"We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of 
CMEs, but the Indian study adds a new element to this endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle 
event during the arrival of a particular cloud," Dr Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist 
at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News. 

A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there 
are ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather. 

"They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities, 
disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and just about 
anything that uses electricity," said Dr Harrison. 

In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to 
or the loss of spacecraft - although such events are expected to be rare. 

Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such 
events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware 
that can issue a reliable alert, Dr Gupta said. 

The findings have been published in the journal Physical Review Letters. 
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Counting muons amid the ‘shola’ forests
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The detectors stand in the open meadow, protected by hard, dark-green shells. Their demeanour resemble

Easter Island moai statues, silent and watching. Grazing cows occasionally nose up to them, but the detectors

remain unperturbed.

We are a notch higher than the Botanical Gardens, nestled in the rolling blue hills of Ooty, where bisons roam at

night. A wooden sign points to an outhouse with a sloping roof: Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL), Raj Bhavan, Tata

Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), Udhagamandalam. There are more detectors in the woods next to the

outhouse. Close to the building is a metal platform to mount a telescope and a narrow, square tunnel with tubes.
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The GRAPES-3 experiment, that grew out of the CRL in Ooty, started as a collaboration between Mumbai’s

TIFR and Japan’s Osaka City University.

Outside, the wires jostle with shrubs, near hydrangeas—blue and white now, but they will take on other hues later

in the year. It is past noon and the chirping of birds stirs the air.

The outhouse, over a century old, has several rooms. A capacious one at the back, now partitioned, houses a

monitoring station stacked with electronics. Logbooks that record data from the detectors line a high shelf.

Happenstance memorabilia is strewn across the building. A photograph of Homi Bhabha, cosmic-ray physicist

and father of the Indian nuclear programme, hangs in one. In another lies a photo from “An International

Workshop on Very High Energy Gamma-Ray Astronomy”, a typical conference photo with the physicists sitting in

pose, dated 1982. Next to the monitoring station are Ooty flower-show trophies.

In the front room, iterations of square, transparent slabs are placed on a table, covered with cloth. These plastic

“scintillators” are an integral component of the detectors outside.

The front of the house is taken up by a workshop that forges these plastic slabs. In another time, the workshop

maintained a cloud chamber, an early technology used to detect particles. Photos of horizontal lines with white

streaks—particle cascades in this cloud chamber—are stuck on a noticeboard.

In the evening, it rains. The sodium lights are on. In that saturated air, the sky hangs low, seemingly close. What

the laboratory is detecting are high-energy particles called cosmic rays.

The word “rays” is itself a historical artefact, harking back to a debate between two scientists, Arthur Compton

and Robert Millikan. Millikan, who coined the term in the 1920s, thought cosmic rays constituted only photons,

packets of light. In fact, their primary components are protons. These highly energetic charged particles bend due

to Earth’s magnetic field just as they bend in magnetized cloud chambers.

Most lower energy particles are deflected to the Poles or back into space but the highest energy particles literally

fall out of the sky. After the cosmic rays interact with the atmosphere, they shower the earth in a cascade of

secondary particles. The slabs on the table are used to trigger tracking by detecting electrons in an air shower.

Electrons fall on this surface, which absorbs their energy and re-emits it as light. Then photomultiplier tubes—

the tubes in the square tunnel connected to the slabs—amplify the light signal. This light is reconverted into an

electronic pulse, which can be analysed to estimate information like the energy of the primary particle.

Welding the steel end-plates to convert the old 6m-long pipes, sourced from Karnataka’s Kolar Gold Field, to

detect ferocious solar storms.
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At the base of the set-up is a muon detector. Muons—secondary particles produced as the primary particle

strikes the atmosphere—do not decay into other particles. The primary could be extrasolar material, or even

material from another galaxy. This reminds me of the expeditions of Kristian Birkeland, a Norwegian scientist

who studied the Northern Lights in the early 1900s. He wanted to find out whether these lights could come right

down to the tops of mountains.

The material Birkeland was studying came from the sun, ionizing the northern sky in ghostly hues of green, blue,

red. In late 2016, a muon detector at the GRAPES-3 observatory—it grew out of the CRL and lies 7km from Ooty

—found a way to correlate the two. That is, material from what could be galaxies outside our own and material

coming from the sun as it hits Earth’s magnetic field. In doing so, it used metal pipes with inert gases in them,

whose history goes back at least half a century.

***

B.V. Sreekantan, a former director of TIFR, Mumbai, who was involved in setting up the CRL observatory in Ooty.

In a corner office at the National Institute of Advanced Studies in Bengaluru, B.V. Sreekantan, who was involved

in setting up the observatory in Ooty, sits across me in soft black sneakers. At almost 92, his recollections are

sharp. As he tells it, Homi Bhabha initially wanted these cosmic-ray experiments to be carried out at the highest

point in the Nilgiris, Doddabetta Peak—the word means big mountain in the local language. But the military

wanted to base their surveillance operations there.

That was Ooty in the 1950s and 1960s, with a population of maybe 10,000, and known for its tennis matches. It

was a British collector in Coimbatore, John Sullivan, who was credited with founding the Ooty colony in the early

1800s. The British had monopolized the area since the original inhabitants, the Todas, a hill tribe.

But the British had left. The governor of Tamil Nadu told Bhabha, why not set up your laboratory in Raj Bhavan,

where the basic infrastructure already exists? Right behind what would later become the tourist spot of the

Botanical Gardens, a scientific laboratory was set up in 1955.
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The Botanical Gardens in Ooty, where the CRL’s first project was carried out over 50 years back.

Sreekantan, who was born near Ooty, connects two separate strands in the history of Indian physics. He was

responsible not just for work done at high altitudes like Ooty, but also in the depths of the Kolar Gold Fields

(KGF), where the realization that muons could be screened at those depths led to the establishment of a neutrino

observatory. When the KGF was flooded in the early 1990s, the 8,000-odd proportional counters—the metal

pipes with inert gases—which had been used to detect neutrinos, were transported to Ooty.

At its new location, the GRAPES-3 (short for Gamma Ray Astronomy at Peta Electron Volt (PeV) EnergieS

Phase-3) experiment checks these proportional counters for rust, refills them with a mixture of argon and

methane gas, rewelds them, passes a current through them and puts them back to work after extensive testing.

When a particle passes through these counters, it ionizes the gas and a pulse is triggered.

Later, as I read about the history of Ooty in a tourism pamphlet, I find a parallel. The oldest church in Ooty is St

Stephen’s, where Sullivan’s wife and daughters were laid to rest. The teak wood used in the church came from

Tipu Sultan’s Lalbagh Palace—demolished by the British sometime in the 19th century—and the massive beams

for its construction were hauled up by elephants. There was reuse then as there is with the GRAPES-3

experiment. This was also true of previous experiments in Ooty. Sreekantan, for instance, remembers buying

surplus defence equipment wholesale from Chor Bazaar in Mumbai for the CRL.

The equipment would have been used for precision timekeeping for a broad range of experiments. At the time,

there wasn’t much light pollution in Ooty, and experiments based on the bluish Cherenkov radiation were carried

out at the CRL. These experiments—which could be done only on moonless nights—would require parabolic

mirrors. Searchlights that had been used in World War II served the purpose well.

This captures my attention and I ask Sunil Gupta, who heads GRAPES-3, about these experiments.

Cherenkov is very weak radiation, says Gupta. In Delhi or in other cities, the sky will look blue or grey; it is pitch

dark in more secluded locations. Yet light is still streaming in from the dark parts of the sky. That is why

sophisticated cameras work under the night sky without a flash. It was estimated by the researchers at one point

that even on these moonless, cloudless nights, about 100 million photons stream through every second in an

area the size of a human fingernail.

Of these, about 10,000 photons may be Cherenkov radiation from cosmic rays. This type of radiation also comes

at very short intervals, making precision timekeeping crucial. If the data is recorded to the order of 10

nanoseconds (a nanosecond is a billionth of a second), its signal is enhanced enormously.

When he was carrying out these experiments, Gupta kept his schedule locked to a different day-night phase. He

would get up at 4pm and be ready to carry out observations throughout the night. Peering through a telescope,
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he would see the night sky reflected in its focal plane. Since specific objects were being tracked, the mirrors had

to be moved at the same rate at which Earth rotates. This was done by locking on to known stars. By this regular

calibration, he came to recognize the night sky in Ooty and could even tell the time by it.

But it turns out that Ooty wasn’t especially well placed for such observations. There were only a few months

when it was suitable, factoring in the cloudless, moonless nights. As light pollution increased, the experiments

moved away from Ooty and, by the mid-1980s, they reached the current GRAPES-3 site. Eventually, Pachmarhi

in Madhya Pradesh became the site for such experiments and, then, the cold desert of Hanle in Ladakh.

***

The muon telescope at GRAPES-3 which uses proportional counters

As we near the GRAPES-3 site, an expanse dotted with metallic pyramidical structures comes into view. The

symmetry of these pointy metallic thingamajigs, arranged on a rolling landscape in a hexagonal geometry,

makes them look like mini UFOs.

These are keepers of the same scintillators and pipes as the detectors at the old CRL. The 400 scintillators are

spread across an area of 25,000 sq. m, while the proportional counters to detect muons have four stacks across

over 500 sq. m.

There is real-time monitoring going on at GRAPES-3. The scintillator array detects air showers, around 35 a

second by the electrons coming from them, then a decision is taken whether to record it. With these particles

coming close to the speed of light, computers are too slow for the decision, so the experiment relies on rather

sophisticated timekeeping to record a shower event.

Atul Jain is the main electronics expert at the site. He has spent close to 20 years there, through the experiment’s

different iterations. The fact that Ooty is close to three state borders and has indigenous tribal inhabitants means

that there is a natural mix of population and a confluence of people. With GRAPES-3, of course, scientists from

across India and other countries are coming to the observatory.

Jain tells me about the work ethic that evolved at the lab where people are trained beyond their specialization

and about the need for precision instrumentation—for instance, they build many of the detector components

themselves, thereby avoiding dependence on the manufacturers of costly components. Scintillators, for instance,

can cost Rs1 lakh per metre.
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The 6m-long pipes, sourced from Kolar Gold Fields in Karnataka, are recycled here to detect solar storms.

Jain asks me to imagine looking at the hills from a distance. As the resolution of our viewing field grows, we see

that the hills are not green at all, he says, it is the trees. Then we realize that the trees are not fully green, it is the

leaves that are green. It is a successive resolution of structure that technology makes possible.

This resolution could be of time too. In 2012, the group at GRAPES-3 published a paper about a

microelectronics system built around a chip from the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in

Geneva that could keep time to the order of picoseconds. At that time interval, even light travels only a few

millimetres, allowing the direction of the shower to be found as it hits the counters.

In the waning daylight outside the cafeteria lies the workshop where proportional counters from the KGF have

been put back into use, and new ones are assembled. A control room in another building is right in the middle of

the detectors. In a corner with a low-hanging roof that requires a hard helmet, proportional counters have been

silently recording data for 17 years.

B. Srinivasa Rao, who heads the civil and mechanical engineering teams, shows me around. Given that he

needs to be outdoors, he wears what looks like a cowboy hat as a shield against the incoming ultraviolet

radiation. I tell him that the offices all have rather nice views. He responds wryly that without scenery there can

be no science.

All around there is farming—potatoes and tea are grown, and there are eucalyptus trees. The vegetation is

called shola locally, deriving probably from Tamil. There is an Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)

institute nearby. Large squirrels, wild rabbits, rats and the occasional wild cat inhabit the area. I learn from Jain

that the cameras recorded a wild cat on the move last year—the dim light ensured that it wasn’t clear which

animal it was. He shows me a clip of the animal prowling through the detectors.

***

"The symmetry of the metallic pyramidical structures of GRAPES-3 detectors arranged on a rolling landscape in

a hexagonal geometry makes them look like mini UFOs."-

In June 2015, the muon detector at GRAPES-3 detected a breach in Earth’s magnetic field, which extends tens

of thousands of kilometres into space and protects us from ionizing radiation. It then correlated it to what is called

a coronal mass ejection (CME).

A CME is essentially a plasma cloud from the sun ejected into space. These ejections can drive severe solar

storms, affecting space weather. It turns out that as the CME travelled through the interplanetary magnetic field,

the magnetic field of the sun extending across the solar system, it was in a direction opposite to Earth’s. This, in
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turn, caused Earth’s magnetic field to weaken.

The 2-hour opening allowed a burst of cosmic rays through that was recorded at GRAPES-3 as a surge in muon

flux. With more charged particles coming through, the breach was associated with Aurora Borealis sightings and

disturbances like radio blackouts.

I recall reading about what is referred to as a Carrington event. In 1859, a solar storm of even greater intensity

had knocked out telegraph lines for several hours, with the Aurora visible across the world. Named after a

scientist who initially studied the phenomena, it serves as a reminder of what the occurrence of a similar event

could mean today—frying VLSI circuits on Earth and in space, and shorting high-power transmission lines as the

air becomes ionized.

In the pleasant weather of Ooty it is hard to think of such catastrophic events, of violent solar storms and

worldwide power disruptions. Leaving on a bus at night, I can see only the mist and fractal branches of tall trees

silhouetted in the moonlight.

Virat Markandeya
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The detectors stand in the
open meadow, protected
by hard, dark-green
shells. Their demeanour
resemble Easter Island

moai statues, silent and watching. Graz-
ing cows occasionally nose up to them,
but the detectors remain unperturbed.

We are a notch higher than the Botan-
ical Gardens, nestled in the rolling blue
hills of Ooty, where bisons roam at night.
A wooden sign points to an outhouse
with a sloping roof: Cosmic Ray Labora-
tory (CRL), Raj Bhavan, Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research (TIFR), Udhaga-
mandalam. There are more detectors in
the woods next to the outhouse. Close to
the building is a metal platform to mount
a telescope and a narrow, square tunnel
with pipes.

Outside, the wires jostle with shrubs,
near hydrangeas—blue and white now,
but they will take on other hues later in

the year. It is past noon and the chirping
of birds stirs the air.

The outhouse, over a century old, has
several rooms. A capacious one at the
back, now partitioned, houses a monitor-
ing station stacked with electronics. Log-
books that record data from the detect-
ors line a high shelf.

Happenstance memorabilia is strewn
across the building. A photograph of
Homi Bhabha, cosmic-ray physicist and
father of the Indian nuclear programme,
hangs in one. In another lies a photo
from “An International Workshop on
Very High Energy Gamma-Ray Astron-
omy”, a typical conference photo with
the physicists sitting in pose, dated 1982.
Next to the monitoring station are Ooty
flower-show trophies.

In the front room, iterations of square,
transparent slabs are placed on a table,
covered with cloth. These plastic “scin-
tillators” are an integral component of
the detectors outside.

The front of the house is taken up by a
workshop that forges these plastic slabs.

In another time, the workshop main-
tained a cloud chamber, an early tech-
nology used to detect particles. Photos of
horizontal lines with white streaks—par-
ticle cascades in this cloud chamber—are
stuck on a noticeboard.

In the evening, it rains. The sodium
lights are on. In that saturated air, the sky
hangs low, seemingly close. What the
laboratory is detecting are high-energy
particles called cosmic rays.

The word “rays” is itself a historical
artefact, harking back to a debate
between two scientists, Arthur Compton
and Robert Millikan. Millikan, who
coined the term in the 1920s, thought
cosmic rays constituted only photons,
packets of light. In fact, their primary
components are protons. These highly
energetic charged particles bend due to
Earth’s magnetic field just as they bend
in magnetized cloud chambers.

Most lower energy particles are
deflected to the Poles or back into space
but the highest energy particles literally
fall out of the sky. After the cosmic rays 

interact with the atmosphere, they 
shower the earth in a cascade of second-
ary particles. The slabs on the table are 
used to trigger tracking by detecting elec-
trons in an air shower. Electrons fall on 
this surface, which absorbs their energy
and re-emits it as light. Then photomulti-
plier pipes—the pipes in the square tun-
nel connected to the slabs—amplify the 
light signal. This light is reconverted into
an electronic pulse, which can be ana-
lysed to estimate information like the 
energy of the primary particle.

At the base of the set-up is a muon
detector. Muons—secondary particles 
produced as the primary particle strikes
the atmosphere—do not decay into other
particles. The primary could be extrasolar
material, or even material from another 
galaxy. This reminds me of the expedi-
tions of Kristian Birkeland, a Norwegian
scientist who studied the Northern 
Lights in the early 1900s. He wanted to 
find out whether these lights could come
right down to the tops of mountains.

The material Birkeland was studying
came from the sun, ionizing the north-
ern sky in ghostly hues of green, blue,
red. In late 2016, a muon detector at the
GRAPES-3 observatory—it grew out of
the CRL and lies 7km from Ooty—found
a way to correlate the two. That is, mate-
rial from what could be galaxies outside
our own and material coming from the
sun as it hits Earth’s magnetic field. In
doing so, it used metal pipes with inert
gases in them, whose history goes back at
least half a century.

***

In a corner office at the National Insti-
tute of Advanced Studies in Bengaluru,

B.V. Sreekantan, who was involved in
setting up the observatory in Ooty, sits
across me in soft black sneakers. At
almost 92, his recollections are sharp. As
he tells it, Homi Bhabha initially wanted
these cosmic-ray experiments to be car-
ried out at the highest point in the Nilgi-
ris, Doddabetta Peak—the word means
big mountain in the local language. But
the military wanted to base their surveil-
lance operations there.

That was Ooty in the 1950s and 1960s,
with a population of maybe 10,000, and
known for its tennis matches. It was a
British collector in Coimbatore, John
Sullivan, who was credited with found-
ing the Ooty colony in the early 1800s.
The British had monopolized the area
originally inhabited by the Todas, a hill
tribe.

But the British had left. The governor
of Tamil Nadu told Bhabha, why not set
up your laboratory in Raj Bhavan, where
the basic infrastructure already exists?
Right behind what would later become
the tourist spot of the Botanical Gardens,
a scientific laboratory was set up in 1955.

Sreekantan, who was born near Ooty,
connects two separate strands in the his-
tory of Indian physics. He was responsi-
ble not just for work done at high alti-
tudes like Ooty, but also in the depths of
the Kolar Gold Fields (KGF), where the
realization that muons could be
screened at those depths led to the estab-
lishment of a neutrino observatory.
When the KGF was flooded in the early
1990s, the 8,000-odd proportional
counters—the metal pipes with inert
gases—which had been used to detect
neutrinos, were transported to Ooty.

At its new location, the GRAPES-3
(short for Gamma Ray Astronomy at Peta

The Nilgiri Hills have long been a holiday destination for tourists who come for cool weather and 
scenic views, yet there is something altogether more singular about the sights here

Counting muons amid 
the ‘shola’ forests

(clockwise from above, left)  
The GRAPES-3 experiment, 
which grew out of the CRL in 
Ooty, started as a 
collaboration between 
Mumbai’s TIFR and Japan’s  
Osaka City University; welding 
the steel end-plates to convert 
the old 6m-long pipes, 
sourced from Karnataka’s 
Kolar Gold Fields, to detect 
ferocious solar storms; and 
the GRAPES-3 site, located 
7km from Ooty, is designed to 
study cosmic rays with an 
array of air-shower detectors 
and a large-area muon 
detector. 
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The symmetry of the 
metallic pyramidical 

structures of GRAPES-3 
detectors, arranged on 
a rolling landscape in a 
hexagonal geometry, 
makes them look like 

mini UFOs 

(clockwise, from left) The 
photomultiplier pipes in 
square tunnels at the CRL in 
Ooty; the 6m-long pipes, 
sourced from the Kolar Gold 
Fields in Karnataka, are 
recycled here to detect solar 
storms; the Botanical 
Gardens in Ooty, where the 
CRL’s first project was carried 
out over 50 years back; and
B.V. Sreekantan, a former 
director of TIFR, Mumbai, who 
was involved in setting up the 
CRL observatory in Ooty.  
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experiment checks these proportional
counters for rust, refills them with a mix-
ture of argon and methane gas, rewelds
them, passes a current through them and
puts them back to work after extensive test-
ing. When a particle passes through these
counters, it ionizes the gas and a pulse is
triggered.

Later, as I read about the history of Ooty
in a tourism pamphlet, I find a parallel. The
oldest church in Ooty is St Stephen’s,
where Sullivan’s wife and daughters were
laid to rest. The teak wood used in the
church came from Tipu Sultan’s Lalbagh
Palace—demolished by the British some-
time in the 19th century—and the massive
beams for its construction were hauled up
by elephants. There was reuse then as
there is with the GRAPES-3 experiment.
This was also true of previous experiments
in Ooty. Sreekantan, for instance, remem-
bers buying surplus defence equipment
wholesale from Chor Bazaar in Mumbai for
the CRL.

The equipment would have been used
for precision timekeeping for a broad range
of experiments. At the time, there wasn’t 
much light pollution in Ooty, and experi-
ments based on the bluish Cherenkov radi-
ation were carried out at the CRL. These 
experiments—which could be done only on
moonless nights—would require parabolic
mirrors. Searchlights that had been used in
World War II served the purpose well. 

This captures my attention and I ask
Sunil Gupta, who heads GRAPES-3, about
these experiments.

Cherenkov is very weak radiation, says
Gupta. In Delhi or in other cities, the sky
will look blue or grey; it is pitch dark in
more secluded locations. Yet light is still
streaming in from the dark parts of the sky.
That is why sophisticated cameras work
under the night sky without a flash. It was
estimated by the researchers at one point
that even on these moonless, cloudless
nights, about 100 million photons stream
through every second in an area the size of
a human fingernail.

Of these, about 10,000 photons may be
Cherenkov radiation from cosmic rays.
This type of radiation also comes at very
short intervals, making precision time-
keeping crucial. If the data is recorded to
the order of 10 nanoseconds (a nanosecond
is a billionth of a second), its signal is
enhanced enormously.

When he was carrying out these experi-
ments, Gupta kept his schedule locked to
a different day-night phase. He would get
up at 4pm and be ready to carry out obser-
vations throughout the night. Peering
through a telescope, he would see the
night sky reflected in its focal plane. Since
specific objects were being tracked, the
mirrors had to be moved at the same rate
at which Earth rotates. This was done by
locking on to known stars. By this regular
calibration, he came to recognize the
night sky in Ooty and could even tell the
time by it.

But it turns out that Ooty wasn’t espe-
cially well placed for such observations.
There were only a few months when it was
suitable, factoring in the cloudless, moon-
less nights. As light pollution increased, the
experiments moved away from Ooty and,
by the mid-1980s, they reached the current
GRAPES-3 site. Eventually, Pachmarhi in
Madhya Pradesh became the site for such
experiments and, then, the cold desert of
Hanle in Ladakh.

***

As we near the GRAPES-3 site, an
expanse dotted with metallic pyramidical
structures comes into view. The symmetry
of these pointy metallic thingamajigs,
arranged on a rolling landscape in a hexag-
onal geometry, makes them look like mini
UFOs.

These are keepers of the same scintilla-
tors and pipes as the detectors at the old
CRL. The 400 scintillators are spread
across an area of 25,000 sq. m, while the
proportional counters to detect muons
have four stacks across over 500 sq. m.

There is real-time monitoring going on
at GRAPES-3. The scintillator array detects
air showers, around 35 a second by the
electrons coming from them, then a deci-
sion is taken whether to record it. With
these particles coming close to the speed of
light, computers are too slow for the deci-
sion, so the experiment relies on rather
sophisticated timekeeping to record a
shower event.

Atul Jain is the main electronics expert at
the site. He has spent close to 20 years
there, through the experiment’s different
iterations. The fact that Ooty is close to
three state borders and has indigenous
tribal inhabitants means that there is a nat-
ural mix of population and a confluence of
people. With GRAPES-3, of course, scien-
tists from across India and other countries
are coming to the observatory. 

Jain tells me about the work ethic that
evolved at the lab where people are trained
beyond their specialization and about the
need for precision instrumentation—for
instance, they build many of the detector
components themselves, thereby avoiding
dependence on the manufacturers of costly
components. Scintillators, for instance, can
cost Rs1 lakh per metre.

Jain asks me to imagine looking at the
hills from a distance. As the resolution of
our viewing field grows, we see that the
hills are not green at all, he says, it is the
trees. Then we realize that the trees are not
fully green, it is the leaves that are green. It
is a successive resolution of structure that
technology makes possible.

This resolution could be of time too. In
2012, the group at GRAPES-3 published a
paper about a microelectronics system
built around a chip from the European
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
in Geneva that could keep time to the order
of picoseconds. At that time interval, even
light travels only a few millimetres, allow-
ing the direction of the shower to be found
as it hits the counters.

In the waning daylight outside the cafe-
teria lies the workshop where proportional
counters from the KGF have been put back
into use, and new ones are assembled. A
control room in another building is right in
the middle of the detectors. In a corner
with a low-hanging roof that requires a
hard helmet, proportional counters have

been silently recording data for 17 years.
B. Srinivasa Rao, who heads the civil

and mechanical engineering teams,
shows me around. Given that he needs to
be outdoors, he wears what looks like a
cowboy hat as a shield against the incom-
ing ultraviolet radiation. I tell him that the
offices all have rather nice views. He
responds wryly that without scenery
there can be no science.

All around there is farming—potatoes
and tea are grown, and there are eucalyptus
trees. The vegetation is called shola locally,
deriving probably from Tamil. There is an
Indian Council of Agricultural Research
(ICAR) institute nearby. Large squirrels,
wild rabbits, rats and the occasional wild
cat inhabit the area. I learn from Jain that

the cameras recorded a wild cat on the
move last year—the dim light ensured that
it wasn’t clear which animal it was. He
shows me a clip of the animal prowling
through the detectors.

***

In June 2015, the muon detector at
GRAPES-3 detected a breach in Earth’s
magnetic field, which extends tens of thou-
sands of kilometres into space and protects
us from ionizing radiation. It then corre-
lated it to what is called a coronal mass ejec-
tion (CME).

A CME is essentially a plasma cloud
from the sun ejected into space. These
ejections can drive severe solar storms,
affecting space weather. It turns out that as
the CME travelled through the interplane-
tary magnetic field, the magnetic field of
the sun extending across the solar system,
it was in a direction opposite to Earth’s.
This, in turn, caused Earth’s magnetic field
to weaken.

The 2-hour opening allowed a burst of
cosmic rays through that was recorded at
GRAPES-3 as a surge in muon flux. With
more charged particles coming through,
the breach was associated with Aurora Bor-
ealis sightings and disturbances like radio
blackouts.

I recall reading about what is referred to
as a Carrington event. In 1859, a solar
storm of even greater intensity had
knocked out telegraph lines for several
hours, with the Aurora visible across the
world. Named after a scientist who initially
studied the phenomena, it serves as a
reminder of what the occurrence of a simi-
lar event could mean today—frying VLSI
circuits on Earth and in space, and short-
ing high-power transmission lines as the
air becomes ionized.

In the pleasant weather of Ooty it is hard
to think of such catastrophic events, of vio-
lent solar storms and worldwide power dis-
ruptions. Leaving on a bus at night, I can
see only the mist and fractal branches of tall
trees silhouetted in the moonlight.

          lounge@livemint.com
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Burst From a Solar Flare Cracked Our Planet's Protective 

Barrier, Caused Radio Blackouts, Study Says 

 

11/5/2016 

By Ada Carr 

Published Nov 5 2016 11:24 AM EDT 

weather.com 

Story Highlights 

In June 2015, a geomagnetic storm opened up a crack in the Earth's magnetic field. 

The storm has been described as one of the most powerful in recent history. 

What sounds like the plot of a sci-fi thriller became a reality last year after a solar flare left a crack in the 
Earth’s magnetic field, our protective barrier.  

  

According to the study published about the event, the flare triggered a geomagnetic storm that emitted a burst 
of cosmic rays that appear to have weakened our planet’s magnetic shield. 

The solar flare occurred on June 21, 2015, according to the American Physical Society. The particles 
slammed the Earth’s magnetosphere and, during the storm, knocked out radio signals in North and South 
America.  

 ScienceAlert describes the event as one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history.  

 Observational data from India’s GRAPES-3 cosmic ray telescope show an unusually high amount of cosmic 
rays made it past Earth’s magnetosphere during the storm, causing a 3-hour-long cosmic ray shower on the 
planet, also according to APS. Scientists believe the rays temporarily weakened the polar magnetic field, 
allowing the cosmic rays to enter the field. 

Earth’s magnetic field typically deflects most cosmic rays, shielding us from harmful radiation. However, large 
geomagnetic storms such as that one can reshape our protective shield and open up weak spots that allow 
radiation and cosmic rays to slip through. 

  

Of course, researchers are concerned that this happened. It suggests that our magnetic field may be 
changing or weakening in certain parts. Our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the major red 
flag is that it’s possible to crack our shield at all.  

  

However, the scientists involved in the study remained positive, writing that this interstellar blast “may hold 
clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure 
on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.”  

  

weather.co m /science/space/news/earth-magnetic-field-crack-solar-flare-radiatio n 
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GRAPES-3 cosmic ray muon telescope detects crack in Earth's

magnetic field

natureasia.com/en/nindia/article/10.1038/nindia.2016.141

Research Highlights

doi:10.1038/nindia.2016.141 Published online 24 October 2016

New observational data from India’s GRAPES-3 cosmic-ray telescope in Ooty indicate that Earth’s polar

magnetic field temporarily weakened during a severe geomagnetic storm triggered by the solar flare on 21 June

2015. This created a ‘crack’ or opening in the protective shield allowing an unusually high flux of harmful cosmic

rays into the magnetosphere — a 2-hour-long cosmic-ray shower on Earth, researchers report1.

Earth’s magnetic field deflects most cosmic rays, protecting living things from harmful radiation. But large

geomagnetic storms, following solar flares, can reconfigure this protective shield, opening up weak spots that let

radiation and cosmic rays slip through. 

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration, which includes researchers from India and

Japan, suggest that this is exactly what happened following the 2015 solar flare incident.

The transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield observed by the GRAPES-3 telescope "may hold clues for a

better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and

endanger the lives of the astronauts in space," the report says.

References

1. Mohanty, P. K. et al. Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst. Phys.

Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 (2016) doi: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

phys.org/news/2016-11-grapes-earth-magnetic-shield.html

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a

burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield Credit: TIFR

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of

plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the

Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on

this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic

field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was

detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was

analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
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positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

 Explore further: The magnetosphere has a large intake of solar wind energy

More information: P. K. Mohanty et al, Transient Weakening of Earth's Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic

Ray Burst, Physical Review Letters (2016). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101 
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02/12/2016

Crack In The Earth’s Magnetic Shield Detected

asianscientist.com /2016/12/in-the-lab/grapes3-tifr-magnetic-shield-crack/

A 2015 geomagnetic storm created cracks in the Earth’s magnetic field, allowing cosmic rays to enter

our atmosphere.

Jonathan Leong | December 2, 2016 | In the Lab

AsianScientist (Dec. 2, 2016) - A team of researchers in India and Japan have discovered a new danger to our

technologically advanced society: The weakening of the Earth’s transient magnetic field, which may pose a

threat to astronauts in space as well as modern infrastructure. Their work was published in Physical Review

Letters.

Solar storms emit energetic charged particles including cosmic rays, which are detrimental to modern technology

and electronics. Our Earth is protected from these particles by its geomagnetic field, which deflects them over

several Earth radii. While some of these storms have reached our planet and been recorded in history with little

event, a similar occurrence today could severely affect our technological society, crippling smart devices and

satellites with the high radiation environments.

One such eruption of solar flares occurred on June 21, 2015, triggering radio blackouts as the radiation reached

Earth. To better understand these solar flares, the research team collected the data surrounding the radiation

bursts with the large area GRAPES-3 tracking muon telescope.

GRAPES-3, located at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR) Cosmic Ray Laboratory, detected a

two hour burst of galactic cosmic rays on June 22, 2015. Using a series of corrections to account for atmospheric

pressure variations and instrumental factors, the team analyzed about 20 gigabytes of data per day and found

that the burst of cosmic rays was strongly correlated to a surge in the interplanetary magnetic field.

Their results suggest that the burst originated close to Earth, possibly within the magnetosphere. This finding

was verified by the extremely short time offsets of the bursts between the vertical direction (V) and three other

cardinal directions (namely NE, E, SE). Testing their hypotheses using simulations methods, the researchers

found that their predictions correlated strongly with the observed data.
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Secondly, the detected increase over the duration of the burst also implies a two-hour weakening of the Earth’s

protective shields, affecting not only radio systems, but potentially exposing astronauts to a high dose of

radiation.

“Space weather is of paramount importance since it affects astronauts and satellites in space, as

well as communications on the ground,” said project leader Professor Sunil Gupta of TIFR,

reflecting on the implications of such an occurrence.

“However,” he added, “our recent detection of the transient weakening of the geomagnetic field

has shown that equal attention needs to be devoted to space weather aspects as well.”

The team also hopes that the analysis of this data may hold clues for better understanding of future superstorms.

The article can be found at: Mohanty et al. (2016) Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a

Cosmic Ray Burst.

———

Copyright: Asian Scientist Magazine; Photo: Sunil Gupta/TIFR.

Disclaimer: This article does not necessarily reflect the views of AsianScientist or its staff.
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08/11/2016

Uh, Oh! There’s A Crack In The Earth’s Magnetic Shield

asianscientist.com /2016/11/in-the-lab/grapes-3-tata-institute-cosmic-ray-lab-galactic-cosmic-rays/

Someone call Magneto. India’s GRAPES-3 telescope recorded in 2015 a burst of galactic cosmic rays

that was likely due to a ‘crack’ in the Earth’s magnetic shield.

Asian Scientist Newsroom | November 8, 2016 | In the Lab

AsianScientist (Nov. 11, 2016) - India's GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray

monitor operating on Earth, has recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays entering the Earth's magnetosphere

that indicate a 'crack' in Earth's magnetic shield. This work was published in Physical Review Letters.

The Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, shielding us from the continuous flow

of solar and galactic cosmic rays and thus protecting life on our planet from these high-intensity energetic

radiations.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the solar corona and struck our planet at the

speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour. It caused a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth, triggering a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis, and

radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

The Earth’s magnetic field bent these cosmic ray particles about 180 degrees from the day-side to the night-side

of the Earth, where it was detected by the GRAPES-3 telescope at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s

Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, India, around midnight on June 22, 2015.

Based on extensive simulation studies over several weeks at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory, the GRAPES-3

collaboration's findings indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of

magnetic reconnection, allowing lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

The article can be found at: Mohanty et al. (2016) Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a

Cosmic Ray Burst.

Source: Tata Institute of Fundamental Research; Photo: Pixabay.

Disclaimer: This article does not necessarily reflect the views of AsianScientist or its staff.
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11/4/2016

India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield

natureworldnews.com/articles/31155/20161104/india-telescope-detects-crack-earth-magnetic-shield.htm

Observations from India’s GRAPES-3 cosmic-ray telescope indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield,

which was weakened by a geomagnetic storm in 2015. 

(Photo : Alexander Gerst / ESA via Getty Images)

By Jamie Ayque

Nov 04, 2016 06:11 AM EDT

A crack has been detected in the Earth's magnetic shield, which allowed deadly cosmic ray particles to seep

through into the atmosphere.

Advertisement

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitoring system on Earth located

at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's (TIFR) Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, India, had recorded a two-

hour burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV on June 22, 2015, scientists said.

The burst happened when a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the sun's corona and struck Earth at a

speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour. The blast caused a severe compression of Earth's

magnetosphere from 11 to 14 times the radius of the Earth. The impact triggered a strong geomagnetic storm

that resulted in aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries.

The GRAPES-3 collaboration, which includes scientists from India and Japan, performed numerical simulations

and found that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily weakened, which allowed the lower energy cosmic ray

particles to enter the atmosphere.

According to the researchers, the Earth's magnetic field bent the particles about 180 degrees, from the day-side

to the night-side of the Earth, where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope. Using the
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1280-core computing farm built by the GRAPES-3 team, the scientists analyzed and interpreted the data from

the telescope.

ADVERTISEMENT

"The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth," the

researchers wrote in the study, which was published in Physical Review Letters. "It also indicates a transient

weakening of Earth's magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that

could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space."

Advertisement

The magnetosphere acts as the Earth's first line of defense against the continuous flow of solar and galactic

cosmic rays, protecting Earth's life forms from high-intensity energetic radiations. However, massive

geomagnetic storms could reconfigure the planet's protective shield and open up weak spots that may allow the

entry of radiation. Magnetized solar plasma could stretch the shield's shape at the poles and reduce its ability to

repel charged particles.

ADVERTISING

© 2016 NatureWorldNews.com All rights reserved. Do not reproduce without permission.
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06/11/2016

Potentially Dangerous Cosmic Rays Are Leaking Into Earth's

Atmosphere -- Are We Safe?

natureworldnews.com/articles/31222/20161106/potentially-dangerous-cosmic-rays-are-leaking-into-earths-atmosphere-are-we-safe.htm

In this handout from NASA/Solar Dynamics Observatory, a solar large flare erupts off the sun June 7, 2011 in

space.

(Photo : NASA/Solar Dynamics Observatory via Getty Images)

By Alixandra Caole Vila

Nov 06, 2016 08:50 AM EST
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A crack in Earth's magnetic shield has been spotted by researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research.

The researchers were able to identify the crack analyzing the data gathered by India's GRAPES-3 muon

telescope.

The news has caused panic among people, thinking that the protective layer of our earth is slowly vanishing. But

how true is this?

According to Wired, the fissure which was first discovered in 2015, has let galactic cosmic rays leak into the

Earth's atmosphere and caused huge geomagnetic storms in the northern hemisphere. The increased amount of

cosmic rays penetrating our atmosphere has led to disrupted communication signals and knocked out radio

signals.

The event, according to Science Alert is one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history.

In fact, results of the researchers' numerous simulations show that the cosmic bombardment, with speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour, was so unyielding, it caused a severe compression of the magnetosphere,

forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

"Earth's magnetic field deflects most cosmic rays, protecting living things from harmful radiation. But large

geomagnetic storms can reconfigure this protective shield, opening up weak spots that let radiation and cosmic

rays slip through. This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth's magnetic

field, stretching its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles," Katherine Wright

explains on the American Physical Society website.

Science Explorer said that solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization because it will interrupt

technology and damage infrastructure. While, it is dangerous for the astronauts who are in space, there is no

direct threat for the people on earth, unless the radiation bombardment ensues in the long run which may result

to changing climate and drive up rates of cancer.

The researchers said there is nothing much we can do to repair the crack but we can study the crack to make us

more ready in case more of it will occur in the future.

The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.

 

 

 

 

© 2016 NatureWorldNews.com All rights reserved. Do not reproduce without permission.
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Is Earth's protective shield cracking? Bursts of deadly cosmic 
rays raises fears that our planet's magnetic field is 
disappearing 

dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3901288/Is-Earth-s-protective-shield-cracking-Bursts-deadly-cosmic-rays-raises-fears-plane 

11/3/2016 

Simulations indicate the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked 

This was caused by magnetic reconnection of our magnetic field lines 

This allowed lower energy galactic cosmic rays to enter our atmosphere 

It could also be a sign our  magnetic shield is weakening, researchers said 

This would cause widespread havoc on Earth including black outs and exposure to harmful UV 
radiation  

It might not be something you think about every day, but you should be grateful for the Earth’s magnetic field. 

It protects you from harmful radiation, charged particles and meteorites and causes the spectacular Northern 
Lights. 

But a new study has indicated there was a temporary 'crack' in the magnetic field, that allowed dangerous 
galactic cosmic ray particles into our atmosphere. 

Scroll down for video  

 

A new study has indicated there was a temporary 'crack' in the magnetic field, that allowed dangerous galactic 
cosmic ray particles into our atmosphere. This was caused by the process of magnetic reconnection, which is 
visualised above 

The crack indicates that Earth's magnetic shield is weakening.  
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MAGNETIC RECONNECTION 

Magnetic reconnection occurs wherever charged gases, called plasma, are present. 

It's rare on Earth, but plasma makes up 99 per cent of the visible universe, fueling stars and filling the 
nearvacuum of space. 

This plasma contains magnetic fields that affects the way charged particles it encounters move. 

Under normal conditions, the magnetic field lines inside plasmas don't break or merge with other field lines. 

But sometimes, as field lines get close to each other, the entire pattern changes and everything realign into a 
new configuration. 

As they come together, the field lines will cancel and re-form, each performing a sort of U-turn and curving to 
move off in a perpendicular direction.   

Magnetic reconnection taps into the stored energy of the magnetic field, converting it into heat and kinetic 
energy that sends particles streaming out along the field lines.  

The amount of energy released can be formidable. 

If this continues, it could  cause widespread havoc on Earth including power black outs and exposure to 
harmful UV radiation 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of 
galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for two hours.  

'The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth,' the authors 
wrote in the study, published in Physical Review Letters. 

'It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better 
understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and 
endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.' 

Numerical simulations indicate the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of 
magnetic reconnection. 

Magnetic reconnection can occur anywhere there are powerful magnetic fields, such as in the sun's magnetic 
environment. 

As field lines get close to each other, the entire pattern changes and everything realign into a new 
configuration. 

This allowed the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, struck our planet at a speed 
of about 1.55 million miles (2.5 million kilometres) per hour. 

This caused a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere - the region around the planet which holds the 
magnetic field - from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. 

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence, 
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays and protecting life on our planet from 
these high intensity energetic radiation. 

The magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, where they were detected as a burst by the 
GRAPES3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. 
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, pictured, is the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor. In June last 
year it recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield 
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Solar flares (pictured) and coronal mass ejections explode in the sun's atmosphere, the corona, sending light 
and high energy particles out into space, along with a stream of charged particles known as the solar wind. 
Solar wind is a plasma 

 

Views of the solar wind from NASA's STEREO spacecraft (left) and after computer processing (right). 
Scientists used an algorithm to dim the appearance of bright stars and dust in images of the faint solar wind  

 

+5 

There is a solar storm facing Earth at the moment, The severe geomagnetic storm has generated stunning 
displays of Northern Lights, like this one pictured on Skye, in Scotland, and radio signal blackouts in many 
high latitude countries  

HOW THE SOLAR WIND IS FORMED  

The sun and its atmosphere are made of plasma – a mix of positively and negatively charged particles which 
have separated at extremely high temperatures, that both carries and travels along magnetic field lines. 

Material from the corona streams out into space, filling the solar system with the solar wind.  

But scientists found that as the plasma travels further away from the sun, things change. The sun begins to 
lose magnetic control, forming the boundary that defines the outer corona – the very edge of the sun.  

The breakup of the rays is similar to the way water shoots out from a squirt gun. 

First, the water is a smooth and unified stream, but it eventually breaks up into droplets, then smaller drops 
and eventually a fine, misty spray.  

The images in a Nasa study capture the plasma at the same stage where a stream of water gradually 
disintegrates into droplets. 

If charged particles from solar winds hit Earth's magnectic field, this can cause problems for satellite and 
communication equipment. 
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The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-
core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the 
Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.  

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global 
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. 

There is a solar storm facing Earth at the moment. 

The severe geomagnetic storm has generated stunning displays of Northern Lights, and radio signal 
blackouts in many high latitude countries. 

Geomagnetic storms are more disruptive now than in the past because of our greater dependence on 
technical systems that can be affected by electric currents.  

The Earth's magnetic field, so important to life on the planet, has weakened by 15 per cent over the last 200 
years and this, scientists claim, could be a sign that the Earth’s poles are about to flip.  

Experts believe we are currently overdue a flip, but they are unsure when this could occur. 

If a switch happens, we would be exposed to solar winds capable of punching holes into the ozone layer. 

The impact could be devastating for mankind, knocking out power grids, radically changing Earth’s climate 
and driving up rates of cancer. 

‘This is serious business’, Richard Holme, Professor of Earth, Ocean and Ecological Sciences at Liverpool 
University told MailOnline.  

‘Imagine for a moment your electrical power supply was knocked out for a few months – very little works 
without electricity these days.’ 
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

Inside a muon telescope building

Dr. Pravata K Mohanty

 01-Nov-2016

The GRAPES-3 experiment located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty consists of two major

components, first an array of 400 plastic scintillator detectors, and second a large area muon telescope.

The GRAPES-3 led by Prof. Sunil K.Gupta, has participation of about 30 scientists from 7 universities in

India, and from 5 in Japan.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June

2015 lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a

speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of

Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm

that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of

defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on
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our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth's

magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic field bent these particles

about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was detected as a burst by

the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data were analyzed and

interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing farm

that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the CRL, Ooty. In fact, all

detector systems, and signal processing electronics were designed, and made in the CRL, Ooty

ensuring prompt repair in cases of equipment failure, thus enabling uninterrupted operation since 2000

leading to the detection of this burst.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters (doi:

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101)

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids,

global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. The United States

President, Barack Obama, has recently issued an executive order to prepare and protect the country

from such disasters triggered by extreme solar storms.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and the most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on

Earth is playing a very significant role in the study of such events. This finding has generated

widespread excitement in the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

Links to articles

Research paper: P. K. Mohanty et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 (2016),  

doi: https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

APS Physics highlight: http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-

lhc-trio-bag-prize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2016/10/13/executive-order-coordinating-efforts-prepare-

nation-space-weather-events

http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/indian-muon-trackers-get-a-handle-on-solar-

storms/article9281700.ece

Science Contact

Dr Pravata K  Mohanty,  Email:  pkm@tifr.res.in
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More From ScienceAlert

sciencealert.com/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield

Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet,

shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.

But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and

they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere

has been cracked.

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a

massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015. 

For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-

energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light. 

These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft , and Earth’s magnetic shield is

our first line of defence against them. 

About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun's corona (or outer

atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for

radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America.

It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis - which is created when charged particles from outer space

reach Earth’s atmosphere.

But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays. 

A team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the

GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,

and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.

In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the

magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually 'reconfigure' our magnetic

shield, prising open weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.

"This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching

its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles," Katherine Wright explains on the

American Physical Society website.

The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field

is changing - or rather, weakening - in certain parts.

"The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this

event," the researchers report.

"[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space."

So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be

cracked at all.
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There's not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to search for these

cracks as they happen - and in past events - we'll be better prepared to deal with the next time those cosmic rays

burst through and wreak havoc.

The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.
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Indian muon trackers get a handle on solar storms 

 

10/29/2016 

TOPICS science and 

technology 

The scientists identified a muon burst that correlated with a change in the 
earth’s magnetic field 
The GRAPES-3 experiment is a special telescope-array established in Ooty to detect muons from cosmic ray 
showers. The experiment has detected a surge in muon intensity correlated with a weakening of the earth’s 
magnetic field due to a solar storm that hit the earth on June 22, 2015. The results have been published in the 
journal Physical Review Letters. An Indo-Japanese collaboration, this experiment is unique in that it can be 
used to study solar storms and space weather at distances up to two times the earth’s radius, unlike satellite-
based studies that can yield information only about what is happening in their vicinity. 

A coronal mass ejection (CME) left the sun on June 21, 2015 and, along with two such others that left the sun 
on June 18 and 19, reached earth on June 22, 2015. Solar flares are often followed by CMEs which are 
nothing but giant clouds of plasma which also contain embedded magnetic fields. This CME was associated 
with a solar flare from the sunspot region 12371 near the central disc of the sun. This caused a solar storm 
and ensuing radio blackouts and Aurora Borealis. Analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon-tracking 
telecope, scientists have inferred that while it lasted, the CME resulted in weakening the earth’s magnetic 
field, allowing high energy cosmic rays to burst through. 

This method can serve as a monitor of solar storms. “Galactic cosmic rays producing a muon burst were bent 
in the space surrounding the Earth over a volume that is 7 times that of the Earth, and hence they serve as a 
monitor of the solar storm over this volume. This is in stark contrast to the satellite based measurements that 
provide only in situ information.” Says S.K. Gupta, Senior Professor and head of the GRAPES-3 experiment, 
based in Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai, in an email to this correspondent. 

The earth’s atmosphere provides a shield against UV rays and other incident particles. But its protection 
stretches to less than 100 km around the earth. The stronger protection comes from the earth’s magnetic field 
which stretches to around 10 times the radius of the earth – about 60,000 km beyond the surface. This 
magnetic field deflects most of the galactic cosmic rays – high-energy charged particles that are incident on 
earth from space. The magnetic field forms the first line of defence against cosmic rays by imposing a 
threshold energy per unit charge. Only charged particles that have higher energy than this threshold can fall 
on the earth. 

The analysis shows a peak in the incoming intensity of muons detected, correlated with a negative spike in 
the component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the ecliptic (the ecliptic is the plane of the sun’s 
apparent orbit). This shows the weakening of the earth’s magnetic field because of the coronal mass ejection 

There is a 32-minute lapse between the muon burst and the arrival of the interplanetary magnetic field. This is 
because of the time taken for the galactic cosmic rays to diffuse through the magnetised plasma. 

Super storms 
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The largest recorded solar storm in history is the Carrington event of 1859, which disrupted telegraph lines on 
earth for several hours. This storm caused Aurorae to be recorded even as far south as Florida State in the 
USA. 

If a storm of this magnitude should occur today, it would cripple all the VLSI-based communication systems, 
smart devices, mobile phones, computer networks and satellites, causing chaos. Since such a storm would 
imply a greater lowering of the threshold of cosmic rays, the incident muons would have much lower energy 
than the burst of muons in the present measurement, and hence, they would take longer to diffuse through. 

Therefore, detecting such muon bursts could serve as an early warning in the case of a superstorm. 

Commenting on this, Prof. Gupta says, “A lot of research needs to be done to make it a practical 

proposition. However, there is a definite potential in this technique to provide an early warning of solar 

storms.”  
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3/18/2017

Telescope upgrade to sniff out solar storms

thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/telescope-upgrade-to-sniff-out-solar-storms/article17527915.ece

Cross section A closeup of the muon telescope showing detectors in two layers, to help fix the direction of the

incident particles.  

The GRAPES-3 experiment at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ootacamund is getting upgraded. The

telescope made news last year when it detected the effect of a solar storm that hit the earth in June 2015. The

upgrade will play a major role in getting precise information about the propagation of storms in ‘the last million

miles’ (from the L-1 point) of their journey from the Sun to the earth.

The upgraded detector will have an increased coverage of the sky and improved capacity to determine the

direction of incident cosmic rays. The latter property, of being able to discern the direction of detected particles,

makes it unique among cosmic ray detectors in the world; it can also to measure the intensity of the particles.

Since the enhanced facility can cover a wider field of view (from present 37% to 57%), the chances of spotting

solar storms will be higher.

The sun is at a distance of 150 million kilometres from the earth, and satellites have been placed at a distance of

nearly 1.5 million kilometres, at the so-called L1 point, where they orbit the Sun along with the Earth. Since

charged particles from a solar storm will first impact the satellites before hitting the earth, they act as an early

warning system. Depending on the speed of the storm, it will take about 20-40 minutes to reach the earth from

the L1 point.

However, the GRAPES-3 may differ from the satellite estimates of the travel time. This is what Sunil Gupta,

Head of the GRAPES-3 experiment, terms traversing the ‘last million miles’. He says: “GRAPES-3 has an

important role in understanding the propagation of storms from the L1 point to its impact on the Earth. We have

seen indications that the actual time taken may not be what the satellites predict.”

Taking preventive steps

It is important to know the time when plasma will reach the earth, accurately, so that preventive and protective

measures can be put into place in case a solar storm were to strike the earth.

If the earth’s magnetic field were to be weakened by extreme solar storms, charged particles would shower on to

the planet. Apart from rendering electronic devices defunct, charged particles in an extreme solar storm can also

short current carrying over-head high voltage lines, leading to large-scale transformers burn out and thereby,
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power blackouts. A 2008 study conducted by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences estimated that an extreme

event could lead to a loss of 40% of transformers in the U.S., which, in turn, could take years to restore.

The up side is that the way to prevent such a disaster is well understood: simply switch off the power lines on

being informed of an approaching solar storm! And for this to be possible, an accurate determination of the time

taken for the solar storm to travel to the earth is needed, which is where the GRAPES-3 set up comes in.
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How recycled pipes detect solar storms

thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-in-school/how-recycled-pipes-detect-solar-storms/article17437905.ece

What does a sensational scientific discovery about a solar storm in the Earth's magnetic field have to do with

old, recycled steel pipes which lay buried for more than a decade under a now-defunct gold mine in India?

Almost everything. More than 3,700 such pipes are actually at the heart of a most significant scientific finding.

A team of Indian and Japanese scientists recently published an internationally-feted paper which recorded the

events that unfolded after a breach in the Earth’s magnetic shield.

Using the GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic particle) telescope - the world’s largest of its kind - at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty the scientists recorded a two-hour burst of galactic cosmic rays that invaded the atmosphere

on June 22, 2015.

The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed. Solar

storms of such high magnitudes can knock out satellites and aircraft autopilots, cause catastrophic power

outages, and take us, according to one of the scientists leading the research, Dr Sunil Gupta, “back to the Stone

Age”.

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope located in Ooty is made up of four-decades old

recycled zinc-coated steel pipes.

“Necessity is the mother of invention. When you don’t have the money to buy new, expensive stuff, you look

within the system to find out your own solutions to reduce costs. India’s scientists have mastered the art of

recycling and coming up with their own inexpensive solutions,” Pallava Bagla, India correspondent for Science

magazine, told me. The Ooty laboratory’s annual budget is about $375,000.

The 6 m long pipes, which acted as sensors in the telescope, lay in underground caverns below the centuries-

old Kolar Gold Fields in southern Karnataka state, home to one of the world’s deepest gold mines, for nearly two-

decades.

Eventually, some 7,500 of the pipes were transported by truck to a hilly 100-acre campus that the laboratory

shares with a radio astronomy centre.

Work on recording cosmic rays in Ooty began in right earnest in 1998, when the scientists began making muon

sensors from the discarded pipes to research high energy cosmic rays.

Today, 3,712 steel tubes, stacked up against layers of concrete, are housed across 560 sq m in four squat

brown-and-white colour buildings.

At the laboratory, a small group of scientists and assorted helpers - local gardeners and carpenters, for example

- continue to recycle the old pipes, so that they can be used as cosmic ray detectors.

To do this, they open the pipes and clean them with high pressure water jets. They insert a 100 micron tungsten

wire into the pipe and anchor it at both ends with hermetic seals. The pipes are then filled with a gas comprising

methane and argon and an electric potential run through it to enable it to become an effective sensor. Finally,

they are laid out in rows - below two metres of concrete, which act as absorbers - to become a muon telescope.

The laboratory itself is a shining example of home-grown innovation. The majority of the electronic equipment is

designed, assembled and manufactured in-house. The software for the computer programmes is locally made.

The 40GB of raw data from cosmic rays that it generates every day is stored and processed by a cluster of
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computers which has been largely assembled in-house, cutting costs and saving hefty maintenance fees. Old

computers are stripped for parts. A locally developed cooling system using fans saves electricity and protects the

computers.New York Times News Service
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-in-school/Indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-Earth%E2%80%99s-magnetic-shield/article16088004.ece

PTI

Washington/Pune November 04, 2016 00:00 IST

Updated: December 02, 2016 13:15 IST

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists. The burst occurred

when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive

compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million km per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and

radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical

Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the telescope around midnight on June 22, 2015.PTI
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Smart route to space

thehindu.com /life-and-style/how-ootys-cosmic-ray-lab-uses-recycled-steel-pipes/article17510786.ece

What does a sensational scientific discovery about a solar storm in the Earth’s magnetic field have to do with

old, recycled steel pipes that have been buried for more than a decade under a now-defunct gold mine in India?

Almost everything.

What’s unearthed is as precious as gold because 3,700 such pipes are at the heart of a significant scientific

finding that has been revealed in a recently-published paper by a team of Indian and Japanese scientists. The

paper recorded the events that unfolded after a breach in the Earth’s magnetic shield. The scientists used the

GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic particle) telescope made using recycled pipes — the world’s largest of its kind

— at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty. They recorded a two-hour burst of galactic cosmic rays that invaded

the atmosphere in June last year.

Dr Sunil Gupta, one of the scientists leading the research, says, “Solar storms of such high magnitudes can

knock out satellites and aircraft autopilots, cause catastrophic power outages, and can take us ‘back to the Stone

Age’.”

Recycled solutions

“Indian scientists have mastered the art of recycling and coming up with their own inexpensive solutions,” says
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Pallava Bagla of Science magazine. The telescope in Ooty is the perfect example. It’s made using four-decade-

old recycled zinc-coated steel pipes. Atul Jain, a scientist at the facility, says 10 such pipes are recycled every

day for experiments. “The plan was to make very sensitive sensors to detect the weakest of signals. We wanted

to measure cosmic rays with higher sensitivity than ever done before.”

Work on recording cosmic rays in Ooty began in right earnest in 1998, when scientists began making muon

sensors from discarded pipes to research high-energy cosmic rays. Today, 3,712 steel tubes, stacked up against

layers of concrete, are housed across four brown-and-white buildings, home to the world’s largest muon

telescope.

Home-grown innovation

A majority of the electronic equipment is designed, assembled and manufactured in-house. The software for the

computer programs is also locally made. The raw data that the lab generates every day is stored and processed

by a cluster of computers, which has been largely assembled in-house, cutting costs and saving hefty

maintenance fees. Old computers are stripped for parts. A locally-developed cooling system using fans saves

electricity, too.
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How Earth’s Magnetic Shield Was Breached – and a Telescope 
in Ooty Tuned in 

 

By R. Ramachandran 08/11/2016 

Scientists using the GRAPES-3 telescope, which detects and studies cosmic rays coming 
from space, think they have a new way to anticipate and prepare for geomagnetic storms. 

 

Around midnight on June 22, 2015, the GRAPES-3 cosmic ray telescope at Ooty – operated by the Tata Institute of 
Fundamental Research (TIFR), Mumbai – detected an unusual burst of cosmic rays. It lasted for about two hours, 
which had the team of high-energy cosmic ray scientists greatly surprised. The team comprised scientists from 
TIFR, J.C. Bose Institute, Kolkata, and the Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER), Pune, and 
collaborating Japanese scientists. The excess during the burst period was about a million cosmic-ray charged 
particles called muons (of energy about 1 GeV), over and above the normal emission of about 300 million. 

When trying to figure out what could have caused this, they found that the burst occurred exactly at the same time 
that a strong eruption from the Sun, called a coronal mass ejection (CME), had arrived on Earth. CMEs are 
explosive outbursts from the Sun’s outer atmosphere, the corona, and typically carry roughly a billion tons of solar 
material outward at speeds of a million kilometres an hour or more. The material consists chiefly of overheated 
gas (plasma), protons and electrons. Also wrapped in this plasma are powerful magnetic fields of solar origin. The 
scientists, therefore, reasoned that the interaction of the CME with Earth’s magnetic field could have caused this – 
because strong CMEs, when directed towards Earth, are known to play havoc with the planet’s magnetic field. 

Also known as the geomagnetic field (GMF), this field protects us from high-energy charged particles and radiation 
carried by the solar wind emanating from the Sun. They also shield us from galactic cosmic rays (GCR) coming in 

thewire.i n /78251/solar-cme-geomagnetic-grapes / 

Receivers of the GRAPES-3 telescope in Ooty, Tamil Nadu. GRAPES stands for ‘Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS’. Credit: TIFR 
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from outside the Solar System and constantly bombarding Earth’s atmosphere. The field deflects them away. The 
solar wind is essentially a plasma of protons and electrons. While CMEs are sporadic, the solar wind is emitted as 
a continuous stream by the Sun. On the other hand, GCR consists of particles travelling at close to the speed of 
light (mostly protons and light nuclei) and are produced by supernovae and other powerful cosmic sources in and 
beyond our galaxy. 

The solar cycle 

The solar wind also carries with it Sun’s magnetic field to the far reaches of the solar system. This extension of the 
solar magnetic field permeating through the entire Solar system is called the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). 
The pressure of the solar wind on the GMF has the latter compressed on Earth’s dayside and stretched like a tail 
on Earth’s nightside. While on the dayside the magnetic field gets confined to within about 10 Earth-radii, the tail on 
the nightside extends to hundreds of Earth-radii. In effect, the GMF is shaped like water flowing around a rock in a 
stream. 

 

This profile of Earth’s magnetic field encompasses the magnetosphere, the region of space in which Earth’s 
magnetic field is dominant, and which acts as a protective shield against charged particles. 

However, every so often, particularly during periods of intense solar activity, violent eruptions from the Sun in the 
form of solar flares and CMEs. The CMEs can interact with the GMF and trigger intense geomagnetic storms. 
These storms are major electromagnetic disturbances in Earth’s magnetosphere. They occur when enormous 
amounts of electromagnetic energy are exchanged between the CMEs and the GMF. They can potentially damage 
electrical and electronic systems on Earth as well as affect satellite hardware and astronauts in space. 

The Sun goes through an 11-year cycle of active and quiet phases. Each active solar cycle is distinguished by 
enhanced magnetic activity on the Sun’s surface, made evident by an increased number of sunspots. And the 
magnetically active regions around these sunspots become the points of origin of solar flares and CMEs. During an 
active solar cycle, there can be several CMEs on a single day. During quieter periods, they may occur once every 
week or so. Since CMEs occur in all directions, only rarely will one be pointed Earth’s way. Very fast CMEs can 
reach Earth in as little as 14-17 hours. The slower ones take a few days. 

Currently, the Sun is in the midst of an active phase designated Cycle 24 (counting from the year 1755). It began in 
January 2008. 

An illustration of Earth’s magnetosphere as it faces the Sun. Source: Author provided 
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The strength of the magnetic fields carried forth by a CME is higher than those in the ambient solar wind. As a 
result, the CME fields push outward and expand in size as they travel outward. By the time they reach Earth, really 
powerful CMEs are enormous, filling up nearly half the interplanetary volume between the Sun and Earth. And 
because of their immense size, they can take 24-36 hours to pass over Earth after the leading edge reaches the 
planet. The CME’s magnetic fields also sweep away charged particles from galactic cosmic rays – this bit of 
surprise help is called the Forbush decrease, named for Scott Forbush. 

Since CMEs travel faster than the solar wind’s plasma, they also generate a shock wave just the way a supersonic 
aircraft creates a sonic boom when it crosses the speed of sound. The impact of the interaction between the 
incoming solar wind/CME and the GMF around Earth can induce a phenomenon called a magnetic reconnection 
near the interface between the solar wind and Earth’s magnetosphere. This interface lies just inside of the 
magnetosphere’s boundary on the dayside as well as in the near-Earth magnetotail on the night side (see image 
below). 

 

A magnetic reconnection is the breaking and joining of oppositely directed magnetic field lines in a magnetised 
plasma. During reconnection, the energy carried by the magnetic field gives a kick to charged particles in the area 

How the incidence of sunspots on the Sun’s surface has changed over the years. Source: Author provided 

A schematic illustration of how magnetic reconnections work in Earth’s magnetosphere. Source: Author provided 
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and transforms into kinetic energy. Now, as you know, Earth’s magnetic field is dipolar, with the magnetic north 
located at the geographic South Pole and the magnetic south located at the geographic North Pole. And the field is 
directed from South to North. On the other hand, the solar magnetic field carried by the solar wind/CMEs can be 
either oriented Southward or Northward. If it is Southward as it approaches Earth, it becomes somewhat like 
bringing two bar magnets close with their opposite poles facing each other: there will be regions where the two 
fields cancel each other out, resulting in a region where the field lines reconnect. This facilitates an efficient transfer 
of energy between the CME and Earth’s magnetosphere, leading to geomagnetic storms and other spaceweather 
events. 

Understanding geomagnetic storms 

The reconnection on Earth’s nightside side accelerates the plasma in that region down Earth’s magnetic field lines 
and into the poles. The particles of the plasma strike the atmosphere and excite nitrogen, oxygen and other atoms. 
These atoms become excited because they’ve been imparted some energy, and they quickly lose this energy to 
become stable by emitting light of different colours. The result is the brilliant display in the sky known as the 
aurorae – borealis in the north, australis in the south. During strong CME events, these curtains of light can be 
seen at much lower latitudes as well. 

Besides accelerating the plasma, the exchange of electromagnetic energy during magnetic reconnection also 
affects the Van Allen radiation belts, causes intense electric currents both in the magnetosphere and the 
ionosphere, and heats up the ionosphere and the thermosphere. Moreover, a ring of current flowing westward gets 
established around Earth and that in turn produces magnetic disturbances on the ground. 

All of these disturbances together make a geomagnetic storm. The quality and magnitude of the currents and the 
magnetic disturbances are together used by scientists to compile what’s called a Kp index, a number between 0 
and 9 that gives a way to measure the relative sizes of disturbances. Specifically, the index is based on the 
maximum fluctuations of the horizontal components of Earth’s GMF measured in real time by a network of 
observatories around the world. And in turn, the Kp index is used by the US National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), which monitors various space-weather events and issues appropriate 
alerts. And like the index, these alerts also sit on a scale called the G-scale. It runs from 1 to 5. 

The effects of geomagnetic storms also include bursts of energetic particles from the Sun striking Earth’s 
atmosphere in what are called solar energetic particle events; geomagnetically induced currents on the ground that 
can affect the power grid (like the one in March 1989 that caused widespread blackouts in Canada) and pipeline 
operations; and intense ionospheric disturbances that can disrupt radio and radar communications. Space-based 
communication systems are also affected: spacecraft operations, including GPS navigation, are disrupted. The 
geomagnetic storms also mess with magnetic compasses, magnetic surveys and directional drilling operations. An 
uptick in radiation levels in space also disturb spacecraft hardware as well as the wellbeing of astronauts – such as 
those in the International Space Station. 

The most intense geomagnetic storm in recorded history is the Carrington event of 1859. It completely disrupted 
the network of telegraph lines all over Europe and North America for many hours. Today, with the ubiquitous use of 
electronic devices based on microchips – particularly susceptible as they are to the effects of charged particles – 
electromagnetic disturbances in the sky can potentially cripple computer networks, mobile telephone networks and 
other instruments resulting in enormous financial losses and in temporary, but no less debilitating, disruptions in 
communication. 

According to the NOAA, polar flights rerouted due to space-weather conditions cost airlines around $100,000 (Rs 
66.7 lakh) per flight. If airborne survey data or marine seismic data are degraded by solar activity, the economic 
impact can range from $50,000 to upwards of a million (Rs 33 lakh to Rs 7 crore). Geomagnetic storms can last for 
several hours and the more intense ones, for a few days. Accurate space weather information and forecasts are 
therefore vital for mitigating the impact ground-based infrastructure. 

The NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Centre (SWPC) issues three-day forecasts of impending space weather 
events, such as geomagnetic storms, based on measurements of solar activity by satellites as well as 
measurements of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). But there is significant uncertainty concerning when 
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the storms will strike Earth because they are based on simulations using theoretical models of how CMEs 
propagate through space. 

Also, closer to an impending event, the alerts issued by SWPC are based on ground-based realtime measurements 
of fluctuations in the magnetic field, as discussed earlier. However, as the NOAA itself has noted, there are 
limitations in this approach. Because all the observatories in the network are not identical, there could be 
differences in their estimates. Also, a highly localised disturbance can affect a certain region but its severity may 
not be reflected in the globally averaged index. So a more accurate ground-based alert system continues to be 
desirable to better protect vulnerable spots on the ground. 

To see a storm coming 

Now, we circle back to the GRAPES-3 experiment in Ooty. The authors of the experiment have suggested the 
possibility of evolving a more accurate method using cosmic ray data, notwithstanding its diminished warning time 
of only about a few hours. Their suggestion follows their significant discovery – of the effect that geomagnetic 
storms can have on the flux of charged particles not just of solar origins at the poles but also of cosmic origins 
over other parts of the world as well. As a recent article in the journal Science noted, even with only a few hours’ 
advance but accurate warning, power grids could reschedule current distribution in the network to reduce their 
susceptibility to the storm. 

Using TIFR’s cosmic-ray telescope at Ooty, the team there found that a CME that occurred on June 21, 2015, 
significantly reconfigured the GMF – while the consequent geomagnetic storm allowed an unusually high flux of 
cosmic ray particles to arrive on Earth. This flux, they found, was due to a transient weakening of the GMF 
(equivalently a temporary weakening of the GMF’s shielding effect) for as long as two hours. 

When a cosmic-ray particle strikes a molecule in Earth’s atmosphere, it generates a cascade of secondary 
particles. A large fraction of these particles consists of some called pions. Pions can either be charged or neutral. 
The lower-energy charged pions among them decay, before interacting again, into muons. It is the muons that 
survive long enough to reach the ground and be detected. And it is in the flux of these high-energy muons that the 
GRAPES-3 researchers found a significant increase. This implies an increase in the intensity of the primary 
galactic cosmic rays. In other words, muons are a proxy for the cosmic rays. 

(A flux increase in 1 GeV muons is equivalent to a corresponding intensity increase of primary GCR of about 20 
GeV.) 

Besides the detection itself, the scientists have been able to use simulations and pin down the exact cause as well 
as the underlying mechanisms that enabled this enhanced flux to be detected. Curiously enough, it happened on 
Earth’s nightside. This work has been published in the October 21 issue of the journal Physical Review Letters. 

This finding also suggests that cosmic-ray flux data can serve as an accurate ‘early warning’ unto an impending 
geomagnetic storm. “We are not claiming that we can predict space weather events at this point of time,” Sunil 
Gupta of TIFR, the lead author of the paper, told The Wire. “The Ooty telescope is not geared for that. That would 
first require a lot of further research, calibration with observations over a long period, funds and people to operate 
the instrument in that mode. That was only a suggestion,” he added. At the same time, the GRAPES-3 scientists 
have also been able to observe over the years that the fluctuations in the rates of muons can serve as a proxy, with 
high sensitivity, even for normal variations in atmospheric parameters – such as, for example, temperature.   

On June 21, 2015, at about 0800 hrs IST, a strong CME associated with a double-peaked solar flare, erupted from 
the sunspot region 2371. Its image was snapped up by the NASA Solar and Heliospheric Observatory, showing it 
to be a so-called ‘symmetric full halo’ CME with a visible Earth-directed component. Some 40 hours later, on June 
22 at about 0010 hrs IST, the CME arrived at Earth’s doorstep. In fact, this one was preceded by two other 
CMEs that had reached Earth on June 21 and June 22, both from the same sunspot region. But it was only 
the third CME that triggered a G-4-class geomagnetic storm. 
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The symmetric full halo CME that occurred on June 21, 2015. Source: Author provided 

According to the SWPC, a G-4 storm is driven by a Kp-index of 8, with magnetic fluctuations in the 330-500 
nanotesla (nT) range. To compare, the magnetic field on Earth’s surface is about 25,000-65,000 nT. Therefore, 
magnetic fluctuations in a G-4 storm are indeed significant. 

Fine-tuning the simulations 

The GRAPES-3 is a large area tracking muon telescope that measures the rate of muons (of energy greater than 1 
GeV) along nine independent directions. The instrument detects 150 million muons per hour. This, the authors say, 
provides an almost accurate estimate of the intensity of galactic cosmic rays intensity and their variations. The 
experiment measured muon rates once every four minutes over 23 days, from June 12 to July 4, 2015 (a total of 
8,192 intervals). The Forbush decrease due to the CME had already begun within 4.5 hours of the arrival of the first 
CME on June 21, which continued during the arrival of the subsequent CMEs as well. But it was in the midst of this 
continuing decrease that a spike indicating a burst of muons, a proxy for GCR intensity, was detected. 
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Coincidental with the period over which Earth’s GMF became weaker, the muon burst also lasted for two hours. 
The burst’s profile and the GMF variation were also almost completely identical. As noted earlier, the muon flux 
excess during the burst period was about a million against a background of about 300 million, which is statistically 
significant. Moreover, the burst was found to be almost simultaneous in all nine directions along which GRAPES-3 
measured them. According to the authors, this strongly suggested that the burst lay close to Earth, “possibly within 
the magnetosphere”. “This could well be one of the clear-cut evidences of magnetic reconnection occurring in the 
magnetosphere and is also a clear pointer to cause and effect,” says Gupta. 

Besides the timing coincidence, it was also observed that the muon burst was highly correlated, with a 40-nT surge 
in the IMF caused by the CME. This led the scientists to probe the idea of reconnections between the IMF and the 
GMF being the cause further. 

In fact, computer simulations of the interactions between the IMF and the GMF showed that, during the 
reconnection, the IMF was compressed by a factor 17, increasing its field strength to about 680 nT. Since the IMF 
and the GMF are parallel but pointing in opposite directions, this increase in IMF is equivalent to a corresponding 
decrease in the GMF. And it is this drop in GMF strength – i.e. a breach in the shield – by about 2% that resulted in 
the arrival of the muon burst. 

The simulations also found that this transient reduction in the field was spread out to a distance twice the radius of 
Earth. This means the decrease of 680 nT is averaged out over a volume equivalent to seven-times Earth’s. Gupta 
pointed out that this indicates that cosmic rays probe the effect of CMEs over a much larger volume. 

“We started our simulations with 40 nT but we had to keep on increasing the compression factor for the amplitudes 
of simulated data and observed increase to match,” said Gupta. “The match is so good that there can be no other 
explanation for the observed burst just for a short duration. We were able to even match the observed gradation in 
flux increase from different directions, with the maximum, about 2%, being from the north,” he said. 

Interestingly, to maximise the correlations between the IMF in space and the cosmic-ray burst over Earth, and to 
match the amplitudes exactly, the simulated data had to be shifted in time by 32 minutes. This means there was a 
32-minute delay between the opening up of Earth’s magnetic field and the arrival of the burst at Ooty. This, the 
scientists say, could be due to the time taken by the cosmic rays to diffuse through a turbulent magnetosphere. The 
authors also note in their paper that the field change (of 680 nT) due to reconnection was only 70% of the 

The coincidence between the strength of the interplanetary magnetic field and the muon rate variation. Source: Author 
provided 
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maximum possible. This they infer from the fact that the impact of the CME was such that the magnetosphere on 
the dayside was compressed from a distance of 11.4 Earth radii to just 4.6 Earth radii. 

Then again, how did the field changes on the dayside result in a cosmic-ray flux increase on the nightside, where 
the Ooty telescope was located during the CME? Under normal circumstances, shielding by the GMF deflects 
particles below about 20-25 GeV (at Ooty’s latitude). Charged particles in the presence of a magnetic field 
perpendicular to Earth’s orbit plane will follow a curved path: the higher the energy, the more the radius of 
curvature. With the weakening of that perpendicular field by 680 nT, high-energy particle trajectories were bent 
from the dayside and which made them shower on the nightside. And the Ooty telescope promptly picked up on 
them. 

Interestingly, no cosmic-ray experiment on the dayside seems to have detected this surge. A couple of neutron 
monitors on the nightside in Kazakhstan and Armenia did, however, record increased rates coincident with 
GRAPES-3 measurements. “But statistically those spikes do not have a very high significance,” explains Gupta. 
“The count rates of neutron monitors are orders of magnitude lower than our count rate of four billion a day. 
Globally, GRAPES-3 is the only facility that has the sensitivity to pick 9up on] this.” 

“Even ICECUBE [the neutrino observatory located at the South Pole] detects only 100 million muons per day. Also, 
ICECUBE detects very high-energy muons that are insensitive to CME effects. But ICETOP, an array of ice tanks 
atop ICECUBE, is already mining its data for this event and so are major experiments worldwide,” he added. 
However, whether this basic research facility can be turned into an early warning system for space-weather events 
is a thought for the future. 

R. Ramachandran is a science writer. 
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ptinews.co m /r_a_s/_31834 9 

[  -  ]  Text  [  +  ] 

Washington/Pune, Nov 3 (PTI) 

T 

PTI-Press Trust of India 

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of 
galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very 
high speed causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe 
geomagnetic storm. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray 
Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year 
lasting for two hours. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a 
speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of 
Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. 

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in 
many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this 
week.  

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of 
defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on 
our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations. 

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate 
that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, 
allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. 

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the 
Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 
2015. 

The data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 
1280-core computing cluster that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and 
engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty. 
 
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, 
global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. 
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 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYFt40J12go  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFdxA8MRNmo 
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 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82X0V7yQmoE 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVERCMe9k0o 
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  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWQnyQhQ7Xc  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2F8Ud-gDDnU 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAjk_pI88yY 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDoi5HTyv8I  
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https://www.yo  utube.com/watch?v=tO0hTEgFhK4 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG90pBbOEow 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKzTLdebVU0
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8CfROWq  gDo 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qOWEg9-VWM  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dV5ykq3PY0I 
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http://www.onenewspage.com/video  /20161113/6027738/Study-Solar-Flare-Caused-Crack-In-Protective.htm 

One News Page > News Videos > Study: Solar Flare Caused A ‘Crack’ In Protective Field Around Earth 

Study: Solar Flare Caused A ‘Crack’ In 

Protective Field Around Earth 

 

 Duration: 01:06s - Published: 5 months ago < > Embed 

 
TRANSCRIPT: STUDY: SOLAR FLARE CAUSED A ‘CRACK’ IN PROTECTIVE FIELD AROUND EARTH 

 

A team of scientists suspects that Earth’s magnetic field cracked due to a solar flare.  A news release by 
the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India reports that the two-hour event was spotted by the 
GRAPES3 muon telescope on June 22, 2015.  The release goes on to state that “The burst occurred 
when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and...struck our planet, causing a severe 
compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.”  This area is considered 
to be a shield from strong radiation.  A geomagnetic storm is believed to have resulted from the activity, 

as The Wire reports, which “allowed an unusually high flux of cosmic ray particles to arrive on Earth.” 
According to the institute, consequent simulations indicated that “the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily 
cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray 
particles to enter our atmosphere.”  While such damage can’t necessarily be avoided in the future, the 
team believes the research could help to enable “a better understanding of future superstorms.”   
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A new study led by a team out of India has found that Earth’s protective magnetic 
field cracked after an intense geomagnetic storm observed by the GRAPES-3 
muon telescope on June 22, 2015.   
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIfsQuivpKU 
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Burst of galactic cosmic rays produces crack in earths 
magnetic field 

reniji.net/trend/burst-of-galactic-cosmic-rays-produces-crack-in-earths-magnetic-field.html 

Video 

 

Burst of Galactic Cosmic Rays 

Produces Crack in Earth's Magnetic 
Field 

Move ovar haarptards... by Mitch Battros The 
world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray 
monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of 
galactic cosmic rays ... 

By  admi n 
2016-11-06 

Vide o 

SHOCK ALERT: Earth's magnetic 
field has CRACKED humanity at 

risk of cosmic radiation 

SHOCK ALERT: Earth's magnetic field has 
CRACKED - humanity at risk of cosmic radiation A 
HUGE crack has been detected in the Earth's 
magnetic shield, ... 

By  admi n 
2017-01-11 

Vide o 

Study: Solar Flare Caused A ‘Crack’ 
In Protective Field Around Earth 

A new study led by a team out of India has found 
that Earth's protective magnetic field cracked 
after an intense geomagnetic storm observed by 
the GRAPES-3 ... 

By  admi n 
2016-11-13 
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o Vide 

Cosmic rays enter Earth's magnetic 
field via crack, Scientist Atul | 
News7 Tamil 

Cosmic rays enter Earth's magnetic field via 
crack, Scientist Atul | News7 Tamil Subscribe : 
https://bitly.com/SubscribeNews7Tamil Facebook: 
... 

By  admi n 
2016-11-05 

Vide o 

Solar flare radiation burst cracked 

Earth's magnetic field caused radio 
blackouts 

World Source Media Has Changed To News 
Exposed! Please Click Here To Subscribe To Our 
New Youtube Channel: ... 

By  admi n 
2016-11-04 

Vide o 

Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic 
Shield Discovered 

If you're looking for something to take your mind 
off of the presidential election, this might do the 
trick. A giant crack has been discovered in the 
Earth's ... 

By  n admi 
2017-01-28 

Vide o 

The crack indicates that Earth's 
magnetic shield is weakening 

Is Earth's protective shield cracking? Bursts of 
deadly cosmic rays raises fears that our planet's 
magnetic field is disappearing It might not be 
something you think ... 

By  admi n 
2016-11-04 
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o Vide 

Powerful geomagnetic storm 
cracks Earth’s magnetosphere 

Powerful geomagnetic storm cracks Earth's 
magnetosphere 
http://endtimeheadlines.org/2016/11/powerful- 
geomagnetic-storm-cracks-earths- 
magnetosphere/ ... 

By  admi n 
2016-11-08 

Vide o 

Earth's Magnetosphere Gets 

Whacked by Mysterious 5th 
Element 

MOTHER'S DAY GEOMAGNETIC STORM: 
Moderate (G2) to strong (G3) geomagnetic 
storms are underway on May 8th as Earth passes 
through a region of ... 

By  admi n 
2016-05-08 

Vide o 

To Detect Solar Storms GRAPES-3 
Telescope Upgraded Key Facts 

Cosmic rays mostly ultra fast proton edinburgh 
university scientists help with upgrade of dark 
matter detector 2015 02 10, colleagues used the 
fact that atoms on ... 

By  n admi 
2017-03-23 

Vide o 

Earth-Facing X 1 1 Class Flare - 

Nov. 10, 2013 

YET ANOTHER X-FLARE: As predicted, sunspot 
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Cosmic Ray lab scientists track solar storm

deccanchronicle.com/science/science/051116/cosmic-ray-lab-scientists-track-solar-storm.html

 Coronal Mass Ejection in 2015 recorded by Nasa’s solar dynamics observatory that ended up weakening

earth's magnetic field. (Photo: DC)

OOTY: Even as the recent publication of the findings of the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty on solar storm

and its impact on the earth’s magnetic shield in 2015 has created ripples, here is a recapitulation of the extra

terrestrial event that has rocked the scientific world. The CRL of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

(TIFR) here recorded a geomagnetic storm, otherwise known as solar storm, which weakened the earth’s

magnetic field, the shield which protects the planet from the invasion of the cosmic rays. When most parts of

world was asleep on June 2, 2015, the ever vigilant team of scientists at the CRL witnessed showers of cosmic

rays hitting the earth through the ‘muon tracking telescope’. ‘Muons’ are sub-atomic particles that are produced

when the cosmic rays travel through the atmosphere. The CRL recorded a sudden burst of ‘muons’ indicating

increase in cosmic ray intensity.

With its state-of-the-art high performance detectors, the ‘Grapes-3’ (Gamma Ray Astronomy at PeV Energies

Phase-3), experiment at CRL could observe this rare activity. Dr Sunil K. Gupta, head of the CRL stated that the

earth’s magnetic field (EMF) is aligned along north-south direction, and exerts its influence up to 50,000-km

above the surface of the earth. The EMF acts as a shield by preventing the entry of most of the low energy

cosmic rays into the atmosphere.

Though the cosmic rays continuously travel down to the earth, the low energy cosmic ray particles are bent by

the EMF, and are sent back into space. But, the high energy cosmic ray particles which are small in number

enter the earth’s atmosphere and get detected by the cosmic ray observatories across the world, he noted. “At

the CRL in Ooty the scientists observed a sudden burst of cosmic ray activity on June 22, indicating that

something had changed in the EMF above. Further studies showed that the burst of magnetized plasma from the

sun, otherwise known as coronal mass ejection, which contains particles traveling with a high speed of thousand

kilometers in a second, and having a low strength magnetic field in it, had affected the EMF. It is known that

when the two magnets with their magnetic poles in opposite directions are brought close together, the magnetic
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field around it becomes weak.

A very similar thing happened on June 22, 2015, causing a geomagnetic storm by opening up weak spots in the

EMF. This weakening of the EMF was about two per cent for two hours, as per the calculations of the CRL

scientists, which paved the way for the invasion of cosmic ray particles during those two hours. They also found

the margin of error to be below 0.1 per cent making it a very accurate study”, Dr Gupta explained.

However, as the solar storm moved past the earth, the EMF got restored back to its normal value after the said

two hours. Only in the high altitude places on earth, nearer to the north and south poles, the disturbance to

power lines and radio communication was noticed. As the coronal mass ejection from the sun takes nearly two

days to reach the earth, the real ejection on sun had happened two days prior to the recording of cosmic ray

muons in CRL, Ooty, he pointed out.

However, in case of a bigger solar storm in future the weakening of EMF could be much more, which would then

adversely affect the functioning of the satellites, and other electrical and electronic devices on ground which can

cause a major disruption. The ‘GRAPES-3’ due its location near the equator is relatively immune from such

disruptions. The ‘Grapes-3’ offers the possibility to do ground-based studies of the same phenomenon from the

safety of its location in South India, Dr. Gupta said and added that it took little more than a year to completely

analyze and verify the data to publish a report on the said event.

CRL: A shining example of indigenous R&D

The Cosmic Ray Laboratory  (CRL) of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) in Ooty is the ‘numero

uno” in its respective field in the world as its indigenous technology and related facilities along with large study

area make it the best standing example for ‘make in India” concept too, said Atul Jain, scientist-in-charge of the

CRL Ooty. He said that the ‘Grapes-3’ experiment was done in a world class lab  designed to study cosmic rays. 

‘Grapes-3’ is equipped with an array of 400 plastic scintillator detectors in a large area to detect the cosmic ray

showers.  Its ‘muon tracking telescope’ is the world’s largest such telescope which is known for its accuracy and

superiority.

The cosmic ray detection process starts with plastic scintillator detectors, which receives the signals of cosmic

ray showers. They are then processed at the modern cutting edge technologies and further simulated at the

computing cluster. Finally, at the control room the signals are further analyzed to prepare the data, he explained.

Mr Jain said that instrumentation, equipment and the electronics involved in the ‘Grapes-3’ experiment, wherein

Japan is a collaboration partner, has been designed, developed and fabricated with indigenous in-house

technology that has made CRL self-reliant and keeps it flag flying high in this field of fundamental research.

B.Srinivasa Rao, chief engineer and scientific officer at CRL said that to detect ‘muon’, the CRL designed near

six meters hallow steel tubes, which are filled with inert gas and tungsten wires to receive ‘muonsignals’. As of

now 3,200 such tubes have been placed in clusters in the CRL, which is protected by concrete slabs that filters

cosmic rays but allows ‘muons’ enter the tube, he explained.

Stating that all the signals received from detectors placed across the CRL premises in Ooty is finally analyzed

and studied at the control room, P.Jagadeesan,   scientific officer at CRL said that the lab was functioning round

the year without any break to record the cosmic ray and ‘muon signals’ from the outer space and to prepare data

and to arrive at the inference.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield
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 The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. (Representational image)

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower
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energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield

indiatimes.com/news/india/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield-264839.html

A burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield has been recorded by the

world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India. According to scientists, the burst occurred

when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive

compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

univ.tifr.res.in

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
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Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
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The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.
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Mumbai Mirror | Nov 4, 2016, 03.18 AM IST

Scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

mumbaimirror.indiatimes.com/others/sci-tech/Scientists-detect-crack-in-Earths-magnetic-shield/articleshow/55229865.cms

A giant cloud of plasma moving at a speed of 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck Earth last year, causing a

severe compression of its magnetosphere

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high

speed, causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour, struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the nightside of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around midnight on June 22, 2015.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield  Times of
India indiatimes.com

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very

high speed causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe

geomagnetic storm.

PTI | Nov 3, 2016, 07.22 PM IST

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray

monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the

Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma

ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very

high speed causing massive compression of the

Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe

geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES3 muon telescope located at Tata

Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year

lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a

speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of

Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in

many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this

week.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of

defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on

our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty,

indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the dayside to the nightside of the

Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES3 muon telescope around midnight on 22 June

2015.
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According to NASA in an article from 2003 they made observations from NASA''s IMAGE spacecraft

and the joint NASA/European Space Agency Cluster satellites, immense cracks sometimes develop in

Earth''... Read MoreSinjin Mitchell

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the

1280core computing farm that was built inhouse by the GRAPES3 team of physicists and engineers

at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids,

global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

Stay updated on the go with Times of India News App. Click here to download it for your
device.
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Ooty telescope detects massive cosmic ray attack that cracked

Earth's magnetic shield  Times of India indiatimes.com

NEW DELHI: A team of Indian and Japanese scientists using the GRAPES3 telescope at Ooty, Tamil
Nadu, found how a giant cloud of superhot gases and radiation ejected from the Sun battered Earth's
magnetic shield and even cracked it for some time allowing deadly cosmic rays to get in. This event
compressed the Earth's magnetic shield from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe
geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude
countries.

The plasma cloud was travelling at a mind boggling speed of 2.5 million kilometers per hour when it
struck our planet after travelling for forty hours from the Sun. The cracking of the magnetic shield under
this gigantic attack led to a twohour long cosmic ray shower on Earth.

GRAPES3 is a muon telescope located at Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty run by the Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research (TIFR). The event was recorded by it on 22 June 2015. A paper detailing the
research findings was recently published in the journal Physical Review Letters.

Scientists from India included those from TIFR as well as Bose Institute, Kolkata and Indian Institute of
Science Education and Research, Pune. Japanese collaborators were from Osaka City University,
Chubu University and Aichi Institute of Technology.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of
defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on
our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth's
magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the
lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic field bent these
particles about 180 degree, from the dayside to the nightside of the Earth where it was detected as a
burst by the GRAPES3 muon telescope around midnight on 22 June 2015. The data was analyzed
and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280core computing
farm that was built inhouse by the GRAPES3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty. 

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids,
global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth
is playing a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated
widespread excitement in the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.
Stay updated on the go with Times of India News App. Click here to download it for your

device.
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OOTY – A place for Science Lovers too!

themango.co/ooty-a-place-for-science-lovers-too/

For us Coimbatoreans, whenever we feel bored, or have an unplanned holiday, or sometimes for no reason at

all, we just pack our bags, get on our bikes and drift towards Ooty. Sometimes we go just to have a cup of tea.

Ooty is much more than a neighboring district to us. It is a home away from home. The experience Ooty offers

us each time is nothing short of blissful.

I have always known Ooty only as the Queen of Hills, one of the top destinations for tourists from across the

country. But, all of this changed a few weeks back when I had the privilege to visit Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL)

and Radio Astronomy Center (RAC), located in Ooty!  

I have been a Science enthusiast all my life, and I have been a science educator for more than three years now.

I love my students to get practical exposure of various concepts, as much as possible, and I always keep

exploring such places to take my students to.

About a month ago, I stumbled upon an article in ‘The Hindu’ titled ‘Indian muon trackers get a handle on solar

storms’. I just started reading the article, the very first line gave me a pleasant shock. It said “GRAPES-3

experiment is a special telescope array established in Ooty… “ I paused. Yes, it read Ooty! That’s our neighbor,

the one we have always known as a destination for tourists, now revealing itself as a destination for Science

lovers! I instantly felt the need to visit this facility.

The first cosmic ray experiment was  started in 1955 as GRAPES-1 by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

(TIFR), which was upgraded in various stages to GRAPES-2, before the new experiment GRAPES-3 was set up

at RAC site, about 8 km from the old site. GRAPES-3 (Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS Phase – 3) – a

project to study cosmic rays, equipped with air shower detectors and muon detectors, was started about 25

years ago, as a collaboration between TIFR, India and Osaka City University, Japan. I got in touch with Mr.

Arjunan, a senior research associate, through one of the teachers from a school in Ooty. I called him and

expressed our team’s interest in visiting the place. Without too much questions asked, he permitted us to come

over and meet him.

We reached on a cold Monday morning. The moment i walked in, i was taken in by the Scenery, the Silence and

the Science of the place. My expectation was to just meet a few people and have a small chat about the

research facility, the experiments conducted, and if possible get a quick glimpse of the facility. But what awaited

me would turn out to be truly an amazing experience!

In the facility, there was an air shower detector array which had totally 400 detectors that were operational. That

sight of detectors placed amidst the green and lush garden, is still frozen in my eyes! Then there was, the muon

detector area, an underground facility, with multi-layers of concrete slabs, at the end of which number of

detectors were placed. This arrangement, was to allow for only high energy muons to reach the detectors while

filtering away all the other particles that would otherwise reach. There were about 3600 detectors in place and

there was also another area close-by that was being prepared to install more detectors.

Mr. Arjunan, who has been in CRL for more than 20 years, passionately explained about how all the data, that

was being collected by the air shower and muon detector, were digitized and taken to computers for analysis. He

even took us to the place where the various parts of detectors were made and explained about how each part

functions. One of the primary parts was the Scintillator, which generates photons (light) in response to incident

radiation, and these photons are allowed to be incident on a Photomultiplier Tube (PMT), which converts them

into electrical pulse. He also added that almost all the parts, including scintillators, have been made

indigenously, and this statement of his gave me instant goosebumps – state of the art equipment, Made in India!

Another young and energetic graduate, Mr. Ramesh, an electronics expert, was beaming with joy as he was

explaining me the basics of the electronic circuits that he developed in-house for the detectors. I even had an

exciting discussion on cosmic rays with one of the scientific officers, Mr. Jagadeesan. The officer in charge of the
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facility, Mr. Atul Jain, was extremely busy that day, but despite that he assured us that he would definitely give us

some time for a chat before the day ends. And he even arranged for us to have lunch at the canteen.

Mr. Atul, expressed his interest on getting kids excited with science and has been interacting with students

across different age groups. But he said, they couldn’t do much on that, as they had their own hectic work

schedule involved and they hardly find time to engage in such activities. Despite that, he said, reasonable

number of students from school and colleges do visit them in a year.

The permission has to be sought well in advance and CRL will definitely get back based on the availability of

time. This is not a science exhibition center or museum for students or others to just walk in and experience it. It

is a research facility and hence prior permission is a must. He also said, every year on national science day, 28th

February, RAC holds a grand event where kids from anywhere can come visit their facility and have a tour, and

CRL would also be a part of the event. The event is aimed at promoting science education by outreaching to

students and the public alike.

I could see, each and everyone working hard, day in and day out, pursuing their goals independently, while at the

same time they seemed to effortlessly reinforce each other’s roles by being excellent team members working

towards a common set of objectives. The entire research facility seemed to have been pervaded with a work

culture that is irresistible and inspiring. There was warmth and humbleness in reception, dedication and focus in

work.

I even had a feeling, that had i been exposed to research facilities like CRL during my school days, i would have

been inspired and chosen a career path in science research. Students can get to learn a lot from this place, not

just the science concepts and other technical aspects involved, but how a research facility actually works and be

inspired by the scientists they interact with.

I am tempted to write about my experiences at RAC as well, but that deserves a separate space for itself.

Interestingly I also came to know that there were more researches happening in Ooty. There was potato

research facility, water and soil erosion research facility, tribal research facility and more. Yes, Ooty has them all,

and I am planning to visit each of these facilities and write about them.

Though I have visited Ooty many times in the past to just to experience a cup of tea, now i have started to visit

this wonderful place to experience Science over a cup of tea!
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A Dream Winter School for Every Science Lover

themango.co /a-dream-winter-school-for-every-science-lover/

There are certainly those moments in everyone’s life that would be strongly etched in the hearts for a lifetime. I

was fortunate to have been a part of the Winter School of Astroparticle Physics (WAPP 2016) organised by Tata

Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) at Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL), Ooty. This write up is not about the

technical contents of the lectures or the experimental sessions, but my experiences in multi-dimensions.

Even before getting into what this winter school is all about, it can be said with pride that it is one of the best

winter schools in the entire world. The reason for this claim is rather simple – combining theory sessions with

experimental sessions right at the heart of a world class research facility is a boon for any science student and is

a rarity in the world.

Nearly 50 students from different colleges were chosen from among all the applications received across the

country. The theme of the winter school was set – Astroparticle Physics. Everyday was split into two sessions.

The morning sessions were filled with lectures on various topics related to cosmic rays, from different speakers

across the world. The afternoon sessions were for the experiments. Totally 8 experiments were set up, 8 teams

of students were formed, and each team would perform every experiment, one by one, everyday. I also blended

in with the students, as one among them and was part of the entire journey.

The schedule for everyday was well planned and jam packed. The lectures during the mornings, were literally

‘Extensive Knowledge Showers’, if i may use that set of words (as ‘Extensive Air Showers’ is one of the things

being studied at CRL!). The curious students engaging and asking questions during and at the end each session

are a testimony to the amazing lectures.

For the experimental sessions, each team comprised of students from various disciplines like physics, computer

science, electronics, electrical and others. The teams were also a mix of students from different years in their

respective colleges. This combo was a massive strength that opened up the learning opportunity for everyone in
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the team. For instance, during the experiments, a student with physics background helped his team in

understanding the fundamental concepts involved, while another computer science student helped her team in

understanding how experimental data was processed, and the electronics and electrical students helped their

team members understand the circuitry involved and other related things.

Students in college do not get such opportunities to work with students from other areas of disciplines. The

interdisciplinary learning was at its best at the winter school. The scientists who took on the roles of a teacher to

engage the students with different experiments made the entire experimental sessions unforgettable.

I could see the students very excited, involving themselves, getting the hands on the experiments. They were

given the chance to change the settings, think on methods and means to achieve the objectives of the

experiments. They were also taught how to embrace the results as received and not to tamper with the data to

suit the expected results. This attitude would drive them to solve the problem. This is something that students

never get to experience in school or college.  
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The entire conduct of this winter school could be compared to that of an orchestra. Just like different instruments

taken up by different musicians are played in perfect harmony, different responsibilities were taken up by

different teams and were flawlessly executed.

There was a catering team, a gardening team, video and photography team, a hospitality team and many

others. For instance, the catering team was responsible for providing quality food to all the participants. Even the

sourcing of vegetables, preparation of the food, serving the food were all done by the staff members. That is to

essentially say none of the work was outsourced to a contractor. Prof Gupta said that cost was cut down by

nearly 70 percent. This is huge!  It must be pointed out that all these teams comprised only of the staff members

of CRL, and they were doing it in addition to their primary works. I was as much excited and inspired by this

phenomenal display of teamwork, as i was with the ‘lectures and experiments’.

Everyone of us spent a little more than 12 hours a day at the school and I had ample time for informal interaction

with both the students and the scientists. During one of our over the lunch conversations, Prof Gupta was telling

me about how Indians in the early time made huge leaps in science, but for the most part, failed to keep records

of what they did. This mistake, he said, is being heavily paid for now. During another conversation, he said that it

was important to let students know and learn about the history of science, and some of the scientific

breakthroughs. This, he said will induce interest in science among the students.

During another conversation, Mr. Atul Jain shared about his initial days when he was new at CRL. He said that,

despite having a strong and solid foundation in education during his college, reality was very different than what

he had experienced in college. He said the problems and challenges were real and were not merely ‘experiments

in the lab’ with expected results. He said, an engineer, by his/her very nature should expect and love challenges

and solve them.
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Probably one of the most inspiring moments was during a tea break. Prof Gupta asked to students to gather

around a big table covered with a black cloth. He started uncovering the cloth to take out scintillators, one by

one, researched and developed by them over the years between 2000 and 2003. He disclosed that it was during

their 72nd attempt, spread over a span of 3 years, the scintillator was perfected. What lay beneath the black

cloth was years of relentless hard work by a team of scientists. This development also put an end to sourcing the

scintillators from outside the country which cost 10 times higher. The history of the development of this state-of-

the-art plastic scintillator by TIFR, I strongly believe, is a story that deserves to be known by the student

community and public at large, and to be carried forward for generations to come.
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Another unforgettable moment was when the legendary Prof. Sreekantan, the pioneer in the country for cosmic

ray research, the one who laid the foundation for CRL in 1954, entered the seminar hall to address the students.

Goosebumps swept the hall. His lecture took us all back in time and gave a historical perspective on Cosmic ray

research in the country. His contributions to the field of cosmic rays and astrophysics are seminal, and to have

seen him and listened to him was truly an honor.

I would like to end here by sharing another pleasant experience – the camp fire dinner every night! It was a

perfect end to a day full of activities. For nearly 10 days, i must admit, that i was in a ‘dreamland’ and it nearly

took a week after the school to get back into the normal routine mindset. The winter school happens every

‘EVEN’ year at Ooty and every ‘ODD’ year in Darjeeling and I am already looking forward to the next winter

school in 2018 and if you are a college student and love science, better watch out for calls for applications for

WAPP!
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2016-11/tiof-gia110216.php

IMAGE: The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the

largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor

recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that

indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield

view more

Credit: TIFR

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic

Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for

two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on

this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic

field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was

detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was

analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

###

Links to articles

Research paper: P. K. Mohanty et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 (2016),

APS Physics highlight: http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-bag-

prize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field

Disclaimer: AAAS and EurekAlert! are not responsible for the accuracy of news releases posted to EurekAlert!

by contributing institutions or for the use of any information through the EurekAlert system.
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Breach in Earth's magnetic field

deccanherald.com/content/587430/breach-earths-magnetic-field.html

It is known that solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation

by crippling large electrical power grids, satellite operations and

communications. In the early hours of June 21, 2015, a NASA spacecraft

recorded particles blasting off the Sun at roughly 1,300 km per second. It

was a solar flare. Forty hours later, a severe geomagnetic storm knocked

out radio signals in North and South America and the Aurora Borealis was

spotted as far south as Texas in the United States.

This storm was described as one of the most powerful (four, on a scale of

five) in recent history. Recent results from a cosmic ray experiment in India, published in Physical Review

Letters in November 2016, show that the solar storm resulted in weakening the Earth’s magnetic field, allowing

high energy cosmic rays. The result has attracted considerable attention with possible application to prediction of

space weather. 

Earth’s magnetosphere

It was in 1600 that William Gilbert, a physician, demonstrated that Earth behaves like a giant magnet. We now

know that it is like a huge bar magnet with north and south poles but with the axis aligned at 11 degrees to the

spin axis of Earth. It was learnt in 1940s that the magnetic field arises from electric currents in Earth’s molten

metallic core which itself is a result of fast rotation around the axis. The average amount of the field is about half

a Gauss.

While the moon and inner planets do not have significant magnetic fields, the other planets have much stronger

fields than Earth. The discovery of Van Allen 

radiation belt, consisting of layers of energetic charged particles, in the late 1950s proved the existence of this

magnetic field. It is this magnetosphere which has shielded Earth from marauding particles and thus responsible

for life on Earth. The magnetic field forms the first line of defence against cosmic rays by imposing a threshold

energy per unit charge. Only charged particles that have higher energy than this threshold can fall on Earth.

However, the Earth’s magnetic field is distorted due to the solar wind — particles which emanate continuously

from the Sun and stream towards Earth at speeds of 400 km per sec. This results in an uneven magnetosphere

with differences between the side facing Sun and the one away from the Sun. This constant interaction between

the solar wind and magnetic field results in a dynamic magnetosphere.

The Ooty EAS experiment 

Cosmic ray primaries, which impinge upon the top of the atmosphere from all directions, keep on interacting

several times with air nuclei in their downward path in the atmosphere. These interactions produce many

secondary particles which also keep on producing more particles through various processes in their downward

path. The result is a large number of particles, mostly electrons and particles called muons, spread over a large

area at any given observational level. This phenomenon of particle cascades in the atmosphere is called

Extensive Air Showers (EAS) and is used to study the properties of the Cosmic Ray primary particles.

These EAS experiments were started by the Tata Institute of Fundamental 

Research (TIFR) in Ooty, Tamil Nadu under the leadership of Professor B V Sreekantan in the late 1950s and

later continued by Professor Suresh Tonwar. Interesting results on the composition of primary cosmic rays and on

behaviour of interactions at very high energy had been obtained by these experiments in the earlier years. The

present experiment — called GRAPES 3 — has 400 electron detectors that are spread over an area of 25,000

square metres and nine muon detectors with a combined area of 560 square metres. This experimental activity

is led by Professor Sunil Gupta of TIFR with participation of about 30 scientists from seven universities in India

and five universities in Japan.

Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) of around 20 GeV energy produce detectable muons. Therefore detection of
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muons is tantamount to detection of GCRs themselves. The muons can penetrate large amount of matter and

are detected in proportional counters housed in tunnels. On a normal day, the muon rate (of energy greater than

1 GeV) collected by all the nine detectors combined is about 150 million per hour. However, on June 22, starting

from 19:00 UTC (12:30 AM IST), an excess of around one million muons in two hours was recorded. This is a

huge effect amounting to 50 sigma showing that the probability that it is by chance is negligible. The increase

was seen in all the nine muon detectors which attests to the credibility of the phenomenon.

Extensive analysis and simulations by the group has shown that Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles

about 210 degrees from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the muon

telescopes around midnight on June 22, 2015. It is also interesting that muon bursts precede the actual storm.

The most important finding was the peak in the incoming intensity of muons correlated with a negative spike in a

component of the magnetic field which clearly shows a weakening of the Earth’s magnetic field because of the

flare from the Sun. 

It is also seen that there was a severe compression of the magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to four

times the radius of Earth. Thus, the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of

magnetic reconnection, which is essentially a rearrangement of the magnetic topology, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all

nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth. While the decrease of muons, neutrons and others with

geomagnetic storms has been noted before, this is the first time that the decrease could be causally connected

with the weakening magnetic field.

The fact that this happened at all is a major concern to Earth’s inhabitants. As science writer, Katherine Kornei

puts it in a recent article, “Our technological society, for all of its advances, is still susceptible to the whims of our

closest star.” Our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked this time, but the major red flag is that it’s

possible to crack our shield at all. Therefore, detecting such muon bursts could serve as an early warning in the

case of future super storms.
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Top Stories 'Pipe'lines that detect fiery solar storms

m.dailyhunt.in /news/india/english/deccan+herald-epaper-
deccan/pipe+lines+that+detect+fiery+solar+storms-newsid-64993951

Monday, 13 Mar, 4.20 am

What does a sensational scientific discovery about a solar storm in the Earth's magnetic field have to do with

old, recycled steel pipes which lay buried for more than a decade under a now-defunct gold mine in India?

Almost everything. More than 3,700 such pipes are actually at the heart of a most significant scientific finding.

A team of Indian and Japanese scientists recently published an internationally-feted paper which recorded the

events that unfolded after a breach in the Earth's magnetic shield.

Using the GRAPES-3 muon (a sub-atomic particle) telescope - the world's largest of its kind - at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Udhagamandalam, Tamil Nadu, the scientists recorded a two-hour burst of galactic cosmic rays

that invaded the atmosphere on June 22, 2015.

The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed. Solar

storms of such high magnitudes can knock out satellites and aircraft autopilots, cause catastrophic power

outages, and take us, according to one of the scientists leading the research, Dr Sunil Gupta, "back to the Stone

Age".

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope located in Udhagamandalam is made up of four-

decades old recycled zinc-coated steel pipes. "Necessity is the mother of invention. When you don't have the

money to buy new, expensive stuff, you look within the system to find out your own solutions to reduce costs.

India's scientists have mastered the art of recycling and coming up with their own inexpensive solutions," Pallava

Bagla, India correspondent for Science magazine, told me.

A notable example: India's 2014 operation mission to Mars, cost the exchequer 4.5bn rupees), almost 10 times

less than the American Maven orbiter. (This prompted Prime Minister Narendra Modi to quip that India's real-life

Martian adventure cost less than Hollywood film Gravity.) The Udhagamandalam laboratory's annual budget is

about $375,000.

The 6m (19.65 ft) long pipes, which acted as sensors in the telescope, lay in underground caverns below the

centuries-old Kolar Gold Fields in Karnataka, home to one of the world's deepest gold mines, for nearly two-

decades.

The pipes were imported from Japan - where they are normally used at building construction sites - to help a

team of Indian and Japanese scientists examine neutrinos, sub-atomic particles produced in high energy

interactions in the galaxy and beyond. The scientists had laid them 2 km below the earth for their experiment.

When gold prices fell to unprofitable levels and the fields began shutting down in the early 1990s, authorities

planned to remove the pipes and dispose them off as scrap. "We said we want to re-use them for our

experiments," Dr Gupta told me.

Eventually, some 7,500 of the pipes were transported by truck to a hilly 100-acre campus that the laboratory

shares with a radio astronomy centre. The place skirts a forest populated by deer, bison, tigers and wild boars.

Recently, CCTV cameras captured a tiger strolling past the sensors at night.

Work on recording cosmic rays in Udhagamandalam began in right earnest in 1998, when the scientists began

making muon sensors from the discarded pipes to research high energy cosmic rays.
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Today, 3,712 steel tubes, stacked up against layers of concrete, are housed across 560 sq m in four squat

brown-and-white colour buildings, home to the world's largest such muon telescope. There are a couple of

dozen such telescopes in the world, but none as powerful as the one in Udhagamandalam.

At the laboratory, a small group of scientists and assorted helpers - local gardeners and carpenters, for example

-- continue to recycle the old pipes, so that they can be used as cosmic ray detectors.

To do this, they open the pipes and clean them with high pressure water jets. They insert a 100 micron - as thick

as a strand of human hair-- tungsten wire into the pipe and anchor it at both ends with hermetic seals. The pipes

are then filled with a gas comprising methane and argon and an electric potential run through it to enable it to

become an effective sensor.

Home-grown innovation

Finally, they are laid out in rows - below two metres of concrete, which act as absorbers -- to become a muon

telescope. The fabled jugaad - an Indian colloquial word that means ingenious improvisation in the face of

scarce resources - extends to using the pipes as sensors.

When the scientists at the laboratory wanted to make doubly sure that the old pipes were not leaking, they

modified a helium spray gun by attaching a 7-cent injection syringe needle to the nozzle of the gas jet to help

them to carry out the precise leak tests.

"Every day, we make 10 such recycled pipes ready for our experiments. The plan was to make very sensitive

sensors to detect the weakest of signals. We wanted to measure cosmic rays with higher sensitivity than ever

done before", says Atul Jain, a scientist at the facility.

The laboratory itself is a shining example of home-grown innovation. The majority of the electronic equipment is

designed, assembled and manufactured in-house. The software for the computer programmes is locally made.

The 40 gb of raw data from cosmic rays that it generates every day is stored and processed by a cluster of

computers which has been largely assembled in-house, cutting costs and saving hefty maintenance fees. Old

computers are stripped for parts. A locally developed cooling system using fans saves electricity and protects the

computers.

At the moment, the scientists plan to pore over 17 years of data on cosmic rays recorded by the lab's sensors to

find out whether they offer more clues about forecasting space weather and advance warnings about solar

flares. They say there have been some 38 severe solar storms in the past 17 years.

"We should be able to sift through our data to find out more about them. For us, they are a gift from the Sun,

because they add to our knowledge on space weather," says Dr Gupta.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 

Telescope in TN records galactic cosmic ray bursts of 20 GeV lasting 2 hours in 
2015 

The Asian Age 

7 Nov 2016 
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Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield

ndtv.com/india-news/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-1621169

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection.

Pune:  The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
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Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

(This story has not been edited by NDTV staff and is auto-generated from a syndicated feed.)
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 

 

11/3/2016 

Phys.org - 2016.11.3 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a 
burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield Credit: TIFR 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of 
galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant 
cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression 
of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic 
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of 
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression ... 

particlenews.co m /n/051wjOV E 
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11/5/2016

Scientists detect a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

particlenews.com/n/053knTX5

According to scientists, the world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, recorded a

burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. The GRAPES-3 muon

telescope recorded the burst when a giant cloud of plasma moving at a speed of 2.5 million kilometres per hour

struck Earth last year, causing a severe compression of its magnetosphere and activating a severe geomagnetic

storm.

Solar storms can cause major disturbance to human civilisation by affecting satellite operations and

communications, large electrical power grids and global positioning systems (GPS).

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV around midnight of 22 June 2015,

which lasted for two hours.
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Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field, 
caused radio blackouts 

 

The magnetic field that protects Earth from deadly cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than previously 
thought. A crack in the shield caused by a solar flare which exposed the planet to a bombardment of radiation 
has been detected. 

Researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India made the discovery when analyzing a 
galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio blackouts across North and South America and a supercharged 
aurora borealis in 2015. 

The cosmic ray source was a giant solar plasma cloud that travelled 40 hours from our sun to reach Earth, 
where the researchers believe it caused a transient “weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield”, according to their 
findings published in the journal Physical Review Letters. 

The sun’s flare was so intense the team claim it would have shrunk the magnetic field from 11 times the 
radius of Earth to four times its radius before it eased, allowing the shield to recover. 

Researchers used data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, to simulate the burst. Results 
indicated the effect on Earth would have required a crack in the magnetic field that lasted approximately two 
hours. 

Unfortunately not a lot can be done to protect Earth from any future cracks in the shield, which could leave the 
planet under constant exposure to radiation and could potentially lead to the eradication of our atmosphere. 

The team were optimistic the knowledge gained would have positive results though, claiming it could “hold 
clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on 
Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.” 

Astronauts onboard the International Space Station (ISS) fall within the field’s 56,000km extension around 
Earth but future voyagers to Mars would likely be exposed to the rays for long periods. 

rt.co m /viral/365328-magnetic-field-cracked-solar / 
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield

sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/11/161103125930.htm

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield.

Credit: TIFR

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on

this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic

field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was

detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was

analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

Story Source:
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Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth's magnetic

shield

spacedaily.com/reports/Cosmic-ray_detector_finds_possible_crack_in_Earths_magnetic_shield_999.html

The world's largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector

has identified a potential crack in Earth's magnetic field.

The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic

cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe

geomagnetic storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered

by a plasma cloud ejected from the sun's corona.

It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent

history, generating an intense aurora borealis and

thwarting radio communication systems among the most

northern latitudes. The storm was strong enough to

compress Earth's magnetosphere for several hours.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope is a massive array

situated in southern India, a joint effort among scientific

institutes in Japan and India. Data revealing the cosmic

ray breach were analyzed by scientists at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in Mumbai.

Researchers published their analysis of the potential magnetosphere crack this week in the journal Physical

Review Letters.

Life itself has Earth's magnetosphere to thank. Its ability to block out the harmful rays and particles flying through

space allowed life to flourish. But as the latest research suggests, it's not a fail-safe shield.

High-intensity storms can reveal stress fractures, so to speak. Researchers suggest the 2015 storm triggered a

phenomenon called magnetic reconnection, whereby magnetic energy is simultaneously converted into kinetic

energy, thermal energy and particle acceleration.

In this instance, the process was powerful enough to open a crack through which a burst of cosmic rays slipped

through.

Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put on

the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
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By Amy Southall - @AmySouthall 11/4/2016

Scientists fear cosmic rays could one day batter earth after

finding crack in magnetic shield

talkradio.co.uk/news/scientists-fear-cosmic-rays-could-one-day-batter-earth-after-finding-crack-magnetic-shield

Scientists have detected a crack in the earth's magnetic shield, raising fears about the potentially destructive

effect of future solar superstorms.

The crack was discovered during research into a huge cosmic ray storm in June 2015, which saw the

earth's magnetosphere - or shield - bombarded with cosmic particles of high radiation for two full hours.

Cosmic rays are very powerful and can easily blast through the hull of a spacecraft. The earth's magnetic shield

is our first line of defence against them.

Forty hours before the cosmic ray burst, the sun ejected a giant cloud of plasma from its outer atmosphere,

striking the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

This caused many geomagnetic storms and led to radio signal blackouts in high-latitude countries in North and

South America.

Researchers have been analysing images from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India since those

storms.  The researchers, from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, found the magnetosphere had been

temporarily cracked, after performing simulations based on the GRAPES-3 data.

They also say the burst of rays caused severe compression of the magnetosphere, shrinking it from 11 to

four times the radius of Earth.

Researchers believe the bombardment could have been powerful enough to reconfigure our magnetic shield,

meaning it temporarily opened weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays through.

The research, published in Physical Review Letters, suggests that although the magnetic field was only

temporarily cracked, the fact it can be cracked at all is a huge concern.

A report on the American Physical Society Website says that: "This vulnerability can occur when magnetised

plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability

to deflect charged particles.

"[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space."
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11/6/2016

GRAPES-3 locates crack in magnetic field of Earth; Will it lead

to doom?

tecake.in/news/science/life-saved-magical-way-despite-crack-earths-magnetic-shield-25575.html

Crack in earth’s magnetic shield has been spotted by the largest and most advanced cosmic ray monitor, located

in India. The cosmic ray monitor talked above is the GRAPES-3 muon telescope. It is available at Tata Institute

of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray laboratory in Ooty, Tamilnadu.

According to the scientists, the explosion happened as a huge cloud of plasma evicted from the solar corona hit

the earth surface at a great speed (of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour). This resulted into immense

compression of earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of the earth. The explosion also caused

a harsh geomagnetic storm. The GRAPES-3 muon identified a massive galactic cosmic ray explosion of about

20 GeV last year, for about a couple of hours.

The geomagnetic triggered by the explosion caused aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many nations

at high latitudes. This claim has been made through a study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this

week.  Well, life still exists on earth as the magnetosphere of the earth extended across a radius of millions

kilometer, that appeared as the first protective line. Otherwise, it could have caused destruction through rigorous

and extremely powerful radiation of solar and galactic cosmic ray flow. Solar storms can result into extreme

destruction to life on earth by paralyzing massive electrical power grids, important GPS systems, satellite

functionalities and other communication means.

Numerical simulations done by the GRAPES-3 researchers reveal that earth’s magnetic shield cracked a bit as

a result of magnetic reconnection, which led the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles enter within earth’s

atmosphere. Scientists also claimed that the earth’s magnetic filed twisted these cosmic rays. They claim that

the particles turned linearly from the day half of the earth to the night half, where it was spotted as an explosion

by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in midnight on 22 June 2015.
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Ads by ZINC

This analytical output was revealed post-rigorous simulations over many weeks through the 1280-core

computing farm that was developed by the native physicists and engineers of the GRAPES-3 team at the Cosmic

Ray Laboratory in Ooty.

Tags: corona, earth, electromagnetic shield, magnetic field, solar flare, sun
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Galactic cosmic rays burst through a crack in Earth's magnetic 
shield 

 

By Matthew Reynolds 
 

Thursday 3 November 2016 

 

The cosmic rays originated from the Sun's surface 

Getty / NASA 

A crack in Earth’s magnetic shield let galactic cosmic rays leak into the Earth’s atmosphere and caused huge 
geomagnetic storms in the northern hemisphere. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, detected a spike in cosmic ray levels, indicating that the 
Earth’s magnetic shield may be damaged. Though the burst of rays was recorded back in June 2015, a study 
just published in Physical Review Letters has revealed the extent of the high-intensity event for the first time. 

For two hours on 22 June, 2015, particles from a giant cloud of fast-moving plasma penetrated the Earth’s 
atmosphere. The particles, which originated from the surface of the Sun, were moving at about 2.5 million 
kilometres per hour when they struck our planet’s atmosphere. 

This high-speed strike caused the Earth’s magnetosphere – the area containing the planet’s magnetic field – 
to shrink from 11 times to four times the Earth’s radius. The charged particles in Earth’s magnetosphere 
usually deflect solar winds which would otherwise bring harmful ultraviolet radiation to the Earth’s surface. 

Ultraviolet radiation – the same radiation that causes our skin to tan in the Sun – has been linked to higher 
incidences of cancer in pilots flying at high altitudes. 

k wired.co.u d /article/cosmic-rays-burst-magnetic-shiel 
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The solar wind also triggered a severe magnetic storm that brought down radio signals and sparked vivid 
northern lights across many countries in the north of the world. Analysis carried out by researchers working 
on the GRAPES-3 telescope indicated that for a short while, the Earth’s magnetosphere cracked, letting 
some lowenergy galactic cosmic rays penetrate the atmosphere. 

According to the study, the burst in cosmic activity indicated a “transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic 
shield”. Further research into the chance event may “hold clues for a better understanding of future 
superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth,” the study’s authors write. 
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Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth's magnetic

shield

upi.com/Science_News/2016/11/03/Cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-in-Earths-magnetic-shield/4681478178280/

MUMBAI, Nov. 3 (UPI) --  The world's largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector has identified a potential crack

in Earth's magnetic field.

The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe

geomagnetic storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered by a plasma cloud ejected from the sun's corona.

It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent history, generating an intense aurora borealis and

thwarting radio communication systems among the most northern latitudes. The storm was strong enough to

compress Earth's magnetosphere for several hours.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope is a massive array situated in southern India, a joint effort among scientific

institutes in Japan and India. Data revealing the cosmic ray breach were analyzed by scientists at Tata Institute

of Fundamental Research in Mumbai.

ADVERTISING

inRead invented by Teads

Researchers published their analysis of the potential magnetosphere crack this week in the journal Physical

Review Letters.

Life itself has Earth's magnetosphere to thank. Its ability to block out the harmful rays and particles flying through

space allowed life to flourish. But as the latest research suggests, it's not a fail-safe shield.

High-intensity storms can reveal stress fractures, so to speak. Researchers suggest the 2015 storm triggered a

phenomenon called magnetic reconnection, whereby magnetic energy is simultaneously converted into kinetic

energy, thermal energy and particle acceleration.

In this instance, the process was powerful enough to open a crack through which a burst of cosmic rays slipped

through.

Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put on

the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
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WSP 11/8/2016

A Solar Flare Has Cracked The Earth’s Magnetic Field

wallstreetpit.com/112279-solar-flare-cracked-earths-magnetic-field/

Aside from water, one other important factor that makes life on our planet possible is the existence of our

magnetosphere — that big magnetic field surrounding our planet, protecting us from deadly radiation, solar

winds and all other harsh elements that the universe is capable of throwing at us.

And so we go about our daily lives, not having to worry about cosmic radiation because there’s a gigantic

forcefield protecting us. But then we find out that our protective shield has been broken. Should we be worried?

Not anymore because the threat is over. The bad news is, the first time is not likely going to be the last time.

On June 22, 2015, the GRAPES-3 muon telescope located in the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR)

in Ooty, India recorded an enormous burst of galactic cosmic rays that bombarded the Earth’s magnetic field for

around 2 hours. The burst resulted from a giant solar flare that struck our planet at the blazing speed of 2.5

million kph. It caused radio signal blackouts in many South and North American countries. It also produced an

unexpected aurora borealis.

Generally speaking, those temporary disturbances should not be so alarming. But now that the cause of those

incidents has been discovered, it’s a different and more serious story.

Apparently, due to the intensity of the radiation emitted during that 2-hour cosmic ray bombardment, our

magnetosphere cracked and shrunk from 11 times to 4 times the radius of our planet. This shrinking temporarily

allowed low energy cosmic ray particles to get through our atmosphere, triggering a severe geomagnetic storm

that caused those signal blackouts and the supercharged aurora borealis.

Recently revealed in a report published in Physical Review Letters, these findings were gathered after

simulations were conducted by researchers in the Tata Institute’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory. Supposedly, the

ability of our magnetic field to deflect harmful cosmic rays can be weakened by geomagnetic storms that open

temporary cracks and let radiation get through. And solar magma that gets magnetized can stretch the shield at

the poles, reducing its ability to repel charged particles.

If you find it hard to imagine, there’s a film in 2003 which showed what can happen when the Earth’s magnetic
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field is breached. Electrical storms, nonstop bombardment of solar flares, super-strong earthquakes. It’s a bleak

scenario and it might be closer to reality than we think.

Knowing that our magnetic field is not as tough as we think is a bit disturbing. The good news is, we have the

technology and many brilliant minds to help us better understand the possible effects and impact of past, present

and future cosmic events. With this understanding, there’s some comfort in the thought that we at least have a

better fighting chance to prepare for what might be coming.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

planetnews.co.in/2016/11/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

The world”s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth”s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth”s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research”s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth”s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth”s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth”s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth”s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty. Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical

power grids, global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. PTI
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Scientist discover crack in Earth's magnetic shield

scienceindia.in/news/single/scientist-discover-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield

Earth & Space

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

  The cosmic ray monitor located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, India.

According to the geologists, the burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and

moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck planet Earth, causing a severe compression

of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

The burst triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in

many high latitude countries, claims a study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Magnetosphere prevents flow of solar , galactic cosmic rays

Earth s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence. 

The magnetosphere acts as a shield and protects life on planet earth from the continuous flow of solar and

galactic cosmic rays --high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

 

Earth s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
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The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory. 

Source: TOI
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How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar storms

article.wn.com/view/2017/03/01/How_India_uses_recycled_pipes_to_detect_ferocious_solar_stor/

Photo: NASA / GSFC

Scientists record breach in magnetic fieldIndia's low-cost telescope

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope located in Ooty is made up of four-decades old

recycled zinc-coated steel pipes.

"Necessity is the mother of invention. When you don't have the money to buy new, expensive stuff,

"We said we want to re-use them for our experiments, "
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A Solar Storm Put A Crack In Earth's Magnetic Field wn.com

 is partly responsible for a couple of thingsEarth’s magnetic field
that all humans enjoy. Firstly, it conspires with the solar wind to
create those beautiful, ephemeral aurorae. Secondly, by
preventing so much damaging radiation making it to the surface,
it stops us all dying – that, inarguably, is rather wonderful.

As a

"depending on the orbital variation of the cutoff rigidities,
the astronauts on the International Space Station would
have received a high, and variable radiation dose during

"the burst.

Disqus
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November 5, 2016

Burst of Galactic Cosmic Rays Produces Crack in Earth’s

Magnetic Field

scienceofcycles.com/tag/grapes-3-muon-telescope/

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays which produced a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

This is to say, a large fast moving coronal mass ejection (CME) from our Sun acting as an offensive front line

making an opening in Earth’s magnetic field which then allowed an unusual large flow of galactic cosmic rays

(GCR) to enter our atmosphere.
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This event is unusual due to the fact that during times of high solar activity, the larger solar particles push aside

the smaller but more harmful and damaging cosmic rays particles which produce high levels of radiation.

Galactic cosmic rays come from outside our solar system generated from various celestial events such as

exploding stars or supernovas occurring throughout our galaxy Milky Way.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 1.56 million per hour (2.5 million km) struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s

magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated

aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the

journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of 620,000 miles (1,000,000,000 kilometers), which acts as the

first line of defense, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life

on our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.
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Newsroom

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

247newsonline.com/2016/11/03/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

IMAGE: The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor

recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield

view more

Credit: TIFR

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on

this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic

field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was

detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was

analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.
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This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

###

Links to articles

Research paper: P. K. Mohanty et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 (2016),

APS Physics highlight: http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-bag-

prize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field

Disclaimer: AAAS and EurekAlert! are not responsible for the accuracy of news releases posted to EurekAlert!

by contributing institutions or for the use of any information through the EurekAlert system.

Source link
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Nov 07, 2016 | Reuters

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

asianage.com/technomics/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earth-s-magnetic-shield-217

Telescope in TN records galactic cosmic ray bursts of 20 GeV lasting 2 hours in 2015.

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma

ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at very high speeds causing massive compression of Earth's

magnetosphere and triggering severe geomagnetic storm. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata

Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, Tamil Nadu, recorded the cosmic rays of

about 20 GeV last year lasting for 2 hours. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the

solar corona, and moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kmph struck Earth, causing severe compression of its

magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated

aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the

journal Physical Review Letters. Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million km, which acts as the

first line of defence, shielding us from continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on

Earth from high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers,

including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic

field bent these particles about 180-degrees, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was

detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was

analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team.
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Cosmic rays through the earth's magnetic field crack into the

earth, in the northern hemisphere triggered geomagnetic

storm!

aiainews.com/explore/2016/11/06/24152.html

on the outer edge of the earth's magnetic field to the importance of the earth is self-evident, it is because of the

existence of the earth's magnetic field.Greatly weakened the rays in the universe and solar storms on the

existence of life on earth is of great significance.

recently, Physical Review Letters, Physical Review Letters) published for the first time the effect of high intensity

of cosmic rays activities on the earth.According to physical review letters, on June 22, 2015, India's GRAPES - 3

meson telescope to detect cosmic rays through earth's atmosphere middle barrier into the earth's magnetic field,

and has caused great geomagnetic storms in the northern hemisphere.This phenomenon indicates that the

earth's magnetic field are cosmic rays to crack into the earth.
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above, cosmic rays penetrate the earth's magnetic field, the concept of figure, at the time, there are a mass of

high-speed mobile giant plasma particles from the sun through the crack to penetrate the earth, the earth's

magnetic field into the atmosphere in the middle.These giant plasma particles speed up to 2.5 million km/h, when

into the middle of the earth's atmosphere due to the huge impact immediately triggered geomagnetic storms in

the northern hemisphere.Earth's magnetosphere is known to be a kind of charged particles will be out of the

earth, the solar wind of charged particles migration and thus to minimize the impact of ultraviolet radiation to the

earth from the solar wind.Therefore earth once found tesla phenomenon is extremely unfavorable to life on earth

is.In addition if the sun is too frequently, resulting in the solar wind "power" is too big can also be triggered

geomagnetic storm.
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on June 22, 2015, the northern hemisphere, a geomagnetic storm gave us wake up, the earth's magnetic field is

not strong, cracks are produced, we are in same time to enjoy the beauty of geomagnetic storm brought aurora

also want to consider the impact of it on our lives can not only weaken the radio communications equipment.
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. Image courtesy TIFR. For a larger
version of this image please go here.

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

africadaily.net/reports/GRAPES_3_indicates_a_crack_in_Earths_magnetic_shield_999.html

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth's

magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy

galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
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positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

Research paper:
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Fears DEADLY cosmic rays will strike Earth after crack in 
magnetic shield 

 

 

 

 

WIKICREATIVECOMMONS 

FEARS: Scientists say Earth's magnetic shield is weakening 

An investigation by science boffs revealed harmful rays passed through the planet's magnetic shield during a 
powerful geomagnetic storm. 

Its life-saving shield acts as a protective barrier from rays so strong they can pass through a spacecraft. 

Without it, people would be exposed to seriously dangerous UV radiation and chaotic power blackouts. 

And the worrying news indicates Earth’s magnetic shield is weakening, scientists said. 

dailystar.co.u k /news/latest-news/559270/magnetic-shield-crack-cosmic-rays-earth-scienc e 

DEADLY cosmic rays could strike Earth at any time after scientists discovered a crack in the 
planet’s protective shield 

By Jess Bell / Published 4th November 2016 
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“It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield” 

Authors of study 

Radio signals were destroyed in north and south America when the severe geomagnetic storm battered the 
planet in June last year. 

Now scientists have suggested the rays smashed through earth’s shield and opened up weak spots, allowing 
dangerous rays to strike earth. 

The authors said data suggested the burst of rays were dangerously close to earth. 

They wrote in the study: “It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold 
clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure 
on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.” 
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GETTY 

DEADLY: We're protected from harmful radiation by the Earth's magnetic shield 

The magnetic field is vital for deflecting cosmic rays and protecting earth’s inhabitants from harmful radiation. 

Over the past 200 years it has been weakened by 15% and the latest study reveals no sign of that slowing. 

Scientists hope to create a magnetosphere to protect Earth in the event of an incoming solar storm which could 
wipe out humanity. 

Researchers from Japan and India combined forces to investigate the phenomenon last year using a cosmic 
ray telescope. 

And the analysed data from the equipment recorded a two-hour burst of galactic cosmic rays. 
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

deepstuff.org/grapes-3-indicates-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/

The GRAPES-3 experiment located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty consists of two major

components, first an array of 400 plastic scintillator detectors, and second a large area muon telescope. The

GRAPES-3 led by Prof. Sunil K.Gupta, has participation of about 30 scientists from 7 universities in India, and

from 5 in Japan.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015

lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth’s

magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy

galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180

degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3

muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data were analyzed and interpreted through extensive

simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3

team of physicists and engineers at the CRL, Ooty. In fact, all detector systems, and signal processing

electronics were designed, and made in the CRL, Ooty ensuring prompt repair in cases of equipment failure,

thus enabling uninterrupted operation since 2000 leading to the detection of this burst.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. The United States President, Barack

Obama, has recently issued an executive order to prepare and protect the country from such disasters triggered

by extreme solar storms.
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and the most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is

playing a very significant role in the study of such events. This finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

Publication: Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst

Featured Image: Inside a muon telescope building

Provided by: Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
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04/11/2016

Crack in Earth's magnetic shield detected

dnaindia.com/scitech/report-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield-detected-2270103

The phenomenon was observed by the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor in the world

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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by Onmanorama Staff Invalid Date

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

english.manoramaonline.com/news/world/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earth-magnetic-shield.html

Washington: The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defense,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic re-connection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

(With agency inputs)
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By Eurasia Review 03/11/2016

GRAPES-3 Telescope Indicates Crack In Earth’s Magnetic

Shield

eurasiareview.com/03112016-grapes-3-telescope-indicates-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth’s

magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy

galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The

data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events.
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11/4/2016

Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic

shield

ewao.com/a/scientists-just-detected-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/

Ivan

Experts have recently found that Earth’s magnetic shield cracked open due to a super-

strong geomagnetic storm that managed to reconfigure our planet’s magnetic shield. Our

planet’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, and acts as the

‘first line of defense’, protecting us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic

rays.

The magnetosphere is a large area that encompasses our planet. Its presence alone protects the planet from

charged particles of the solar wind and deflects them around Earth.

This enormous protective natural layer around our planet extends thousands of miles into space and its

magnetism is so important and influential that it affects technology, life forms on the planet and weather patterns

as well.

Scientists used the telescope and cosmic ray detector GRAPES-3 and published the analysis of a solar storm

that occurred in June of 2015, leaving us without a magnetic shield for TWO hours.

The giant cloud of plasma -which originated in the Sun’s corona- ejected in June 2015 and eventually crashed

into our planet magnetosphere at a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour. The damage caused by

the collision was of epic proportions.

As this occurred, it caused massive radio-signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries in North and south

America. This supermassive storm also caused supercharged aurora borealis.

But over a year after the solar storm struck our magnetosphere, experts have been able to realize the extent of

damage caused by the bombardment of solar rays.
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According to experts from the Tata Institute of fundamental Research in India, after performing simulations

based on data gathered by the GRAPES-3 satellite from that day, the magnetosphere of Earth cracked open,

meaning that after all its not as secure as we thought it was.

Scientists concluded that the geomagnetic storm was so great that it actually managed to RECONFIGURE

our magnetic shield.

“This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching

its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,” Katherine Wright explains on the

American Physical Society website. The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.

This is something we need to worry about. Experts say that the fact that this occurred means that our magnetic

field is changing and even weakening in certain parts.

“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this

event,” the researchers report.

“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space.”

In previous articles we reported about how our planet’s magnetic field is collapsing and our planet’s poles are

flipping. This could result in catastrophic events on our planet.

Scientists warn that in the last two centuries the magnetic field has weakened, suggesting that it could be a tell-

tale sign that Earth’s poles are about the flip. While experts believe a flip is overdue, they still cannot tell when it

might occur. According to researchers, the Earth’s magnetic field is in constant movement and every 2-3

hundred thousand years or so the polarity of our planet flips.
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Earth’s magnetic shield is ‘WEAKENING’ leaving us vulnerable 
to radiation 

 

11/4/2016 

Express. Home of the Daily and Sunday Express. 

 

THE Earth’s magnetic shield is weakening which could leave us vulnerable to cosmic 
radiation, scientists have warned. 

By Sean Martin 
PUBLISHED: 13:06, Fri, Nov 4, 2016 | UPDATED: 13:20, Fri, Nov 4, 2016  

 
From analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, experts 
have concluded that the magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in recent years that it 
weakening. 

On June 22, 2015, there was a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays which traumatised the Earth’s magnetic 
shield for two hours. 

Roughly 40 hours before the Earth was bombarded by cosmic rays, the sun ejected a giant cloud of plasma 
which caused high energy radiation to strike the Earth’s magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometres per hour. 

The storm wreaked havoc on technology with radio signal blackouts reported in North and South America. 

 

GETTY 

express.co.u k /news/science/728799/Solar-storm-magnetic-shield-WEAKENING-radiatio n 
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Solar storms have weakened the magnetosphere 

However, it is not until now that scientists have been able to understand the full extent of the damage caused 
by the storm. 

Experts from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India ran several simulations based on the data 
from the telescope and found that the magnetosphere had been cracked for a little while on the day. 

 

GETTY 

The magnetosphere protects Earth from cosmic rays 

Worryingly, the bombardment was so intense the magnetosphere was forced to shrink from 11 to four times 
the Earth’s radius. 

 

GETTY 
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An illustration of the magnetic shield 

The team say in their research published in Physical Review Letters that the storm was so powerful that it 
managed to “reconfigure” the magnetic shield and opening small cracks in Earth’s first line of defence. 

This has dangerous implications for the future, the team says. 

 

GETTY 

A solar flare stemming from the sun 

They write: "The occurrence of this burst also implies a two-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic 
shield during this event. 

"[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better 
understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and 
endanger the lives of the astronauts in space." 
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by Amit Kumar 11/5/2016

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

extraminds.com/socialize/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/
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The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from
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these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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PTI 11/3/2016

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

financialexpress.com/lifestyle/science/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/437792/

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a

very high speed causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a

severe geomagnetic storm. (Reuters)

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
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Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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The Earth's Magnetic Shield Cracked, Are We Doomed?

sci-techuniverse.com /2016/12/the-earths-magnetic-shield-cracked-are.html

Advertisement

We have good news and bad news, Earthlings: First the bad news: According to recently disclosed data from

the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in India, the Sun spit out a ginormous mass coronal ejection in June of last year

that essentially cracked the Earth's magnetic field. As a result, some cosmic radiation leaked through.

The good news is that the crack was temporary, the cosmic radiation was (mostly) absorbed by particles in the

atmosphere, and everything should be fine down here in the troposphere. 

However, a similar solar storm could be trouble for astronauts in orbit - on the International Space Station, say.

Intrepid explorers Trace Dominguez and Julian Huguet have the details in DNews report.

This post was written by Usman Abrar. To contact the writer write to iamusamn93@gmail.com. Follow on

Facebook
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Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield 

ndtv.com.np/2016/11/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in.html 

Pune:  The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of 
galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high 
speed causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic 
storm. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory 
in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of 
about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s 
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. 

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many 
high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week. 

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence, 
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from 
these high intensity energetic radiations. 

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that 
the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the 
lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. 

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth 
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. 

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-
core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic 
Ray Laboratory in Ooty. 

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global 
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. 

(This story has not been edited by NDTV staff and is auto-generated from a syndicated feed.) 
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Muon Telescope 
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray 
monitor recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the 
Earth's magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma 
ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing 
massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe 
geomagnetic storm. [10] 

In a new study researchers at the Swedish Institute of Space Physics have used 
measurements from NASA's MMS (Magnetospheric MultiScale) satellites to 
reveal that there are ripples, or surface waves, moving along the surface of 
shocks in space. Such ripples in shocks can affect how plasma is heated and are 
potential sites of particle acceleration. [9] 

The universe is not spinning or stretched in any particular direction, according 
to the most stringent test yet. [8] 

A discrepancy in the measurement of how quickly the universe is expanding 
has been found by researchers at the John Hopkins University in Baltimore, and 
released online. [7] 

Dark matter and dark energy are two of the greatest mysteries of the universe, 
still perplexing scientists worldwide. Solving these scientific conundrums may 
require a comprehensive approach in which theories, computations and 
ground-based observations are complemented by a fleet of spacecraft studying 
the dark universe. One of the space missions that could be essential to our 
understanding of these mysteries is European Space Agency's (ESA) Euclid 
probe, designed to unveil the secrets of dark energy and dark matter by 
accurately measuring the acceleration of the universe. [6] 

This paper explains the Accelerating Universe, the Special and General 
Relativity from the observed effects of the accelerating electrons, causing 
naturally the experienced changes of the electric field potential along the 
moving electric charges. The accelerating electrons explain not only the 
Maxwell Equations and the Special Relativity, but the Heisenberg Uncertainty 
Relation, the wave particle duality and the electron’s spin also, building the 
bridge between the Classical and Relativistic Quantum Theories.  

The Big Bang caused acceleration created the radial currents of the matter 
and since the matter composed of negative and positive charges, these 
currents are creating magnetic field and attracting forces between the 
parallel moving electric currents. This is the gravitational force experienced 
by the matter, and also the mass is result of the electromagnetic forces 
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between the charged particles. The positive and negative charged currents 
attracts each other or by the magnetic forces or by the much stronger 
electrostatic forces. The gravitational force attracting the matter, causing 
concentration of the matter in a small space and leaving much space with low 
matter concentration: dark matter and energy. 
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst 
of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. The burst occurred when 
a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing 
massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of 
galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a 
speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of 
Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic 
storm that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries. 

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of 
defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life 
on our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by 
the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily 
cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic 
ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, 
from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 
muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was analyzed and interpreted through 
extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing farm that was built in-
house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty. 

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters 

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power 
grids, global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on 
Earth is playing a very significant role in the study of such events.  

This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in the international scientific community, 
as well as electronic and print media. [10] 

Ripples in space key to understanding cosmic rays 
In a new study researchers at the Swedish Institute of Space Physics have used measurements from 
NASA's MMS (Magnetospheric MultiScale) satellites to reveal that there are ripples, or surface 
waves, moving along the surface of shocks in space. Such ripples in shocks can affect how plasma is 
heated and are potential sites of particle acceleration. These results have been published in the 
latest issue of Physical Review Letters. 

Most visible matter in the Universe consists of ionized gas known as plasma. Shock waves in plasmas 
form around planets, stars and supernovas. Shocks in space plasma are efficient particle 
accelerators. Shocks in supernova explosions are thought to be the main source of cosmic rays – 
very high energy charged particles from space. 
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Cosmic Ray lab scientists track solar storm wn.com

OOTY: Even as the recent publication of the findings of the  Laboratory ( ) in  on solarCosmic Ray CRL Ooty
storm and its impact on the earth’s magnetic shield in  has created ripples, here is a recapitulation of2015
the extra terrestrial event that has rocked the scientific world. The CRL of the   of Tata Institute Fundamental

Ooty telescope detects massive cosmic ray attack that cracked Earth's magnetic shield

NEW DELHI: A team of Indian and Japanese scientists using the GRAPES-3 telescope at Ooty, Tamil
Nadu, found how a giant cloud of superhot gases and radiation ejected from...

The Times of India

Breach in Earth's magnetic field

Detrimental It is known that solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large
electrical power grids, satellite operations and...

Deccan Herald

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic...

Deccan Chronicle

A Recent Geomagnetic Storm Cracked Earth’s Magnetic Shield And Endangered Life By
Exposing Atmosphere To ...

A recent powerful geomagnetic storm cracked and shrunk the Earth’s magnetic field, leaving human
populations vulnerable and exposed to deadly cosmic radiations, scientists...

Inquisitr

Indian muon trackers get a handle on solar storms

The GRAPES-3 experiment is a special telescope-array established in Ooty to detect muons from cosmic
ray showers. The experiment has detected a surge in muon intensity...

The Hindu

\'Pipe\'lines that detect fiery solar storms

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope located in Udhagamandalam is made up of
four-decades old recycled zinc-coated steel pipes Sun-kissed: Receivers of the GRAPES-3 telescope at
the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Udhagamandalam, using which scientists recorded a two-hour burst of
galactic cosmic rays that invaded the atmosphere on June 22, 2015. (inset) A...

Deccan Herald
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Deccan Herald

noodls

Crack in Earth\'s magnetic shield detected

--> Fri, 4 Nov 2016-10:12am , Washington/Pune , PTI The phenomenon was observed by the largest and
most sensitive cosmic ray monitor in the world The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor,
located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic
shield, according to scientists. The burst occurred when a giant...

DNA India

How India uses recycled pipes to detect ferocious solar storms

Scientists record breach in magnetic fieldIndia's low-cost telescope The world's largest and most sensitive
cosmic ray telescope located in Ooty is made up of four-decades old recycled zinc-coated steel pipes.
"Necessity is the mother of invention. When you don't have the money to buy new, expensive stuff, you look
within the system to find out your own solutions to reduce...

BBC News
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Ronak Bhalodiya 11/8/2016

Indian Scientists Detect Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield

businessmensedition.com /scientists-detect-crack-earths-shield/

World’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor used to make the discovery in

Earth’s Magnetic Shield. 

Earth’s magnetic field, also known as the geomagnetic field, is the magnetic field that extends from the

Earth’s interior out into space, where it meets the solar wind, a stream of charged particles emanating from the

Sun.

The Earth’s magnetic field is responsible for protecting it against solar wind and radiation.

Research

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located at Ooty in India, has recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.
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The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma, ejected from the solar corona, struck earth at a very high-

speed causing massive compression of the earth’s magnetosphere, and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a

burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting two hours.

How it happened?

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over  a radius of a million kilometres. It acts as the first line of defence, shielding

us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays. Thus protecting life on our planet from these high

intensity energetic radiations.

GRAPES-3 Researchers

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty. Indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection. This allowos the

lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic field  bent these particles

about 180 degrees, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth. Where it detected as a burst at around

midnight on 22 June 2015. however

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. However

So this were the bad news for us we will come again with the latest news.

Thanking You.
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The latest technology in India’s space arsenal

theindianeconomist.com /the-latest-technology-in-indias-space-arsenal/

By Kriti Gupta

The world has had its fair share of natural

calamities and is well versed with the damage that

they cause. However, not many are aware of solar

storms because they are invisible to the naked

eye . In 1859, a coronal mass ejection(a giant

cloud of solar plasma) had hit the Earth’s

magnetosphere causing one of the largest

geomagnetic solar storms that the planet has ever

seen. Famously known as the Carrington Event, it

bred an interest in scientists to study solar storms.

What are solar storms?

Our sun is a huge body of molten gases that is constantly in a state of flux.  Solar storms occur when the sun

emits huge bursts of energy in the form of solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CME). These phenomena

send a stream of electrical charges and magnetic fields toward the Earth at a speed of about three million miles

per hour.

Aurorae, which can be observed near the polar circles, are caused by the interaction between the charged

particles from the sun with the atoms in the upper atmosphere of the earth. Solar storms are as powerful as

billions of nuclear bombs and can severely damage our communication systems.

Reduce, Reuse and Recycle: Low-Cost telescope in Ooty

The GRAPES-3 experiment muon telescope, which is the largest in the world, is located in the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty. GRAPES-3 is designed to study, among other things, the sun as an accelerator of energetic

particles thereby giving us an insight into the cause and effects of solar storms. This telescope is made up of 40

year old zinc-coated steel pipes, which were recycled for this purpose and is the world’s cheapest cosmic ray

detector.

These pipes were imported from Japan, where they were used for construction purposes. A team of Indian and

Japanese scientists examined them for neutrinos, which are sub-atomic particles produced by high-energy

interactions in the galaxy. The six metre long pipes were buried under one of the world’s deepest gold mines- the

Kolar Gold fields.

Eventually, around 7,500 pipes were transported to the laboratory which has a radio astronomy centre as well.

Soon, the research on high-energy cosmic rays began when scientists started making muon sensors from

discarded pipes.

From defunct iron pipes to muon sensors

The lab assistants open the pipes and clean them with high-pressure water jets. A 100-micron tungsten wire is

inserted into the pipe and it is closed with airtight seals. The next step involves filling the pipe with a combination

of methane and argon gas and an electric field is applied across it to make the sensor effective.

These pipes are then assembled in rows, below two metres of concrete which acts as an absorber, to form a

muon telescope. To avoid any leakages, the scientists modified a helium spray gun by attaching a seven cent
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injection syringe needle to the nozzle of the pipe.

“Every day, we make ten such recycled pipes ready for our experiments. The plan was to make very sensitive

sensors to detect the weakest of signals. We wanted to measure cosmic rays with higher sensitivity than ever

done before”, said Atul Jain, a scientist at the facility.

Innovation in space exploration: Learn from India

India seems to have mastered the art of producing efficient technology at low costs. A shining example of this is

India’s Mars Orbiter Mission, which was carried out on a shoestring budget of only $74 million, which was less

than the $100 million budget for the Hollywood space thriller ‘Gravity’.

There are a number of cosmic ray telescopes located around the world but none are as powerful as the one in

Ooty. The computer software programs are locally developed, as is the cooling system.

The telescope not only promotes recycling and reusing but can act as a strong support system against the

adverse effects of solar storms. Solar explosions interfere with our technology and can damage aircraft

autopilots, cause power outages and take us back to the Stone Age. Safeguards against the same are a must to

ensure the continuity of human progress.
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Did a solar storm damage Earth’s magnetic field?

astronspace.com /2016/11/did-solar-storm-damage-earths-magnetic.html

A review of data, relating to the summer of 2015, suggests a solar storm struck the Earth’s magnetic

field. This unprecedented event lasted a couple of hours, and it could have shrunk the Earth’s

magnetosphere.

The collected data, reported this month by astrophysicists and highlighted by Wired, indicated that a giant cloud

of fast-moving plasma from the Sun struck the Earth’s magnetic field (or ‘magnetosphere’) shrunk from 11 times

the Earth’s radius to just four for the two hour period.

The magnetosphere is the region of space surrounding an astronomical object (in this case, our planet) where

charged particles are controlled by that object's magnetic field. To give an idea of the strength of the field, NASA

scientists have suggested the Earth's magneto tail may cause "dust storms" on the Moon. The storms are

created through the potential magnetic difference between the day side and the night side of the moon.

The review of the 2015 event suggests a solar storm of such intensity passed Earth’s magnetosphere (which

provides a natural defence against cosmic radiation). The impact of this storm was to hit technology in several

regions of the Northern hemisphere through electromagnetic pulses. A solar storm (or solar flare) is a sudden

flash of brightness observed near the Sun's surface. It involves a very broad spectrum of energy emissions.

Scientists, Laboratory Roots reports, are concerned the event has put a permanent dent in the Earth’s magnetic

field. This is concerning should further events of this magnitude occur in the future, since the magnetic field is our

main protection against solar radiation. This doesn’t mean immediate harm to life but such events could further

damage electrical equipment and there is a risk, in some areas, of increased skin cancer. And this is all

dependent upon future solar storms of a similar magnitude.

The research indicates humanity must be mindful of our magnetic field and the role it plays. However, there isn’t

much we can do to protect the planet other than continue to monitor.

The event has been described in the journal Physical Review Letters. The paper is titled “Transient Weakening

of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst.”

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The GRAPES-3 tracking muon telescope in Ooty, India measures muon intensity at high cutoff rigidities (15–24

GV) along nine independent directions covering 2.3 sr. The arrival of a coronal mass ejection on 22 June 2015

18:40 UT had triggered a severe G4-class geomagnetic storm (storm). Starting 19:00 UT, the GRAPES-3 muon

telescope recorded a 2 h high-energy (   ) burst of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) that was strongly correlated with

a 40 nT surge in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Simulations have shown that a large ( ) compression of

the IMF to 680 nT, followed by reconnection with the geomagnetic field (GMF) leading to lower cutoff rigidities

could generate this burst. Here, 680 nT represents a short-term change in GMF around Earth, averaged over 7

times its volume. The GCRs, due to lowering of cutoff rigidities, were deflected from Earth’s day side by   in

longitude, offering a natural explanation of its night-time detection by the GRAPES-3. The simultaneous

occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth. It also indicates a transient

weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that

could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield 
geologyin.com/2016/11/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic.html 

 

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic 
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of 
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's 
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated 
aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries. 

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence, 
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from 
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on 
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic 
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's 
magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it 
was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was 
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing 
farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory 
in Ooty. 

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters. 

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global 
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the 
largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing a very significant role in the study 
of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in the international scientific 
community, as well as electronic and print media. 

Materials provided by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. 
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SHOCK ALERT: Earth's magnetic field has CRACKED

humanity at risk of cosmic radiation

dizi-izle.xyz /watch

SHOCK ALERT: Earth's magnetic field has CRACKED humanity at risk of

cosmic radiation dizi indir

SHOCK ALERT: Earth's magnetic field has CRACKED humanity at risk of cosmic radiation

sözleri

SHOCK ALERT: Earth's magnetic field has CRACKED - humanity at risk of cosmic

radiation

A HUGE crack has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, leaving the people of

Earth vulnerable to cosmic radiation, scientists have warned.

From analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, experts have

concluded that the magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in recent

years that it weakening.

On June 22, 2015, there was a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays which traumatised

the Earth’s magnetic shield for two hours.

Roughly 40 hours before the Earth was bombarded by cosmic rays, the sun ejected a

giant cloud of plasma which caused high energy radiation to strike the Earth’s

magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

    

   

Comment
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Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field, 
caused radio blackouts 

 

11/5/2016 

 

The magnetic field shrank dramatically as well as cracking. © NASA 

The magnetic field that protects Earth from deadly cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than previously 
thought. A crack in the shield caused by a solar flare which exposed the planet to a bombardment of radiation 
has been detected. 

Researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India made the discovery when analyzing a 
galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio blackouts across North and South America and a supercharged 
aurora borealis in 2015. 

The cosmic ray source was a giant solar plasma cloud that travelled 40 hours from our sun to reach Earth, 
where the researchers believe it caused a transient “weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield”, according to their 
findings published in the journal Physical Review Letters. 

The sun’s flare was so intense the team claim it would have shrunk the magnetic field from 11 times the 
radius of Earth to four times its radius before it eased, allowing the shield to recover. 

Researchers used data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, to simulate the burst. Results 
indicated the effect on Earth would have required a crack in the magnetic field that lasted approximately two 
hours. 

Unfortunately not a lot can be done to protect Earth from any future cracks in the shield, which could leave the 
planet under constant exposure to radiation and could potentially lead to the eradication of our atmosphere. 

The team were optimistic the knowledge gained would have positive results though, claiming it could “hold 
clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure 
on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.” 

Astronauts onboard the International Space Station (ISS) fall within the field’s 56,000km extension around 
Earth but future voyagers to Mars would likely be exposed to the rays for long periods. 

(RT) 

 

miragenews.co m /solar-flare-radiation-burst-cracked-earths-magnetic-field-caused-radio-blackouts / 
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Prime News 2/4/2017

Scientists record breach in magnetic field

primenews.com.au/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field/

Image copyright

Science Photo Library

Image caption

Artwork: The Earth’s magnetosphere protects the planet from a continuous flow of cosmic radiation

Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth’s magnetic shield was breached.

Openings in the planet’s magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data

while such an event is in progress.

A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays associated with the opening.

The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India, recorded

a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015.

“In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The magnetic

field strength reduced only by 2%,” Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL told the BBC.

Earth’s magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the planet’s

biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.

The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass

ejections (CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.
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The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth’s

magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern

lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 team on this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield

temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray

particles to enter our atmosphere.

Dr Gupta said that the CRL’s measurements of the two-hour breach “gives us much more comprehensive

information over a much larger region of space than the satellite based instruments”.

The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope’s combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the

accidental observations.

“We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of CMEs,

but the Indian study adds a new element to this endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle event

during the arrival of a particular cloud,” Dr Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist at the

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News.

A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there

are ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather.

“They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities,

disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and just about

anything that uses electricity,” said Dr Harrison.

In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to or

the loss of spacecraft – although such events are expected to be rare.

Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such

events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware that

can issue a reliable alert, Dr Gupta said.

The findings have been published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
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Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered

mysteriousuniverse.org/2016/11/massive-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-discovered/

 November 5, 2016

 Paul Seaburn

 

If you’re looking for something to take your mind off of the presidential election, this might do the trick. A giant

crack has been discovered in the Earth’s magnetosphere – our first line of defense against those pesky cosmic

rays that bring down electrical power grids, mess up global positioning systems, garble communications and

make your skin look like the last rotisserie chicken in the grocery store oven at closing time. What’s worse, the

crack opened over a year ago and we’re just learning about it now. Have you forgotten about who’s running yet?

The crack was discovered by researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR) Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty, India, using data recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope (Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV

EnergieS 3rd establishment), the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope. They noticed that data

from June 22, 2015, showed a two-hour-long burst of cosmic radiation ramming Earth at 2.5 million km (1.55

million miles) per hour. The burst measured 20 GeV – that’s 20 gigaelectronvolt or 20 billion electron volts.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope

What happens when that kind of cosmic force meets Earth’s magnetosphere? According to the report published

recently  in Physical Review Letters, the protective sphere surrounding the planet was severely dented from 11

to four times the radius of the Earth. Simulations created by the GRAPES-3 researchers showed that the

magnetosphere cracked during the two-hour bombardment, allowing lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles

to enter the atmosphere.
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Illustration of cosmic wind passing through a crack in the magnetosphere before hitting Earth

Didn’t anyone notice this on June 22nd, 2015? The data shows a strong geomagnetic storm occurred at the

time, causing an aurora borealis and radio blackouts in high-latitude countries near the poles, but nothing

disastrous. Did we take a cosmic bullet in an area that only caused a flesh wound? The study suggests this,

along with a warning.

The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth. It

also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better

understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on

Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.

OK, we’re all concerned occasionally about astronauts on the ISS and Elon Musk doesn’t want the passengers

on his Mars ships to arrive at the Red Planet extra-crispy, but what about us on Earth? We all know what kind of

problems a loss of the electrical and communications grid can cause and none of us want to wake up to the smell

of frying skin. But what’s really disconcerting is that it’s taken over a year for the news of this crack in the

magnetosphere to come out. Why did it take so long? What else haven’t we been told about it?

Still worried about the election?

 TAGS: Conspiracy, cosmic rays, GRAPES-3 telescope, magnetic field, magnetosphere, natural world, Science,

solar storm, space
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. Image courtesy TIFR. For a larger
version of this image please go here.

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

spacewar.com/reports/GRAPES_3_indicates_a_crack_in_Earths_magnetic_shield_999.html

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth's

magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy

galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
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positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

Research paper:
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GRAPES-3 locates crack in magnetic field of Earth; Will it lead 
to doom? 

 

1NewsAustralia.com 11/6/2016 
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

petermaxwellslattery.com/blog--news/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield

Article from the website m.phys.org

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of

plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the

Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

Click on this link for more http://m.phys.org/news/2016-11-grapes-earth-magnetic-shield.html
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Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Shield

radiotuneindia.com.au /indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.
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Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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SCIENTISTS HAVE DETECTED A CRACK IN EARTH'S MAGNETIC SHIELD  
  

  
  
Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet, shielding us 
from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.  But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful 
geomagnetic storms in recent history, and they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it 
was. Turns out, our magnetosphere has been cracked.  
  
Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a massive 
burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015.   For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these 
particles, which emit immensely high-energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light.  These things 
are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft, and Earth’s magnetic shield is our first line of defence 
against them.   
  
About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun's corona (or outer 
atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.  That’s not 
exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for radio signal blackouts 
in many high latitude countries in North and South America.  It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis - which is 
created when charged particles from outer space reach Earth’s atmosphere.  
  
But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays.   
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A team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the  
GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked, and that’s 
why things went so haywire in our radio systems.  In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a 
severe compression of the magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.  
  
The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually 'reconfigure' our magnetic shield, 
prising open weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.  "This vulnerability can occur when magnetised 
plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect 
charged particles," Katherine Wright explains on the American Physical Society website.  
  
The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field is changing - 
or rather, weakening - in certain parts.  "The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s 
protective magnetic shield during this event," the researchers report.  "[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s 
magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern 
technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space."  
  
So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be cracked at all. 
There's not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to search for these cracks as they 
happen - and in past events - we'll be better prepared to deal with the next time those cosmic rays burst through and wreak 
havoc.  
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Scientists detect a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

newsjs.com /au/cosmic-ray-lab-scientists-track-solar-storm/d6mnugUTXWqIaHMjZTPVUVQunK9YM/

Scientists detect a crack in Earth's magnetic shield - Techworm

TechwormScientists detect a crack in Earth's magnetic shieldTechwormAccording to scientists,

the world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. The GRAPES-3 muon

telescope recorded the burst when a ...and more »

-

Techworm

Crack Found In Earth's Magnetic Shield - I4U News

Crack Found In Earth's Magnetic ShieldI4U NewsAs we speak the Earth may be vulnerable to dangerous matter

from outer space. It seems the Earth magnetic shield may have cracked. The shield is the Earth's first line of

defense against outer space radiation. Don't Miss: MWC 2017 Highlights. How did ...and more »

-

I4U-News

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield - Media India

Group

Media India GroupIndian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shieldMedia India GroupA

team of Indian scientists in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu recorded an explosion of

galactic cosmic rays indicating a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. Moving at a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour, the explosion caused a ...and more »

-

Media-India-Group

Crack In Earth's Magnetic Field Alerts Scientists - Jobs & Hire

Jobs & HireCrack In Earth's Magnetic Field Alerts ScientistsJobs & HireThe Earth's magnetic

field which protects our planet from cosmic radiation has been breached and scientists are

investigating how severe the crack was. A massive galactic cosmic burst in India was recorded

last June 22 in India by the GRAPES-3 muon ...and more »

-

Jobs-&-Hire

Scientists discover crack in Earth magnetic shield; Here's how it will

affect us - The TeCake

The TeCakeScientists discover crack in Earth magnetic shield; Here's how it will affect usThe

TeCakeHome News Science Scientists discover crack in Earth magnetic shield; Here's how it

will affect... Science. Scientists discover crack in Earth magnetic shield; Here's how it will affect

us. Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million ...and more »

-

The-TeCake
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Earth's magnetic shield vital for humanity cracked, Indian

researchers discover - Manila Bulletin

Manila BulletinEarth's magnetic shield vital for humanity cracked, Indian researchers

discoverManila BulletinMOSCOW — Earth's magnetosphere, an invisible and highly-charged

atmospheric layer that protects life on the planet from external radiation, was briefly cracked,

Indian scientists have revealed, after analyzing a powerful geomagnetic storm from last ...and more »

-

Manila-Bulletin

Cosmic Ray lab scientists track solar storm - Deccan Chronicle

Deccan ChronicleCosmic Ray lab scientists track solar stormDeccan ChronicleCoronal Mass

Ejection in 2015 recorded by Nasa's solar dynamics observatory that ended up weakening

earth's magnetic field. (Photo: DC). OOTY: Even as the recent publication of the findings of the

Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty on solar storm and ...and more »

-

Deccan-Chronicle

A Recent Geomagnetic Storm Cracked Earth's Magnetic Shield And

Endangered Life By Exposing Atmosphere To ... - The Inquisitr

The InquisitrA Recent Geomagnetic Storm Cracked Earth's Magnetic Shield And Endangered

Life By Exposing Atmosphere To ...The InquisitrA recent powerful geomagnetic storm cracked

and shrunk the Earth's magnetic field, leaving human populations vulnerable and exposed to

deadly cosmic radiations, scientists have revealed in a new study. The recent transient cracking and weakening

of the ...and more »

-

The-Inquisitr

Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield Greater Than Expected - Opposing

Views

Opposing ViewsCrack In Earth's Magnetic Shield Greater Than ExpectedOpposing

ViewsAnalysis of a cosmic event from Jun. 2015 revealed Earth's magnetic shield cracked,

allowing cosmic rays to leak into the atmosphere and causing geomagnetic storms in the

Northern Hemisphere. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, detected a ...and more »

-

Opposing-Views

Crack Discovered in Earth's Magnetic Shield - The Science Explorer

The Science ExplorerCrack Discovered in Earth's Magnetic ShieldThe Science ExplorerThe

GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst

of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours. The burst

occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, ...and more »

-

The-Science-Explorer
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Cosmic-Ray Detector Finds Possible Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield - Product

Design & Development

Cosmic-Ray Detector Finds Possible Crack in Earth's Magnetic ShieldProduct Design & DevelopmentThe

world's largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector has identified a potential crack in Earth's magnetic field. The

weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe

geomagnetic storm in June 2015.and more »

-

Product-Design-&-Development

Solar flare radiation burst 'cracked' Earth's magnetic field, caused

radio blackouts - RT

RTSolar flare radiation burst 'cracked' Earth's magnetic field, caused radio blackoutsRTThe

magnetic field that protects Earth from deadly cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than

previously thought. A crack in the shield caused by a solar flare which exposed the planet to a

bombardment of radiation has been detected. Researchers from ...and more »

-

RT

Earth's magnetic shield is 'WEAKENING' leaving us vulnerable to

radiation - Express.co.uk

Express.co.ukEarth's magnetic shield is 'WEAKENING' leaving us vulnerable to

radiationExpress.co.ukTHE Earth's magnetic shield is weakening which could leave us

vulnerable to cosmic radiation, scientists have warned. By Sean Martin. PUBLISHED: 13:06, Fri,

Nov 4, 2016 | UPDATED: 13:20, Fri, Nov 4, 2016 ...and more »

-

Express.co.uk

Fears deadly cosmic rays will strike Earth after crack in magnetic

shield - Daily Star

Daily StarFears deadly cosmic rays will strike Earth after crack in magnetic shieldDaily

StarDEADLY cosmic rays could strike Earth at any time after scientists discovered a crack in the

planet's protective shield. 0. By Jess Bell / Published 4th November 2016. FEARS: Scientists

say Earth's magnetic shield is weakening WIKICREATIVECOMMONS.and more »

-

Daily-Star

India's Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth's Magnetic Shield -

Nature World News

Nature World NewsIndia's Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth's Magnetic ShieldNature World

NewsObservations from India's GRAPES-3 cosmic-ray telescope indicated a crack in the

Earth's magnetic shield, which was weakened by a geomagnetic storm in 2015. (Photo :

Alexander Gerst / ESA via Getty Images). A crack has been detected in the Earth's ...and more »

-
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Nature-World-News

Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield -

Indiatimes.com

Indiatimes.comIndian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth's Magnetic ShieldIndiatimes.comA burst

of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield has been recorded

by the world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India. According to

scientists, the burst occurred when a giant cloud of ...and more »

-

Indiatimes.com

Indian scientists find crack in Earth's magnetic shield. Know how it

will impact us? - India TV

India TVIndian scientists find crack in Earth's magnetic shield. Know how it will impact us?India

TVCurrently reading: Indian scientists find crack in Earth's magnetic shield. Know how it will

impact us? #Earth, #Shield, #Scientists. India TV News Desk, Washington [Published on:04 Nov

2016, 12:36:34]. Earth's magnetic shield- India Tv. The world's ...and more »

-

India-TV

Indian researchers find crack in Earth's magnetic field - Pc-Tablet

Media

Pc-Tablet MediaIndian researchers find crack in Earth's magnetic fieldPc-Tablet MediaA breach

in the protective magnetic shield of the earth has been observed by the largest and the most

sensitive cosmic ray monitor in the world, the GRAPES -3 muon telescope located in Ooty. The

telescope detected a burst of the galactic cosmic ...and more »

-

Pc-Tablet-Media

Crack in Earth's magnetic shield detected - Daily News & Analysis

Daily News & AnalysisCrack in Earth's magnetic shield detectedDaily News & AnalysisThe

world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ...and more »

-

Daily-News-&-Analysis
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Scientists have detected a crack in Earth`s magnetic

shield

en.azvision.az /Scientists-have-detected-a--51152-xeber.html

Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our

planet, shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.

But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and

they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere

has been cracked.

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a

massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015.

For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-

energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light.

These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft, and Earth’s magnetic shield is

our first line of defence against them.

About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun`s corona (or outer

atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for

radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America.

It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis - which is created when charged particles from outer space

reach Earth’s atmosphere.

But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays.

A team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the

GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,
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and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.

In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the

magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually `reconfigure` our

magnetic shield, prising open weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.

"This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching

its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles," Katherine Wright explains on the

American Physical Society website.

The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field

is changing - or rather, weakening - in certain parts.

"The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this

event," the researchers report.

"[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space."

So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be

cracked at all.

There`s not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to search for these

cracks as they happen - and in past events - we`ll be better prepared to deal with the next time those cosmic

rays burst through and wreak havoc. 
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Scientists detect a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

techradarbd.com/2016/11/09/scientists-detect-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield that reveal burst in

cosmic rays

According to scientists, the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, recorded a

burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. The GRAPES-3 muon

telescope recorded the burst when a giant cloud of plasma moving at a speed of 2.5 million kilometres per hour

struck Earth last year, causing a severe compression of its magnetosphere and activating a severe geomagnetic

storm.

Solar storms can cause major disturbance to human civilisation by affecting satellite operations and

communications, large electrical power grids and global positioning systems (GPS).

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV around midnight of 22 June 2015,

which lasted for two hours.
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The magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, where they were detected as a burst by the GRAPES-

3 muon telescope last year.

“The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth,” the authors

wrote in the study, published in Physical Review Letters.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, struck our planet at a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere – the region

around the planet which holds the magnetic field – from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually ‘reconfigure’ our magnetic

shield, forcing open weak spots to allow radiation and cosmic rays slip through. It also brought down radio

signals and sparked vivid northern lights across many countries in the north of the world. It also resulted in a

supercharged aurora borealis, which is created when charged particles from outer space reach Earth’s

atmosphere.

The researchers explained the fact that this happened at all is a concern, as it suggests that our magnetic field is

changing – or rather, weakening – in certain parts.

“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this

event,” the researchers report.

 

“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space.”

The data was examined and understood through comprehensive simulation over several weeks by using the

1280-core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the

Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.
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Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered

If you’re looking for something to take your mind off of the presidential election, this might do the trick. A giant

crack has been discovered in the Earth’s magnetosphere – our first line of defense against those pesky cosmic

rays that bring down electrical power grids, mess up global positioning systems, garble communications and

make your skin look like the last rotisserie chicken in the grocery store oven at closing time. What’s worse, the

crack opened over a year ago and we’re just learning about it now. Have you forgotten about who’s running yet?

The crack was discovered by researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR) Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty, India, using data recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope (Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV

EnergieS 3rd establishment), the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope. They noticed that data

from June 22, 2015, showed a two-hour-long burst of cosmic radiation ramming Earth at 2.5 million km (1.55

million miles) per hour. The burst measured 20 GeV – that’s 20 gigaelectronvolt or 20 billion electron volts.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope
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What happens when that kind of cosmic force meets Earth’s magnetosphere? According to the report published

recently in Physical Review Letters, the protective sphere surrounding the planet was severely dented from 11 to

four times the radius of the Earth. Simulations created by the GRAPES-3 researchers showed that the

magnetosphere cracked during the two-hour bombardment, allowing lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles

to enter the atmosphere.

Illustration of cosmic wind passing through a crack in the magnetosphere before hitting Earth

Didn’t anyone notice this on June 22nd, 2015? The data shows a strong geomagnetic storm occurred at the

time, causing an aurora borealis and radio blackouts in high-latitude countries near the poles, but nothing

disastrous. Did we take a cosmic bullet in an area that only caused a flesh wound? The study suggests this,

along with a warning.

The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth. It also indicates

a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future

superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the

astronauts in space.
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OK, we’re all concerned occasionally about astronauts on the ISS and Elon Musk doesn’t want the passengers

on his Mars ships to arrive at the Red Planet extra-crispy, but what about us on Earth? We all know what kind of

problems a loss of the electrical and communications grid can cause and none of us want to wake up to the smell

of frying skin. But what’s really disconcerting is that it’s taken over a year for the news of this crack in the

magnetosphere to come out. Why did it take so long? What else haven’t we been told about it?
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Telescope upgrade to sniff out solar storms

tmssmagazine.com /telescope-upgrade-to-sniff-out-solar-storms/

Cross section A closeup of the muon telescope showing detectors in two layers, to help fix the

direction of the incident particles.

It can accurately determine the time taken for the solar storm to travel to the earth

The GRAPES-3 experiment at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ootacamund is getting upgraded. The

telescope made news last year when it detected the effect of a solar storm that hit the earth in June 2015. The

upgrade will play a major role in getting precise information about the propagation of storms in ‘the last million

miles’ (from the L-1 point) of their journey from the Sun to the earth.

The upgraded detector will have an increased coverage of the sky and improved capacity to determine the

direction of incident cosmic rays. The latter property, of being able to discern the direction of detected particles,

makes it unique among cosmic ray detectors in the world; it can also to measure the intensity of the particles.

Since the enhanced facility can cover a wider field of view (from present 37% to 57%), the chances of spotting

solar storms will be higher.

The sun is at a distance of 150 million kilometres from the earth, and satellites have been placed at a distance of

nearly 1.5 million kilometres, at the so-called L1 point, where they orbit the Sun along with the Earth. Since

charged particles from a solar storm will first impact the satellites before hitting the earth, they act as an early

warning system. Depending on the speed of the storm, it will take about 20-40 minutes to reach the earth from

the L1 point.

However, the GRAPES-3 may differ from the satellite estimates of the travel time. This is what Sunil Gupta,

Head of the GRAPES-3 experiment, terms traversing the ‘last million miles’. He says: “GRAPES-3 has an

important role in understanding the propagation of storms from the L1 point to its impact on the Earth. We have

seen indications that the actual time taken may not be what the satellites predict.”

Taking preventive steps

It is important to know the time when plasma will reach the earth, accurately, so that preventive and protective

measures can be put into place in case a solar storm were to strike the earth.

If the earth’s magnetic field were to be weakened by extreme solar storms, charged particles would shower on to

the planet. Apart from rendering electronic devices defunct, charged particles in an extreme solar storm can also

short current carrying over-head high voltage lines, leading to large-scale transformers burn out and thereby,
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power blackouts. A 2008 study conducted by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences estimated that an extreme

event could lead to a loss of 40% of transformers in the U.S., which, in turn, could take years to restore.

The up side is that the way to prevent such a disaster is well understood: simply switch off the power lines on

being informed of an approaching solar storm! And for this to be possible, an accurate determination of the time

taken for the solar storm to travel to the earth is needed, which is where the GRAPES-3 set up comes in.
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Download Video ALERT: Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield 
Just Detected, 'A Flip is Overdue' Experts say (0:3:2) 

bokep.cricket/download/kFdxA8MRNmo/alert-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-just-detected-a-flip-is- 
overdue-experts-say/ 

Beranda » nemesis maturity » ALERT: Crack In Earth's Magnetic Shield Just Detected, 'A Flip Is Overdue' 
Experts Say 

 

 

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a 
massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015. 

For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles which emit immensely 
highenergy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light. 

These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft, and Earth’s magnetic shield is 
our first line of defence against them.  
About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun's corona and 
eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about  
2.5 million kilometres per hour. 

The giant cloud of plasma triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for radio signal 
blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America. 

It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis - which is created when charged particles from outer space 
reach Earth’s atmosphere. But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless 
bombardment of cosmic rays. 

In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the 
magnetosphere forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. The geomagnetic storm was 
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powerful enough to actually 'reconfigure' our magnetic shield, prising open weak spots to let radiation and 
cosmic rays slip through. 

"The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this 
event," the researchers report. So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked but the 
bad news is that it can be cracked at all. 

There's not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to search for these 
cracks as they happen - and in past events - we'll be better prepared to deal with the next time those cosmic 
rays burst through and wreak havoc. 

ScienceAlert 
http://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield 

Ancient Code 
http://www.ancient-code.com/scientists-have-just-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/ 

The research has been published in Physical Review Letters. 
http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101 
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Indian Scientists Have Detected a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield 
By: Nidhi Goyal 
 

A team of scientists from Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in India 
detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield which allowed galactic cosmic rays to leak into the Earth’s 
atmosphere and caused huge geomagnetic storms. 

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, GRAPES-3 muon telescope, located in Ooty (India), 
has recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays. As per scientists, this burst of galactic cosmic rays indicates a 
crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. 

This telescope has recorded a burst of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015. This bombardment lasted for 2 hours 
and emitted immensely high-energy radiation. This burst took place when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from 
a solar corona, and traveled through space at about 2.5 million kilometers per hour and struck Earth. 

This all resulted in triggering of severe geomagnetic storms that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal 
blackouts in many high-latitude countries in North and South America 

From that very day, researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India have performed various 
simulations based on the data they received from GRAPES-3, by using the 1280-core computing farm, 
developed by the GRAPES-3 team. 

Their results indicate that the magnetosphere (the area containing the planet’s magnetic field) had been 
temporarily cracked. The team explained that this high-speed strike was relentless; it resulted in severe 
compression of the magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. 

{ http://www.industrytap.com/ } 
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

newscdn.newsrep.net/h5/nrshare.html

November 15, 2016, 4:32 pm

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about

2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high-

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high-intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degrees, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing
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farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

Powered by News Republic
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Is Earth's protective shield cracking?

itegistry.com /post/42088-is-earth-s-protective-shield-cracking

It might not be something you think about every day, but you should be grateful for the Earth’s magnetic field.

It protects you from harmful radiation, charged particles and meteorites and causes the spectacular Northern

Lights.

But a new study has indicated there was a temporary 'crack' in the magnetic field, that allowed dangerous

galactic cosmic ray particles into our atmosphere.

A new study has indicated there was a temporary 'crack' in the magnetic field, that allowed dangerous galactic

cosmic ray particles into our atmosphere. This was caused by the process of magnetic reconnection, which is

visualised above

The crack indicates that Earth's magnetic shield is weakening.

MAGNETIC RECONNECTION Magnetic reconnection occurs wherever charged gases, called plasma, are

present. It's rare on Earth, but plasma makes up 99 per cent of the visible universe, fueling stars and filling the

near-vacuum of space. This plasma contains magnetic fields that affects the way charged particles it encounters

move. Under normal conditions, the magnetic field lines inside plasmas don't break or merge with other field

lines. But sometimes, as field lines get close to each other, the entire pattern changes and everything realign into

a new configuration. As they come together, the field lines will cancel and re-form, each performing a sort of U-

turn and curving to move off in a perpendicular direction. Magnetic reconnection taps into the stored energy of

the magnetic field, converting it into heat and kinetic energy that sends particles streaming out along the field

lines. The amount of energy released can be formidable.

If this continues, it could cause widespread havoc on Earth including power black outs and exposure to harmful

UV radiation

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic
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cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for two hours.

'The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth,' the authors

wrote in the study, published in Physical Review Letters.

'It also indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space.'

Numerical simulations indicate the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of

magnetic reconnection.

Magnetic reconnection can occur anywhere there are powerful magnetic fields, such as in the sun's magnetic

environment.

As field lines get close to each other, the entire pattern changes and everything realign into a new configuration.

This allowed the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, struck our planet at a speed of

about 1.55 million miles (2.5 million kilometres) per hour.

This caused a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere - the region around the planet which holds the

magnetic field - from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays and protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiation.

The magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, where they were detected as a burst by the GRAPES-

3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, pictured, is the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor. In June last year

it recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield

Solar flares (pictured) and coronal mass ejections explode in the sun's atmosphere, the corona, sending light

and high energy particles out into space, along with a stream of charged particles known as the solar wind. Solar

wind is a plasma

Views of the solar wind from NASA's STEREO spacecraft (left) and after computer processing (right). Scientists

used an algorithm to dim the appearance of bright stars and dust in images of the faint solar wind

There is a solar storm facing Earth at the moment, The severe geomagnetic storm has generated stunning

displays of Northern Lights, like this one pictured on Skye, in Scotland, and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries

HOW THE SOLAR WIND IS FORMED The sun and its atmosphere are made of plasma – a mix of positively

and negatively charged particles which have separated at extremely high temperatures, that both carries and

travels along magnetic field lines. Material from the corona streams out into space, filling the solar system with

the solar wind. But scientists found that as the plasma travels further away from the sun, things change. The sun

begins to lose magnetic control, forming the boundary that defines the outer corona – the very edge of the sun.

The breakup of the rays is similar to the way water shoots out from a squirt gun. First, the water is a smooth and

unified stream, but it eventually breaks up into droplets, then smaller drops and eventually a fine, misty spray.

The images in a Nasa study capture the plasma at the same stage where a stream of water gradually

disintegrates into droplets. If charged particles from solar winds hit Earth's magnectic field, this can cause

problems for satellite and communication equipment.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
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computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

There is a solar storm facing Earth at the moment.

The severe geomagnetic storm has generated stunning displays of Northern Lights, and radio signal blackouts in

many high latitude countries.

Geomagnetic storms are more disruptive now than in the past because of our greater dependence on technical

systems that can be affected by electric currents.

The Earth's magnetic field, so important to life on the planet, has weakened by 15 per cent over the last 200

years and this, scientists claim, could be a sign that the Earth’s poles are about to flip.

Experts believe we are currently overdue a flip, but they are unsure when this could occur.

If a switch happens, we would be exposed to solar winds capable of punching holes into the ozone layer.

The impact could be devastating for mankind, knocking out power grids, radically changing Earth’s climate and

driving up rates of cancer.

‘This is serious business’, Richard Holme, Professor of Earth, Ocean and Ecological Sciences at Liverpool

University told MailOnline.

‘Imagine for a moment your electrical power supply was knocked out for a few months – very little works without

electricity these days.’
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Scientists have detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic

shield

undergroundscience.net /science/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet,

shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.

But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and

they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere

has been cracked.

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a

massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015.

For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-

energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light.

These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft, and Earth’s magnetic shield is

our first line of defence against them.

About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun’s corona (or outer

atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for

radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America.

It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis – which is created when charged particles from outer space

reach Earth’s atmosphere.

But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays.

A team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the

GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,

and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.

In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the

magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
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The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually ‘reconfigure’ our magnetic

shield, prising open weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.

“This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching

its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,” Katherine Wright explains on the

American Physical Society website.

The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field

is changing – or rather, weakening – in certain parts.

“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this

event,” the researchers report.

“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space.”

So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be

cracked at all.

There’s not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to search for these

cracks as they happen – and in past events – we’ll be better prepared to deal with the next time those cosmic

rays burst through and wreak havoc.

The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.
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SHOCK ALERT: Hole found in Earth’s magnetic field –

humanity at risk of cosmic radiation

newzcorner.com /shock-alert-hole-found-in-earths-magnetic-field-humanity-at-risk-of-cosmic-radiation/

The magnetosphere protects Earth from cosmic rays [Getty]

From analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, experts have concluded that the

magnetosphere has come under such heavy bombardment in recent years that it weakening.

On June 22, 2015, there was a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays which traumatised the Earth’s magnetic

shield for two hours.

Roughly 40 hours before the Earth was bombarded by cosmic rays, the sun ejected a giant cloud of plasma

which caused high energy radiation to strike the Earth’s magnetosphere at 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

The storm wreaked havoc on technology with radio signal blackouts reported in North and South America.

However, it is not until now that scientists have been able to understand the full extent of the damage caused by

the storm.

Experts from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India ran several simulations based on the data from

the telescope and found that the magnetosphere had been cracked for a little while on the day.

Worryingly, the bombardment was so intense the magnetosphere was forced to shrink from 11 to four times the

Earth’s radius.

While small amounts of radiation would have little effect on life on Earth, prolonged exposure to higher amounts

of radiation can lead to cancer.
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An illustration of the magnetic shield [Getty]

The team say in their research published in Physical Review Letters that the storm was so powerful that it

managed to “reconfigure” the magnetic shield and opening small cracks in Earth’s first line of defence.

This has dangerous implications for the future, the team says.
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Solar storms have weakened the magnetosphere [Getty]

They write: “The occurrence of this burst also implies a two-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield

during this event.

“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space.”
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We The Students

The GRAPES3 experiment at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty is
getting upgraded.

UPGRADATION :

(a) GRAPES3 (Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS phase3) is
designed to study cosmic rays with an array of air shower detectors and a
large area muon detector. 
(b) The upgrade will play a major role in getting precise information about
the propagation of storms in ‘the last million miles’ (from the L1 point) of
their journey from the Sun to the earth. It will also help in assessment &
understanding the impact of solar storms. 
(c) L1 point is where satellites orbit the Sun along with the Earth.  
(d) Since charged particles from a solar storm will first impact the satellites
at L1 before hitting the earth, they act as an early warning system.

SOLAR STORM IMPACT :

(a) It is important to know the time when plasma from Sun will reach the
earth, accurately, so that preventive and protective measures can be put
into place in case a solar storm was to strike the earth. 
(b) If the earth’s magnetic field were to be weakened by extreme solar
storms, charged particles would shower on to the planet. 
(c) Apart from rendering electronic devices defunct, charged particles in an
extreme solar storm can also short current carrying overhead high voltage
lines, leading to largescale transformers burn out and thereby, power
blackouts.

How to deal with it :

1. Switch off the power lines on being informed of an approaching solar
storm. 
2. However, for this to be possible, an accurate determination of the time
taken for the solar storm to travel to the earth is needed. This is where the
GRAPES3 set up comes in.

2 April at 02:54 · 
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Scientists Have Betected a Crack in Earth's Magnetic

Shield

sci-techuniverse.com /2016/11/scientists-have-betected-crack-in.html

Advertisement

Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet,

shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.

But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and

they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere

has been cracked.

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a

massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015. For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being

bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly

the speed of light. 

These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft , and Earth’s magnetic shield is

our first line of defence against them. About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was

ejected from the Sun's corona (or outer atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible

for radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America. It also resulted in a

supercharged aurora borealis - which is created when charged particles from outer space reach Earth’s

atmosphere.

But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays. A team

from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the

GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,

and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.

In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the

magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. The researchers suspect that the

geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually 'reconfigure' our magnetic shield, prising open weak spots
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to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.

"This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic

field, stretching its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,"

Katherine Wright explains on the American Physical Society website.

The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field

is changing - or rather, weakening - in certain parts.

"The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic

shield during this event, this indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may

hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern

technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space." the

researchers report.

So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be

cracked at all. There's not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to

search for these cracks as they happen - and in past events - we'll be better prepared to deal with the next time

those cosmic rays burst through and wreak havoc.

The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.

This post was written by Usman Abrar. To contact the writer write to iamusamn93@gmail.com. Follow on

Facebook
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11/28/2016

Scientists discover crack in Earth’ magnetic field

thecampingcanuck.com /scientists-discover-crack-earth-magnetic-field/3230/

The GRAPES-3 moon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory  recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for 2 hours.

The blast happened when a giant cloud of plasma ejected out of the solar corona at a speed of about 2.5 million

kilometers per hour hitting our planet, causing a serious impact of Earth’s magnetosphere from 4 to 11 times the

radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis  and radio signal

blackouts in several high latitude countries.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of  several millions of kilometers, which acts as the initial line of

defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of galactic and solar cosmic rays, thereby protecting life from

these high strength dynamic radiations. Earth’s magnetic field turns these particles about 180 degree, in the day-

side to the night side of the Earth where it was discovered as a blast from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope

around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was examined and interpreted through extensive model over

several weeks through the use of the 1280-center computing farm that was constructed in house by the

GRAPES-3 team of engineers and physicists at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms may cause significant disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids,

global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the most sensitive and largest cosmic ray screen managing the world is

playing  an incredibly significant part in the analysis of such occasions. This recent finding has generated

widespread delight in the international scientific community.
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Solar flare radiation burst ‘cracked’ Earth’s magnetic field, 
caused radio blackouts 

 

The magnetic field that protects Earth from deadly cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than previously 
thought. A crack in the shield caused by a solar flare which exposed the planet to a bombardment of radiation 
has been detected. 

Researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India made the discovery when analyzing a 
galactic cosmic ray burst that caused radio blackouts across North and South America and a supercharged 
aurora borealis in 2015. 

The cosmic ray source was a giant solar plasma cloud that travelled 40 hours from our sun to reach Earth, 
where the researchers believe it caused a transient “weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield”, according to their 
findings published in the journal Physical Review Letters. 

The sun’s flare was so intense the team claim it would have shrunk the magnetic field from 11 times the 
radius of Earth to four times its radius before it eased, allowing the shield to recover. 

Researchers used data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, to simulate the burst. Results 
indicated the effect on Earth would have required a crack in the magnetic field that lasted approximately two 
hours. 

Unfortunately not a lot can be done to protect Earth from any future cracks in the shield, which could leave the 
planet under constant exposure to radiation and could potentially lead to the eradication of our atmosphere. 

The team were optimistic the knowledge gained would have positive results though, claiming it could “hold 
clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on 
Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.” 

Astronauts onboard the International Space Station (ISS) fall within the field’s 56,000km extension around 
Earth but future voyagers to Mars would likely be exposed to the rays for long periods. 

rt.co m /viral/365328-magnetic-field-cracked-solar / 
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emosays.com /article/746/Indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-Earths-magnetic-shield-The-worlds-largest-and-
most-sensitive-cosmic-ray-mon

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.
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Crack Discovered in Earth's Magnetic Shield

thescienceexplorer.com/universe/crack-discovered-earths-magnetic-shield

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty

recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015

lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on

this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic

field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was

detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was

analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

This article has been republished from materials provided by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. Note:

material may have been edited for length and content. For further information, please contact the cited source.

Research paper:

P. K. Mohanty et al. Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray

Burst. Physical Review Letters, 2016; DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
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26/11/2016

Did a solar storm damage Earth’s magnetic field?

digitaljournal.com/tech-and-science/science/did-a-solar-storm-damaged-earth-s-magnetic-field/article/480412

A review of data, relating to the summer of 2015, suggests a solar storm struck the Earth’s magnetic field.
This unprecedented event lasted a couple of hours, and it could have shrunk the Earth’s magnetosphere.

The collected data, reported this month by astrophysicists and highlighted by Wired, indicated that a giant
cloud of fast-moving plasma from the Sun struck the Earth’s magnetic field (or ‘magnetosphere’) shrunk
from 11 times the Earth’s radius to just four for the two hour period.

The magnetosphere is the region of space surrounding an astronomical object (in this case, our planet)
where charged particles are controlled by that object's magnetic field. To give an idea of the strength of the
field, NASA scientists have suggested  the Earth's magnetotail may cause "dust storms" on the Moon. The
storms are created through the potential magnetic difference between the day side and the night side of
the moon.

The review of the 2015 event suggests a solar storm of such intensity passed Earth’s magnetosphere
(which provides a natural defense against cosmic radiation). The impact of this storm was to hit
technology in several regions of the Northern hemisphere through electromagnetic pulses. A solar storm
(or solar flare) is a sudden flash of brightness observed near the Sun's surface. It involves a very broad
spectrum of energy emissions.

Scientists, Laboratory Roots reports, are concerned the event has put a permanent dent in the Earth’s
magnetic field. This is concerning should further events of this magnitude occur in the future, since the
magnetic field is our main protection against solar radiation. This doesn’t mean immediate harm to life but
such events could further damage electrical equipment and there is a risk, in some areas, of increased
skin cancer. And this is all dependent upon future solar storms of a similar magnitude.

The research indicates humanity must be mindful of our magnetic field and the role it plays. However,
there isn’t much we can do to protect the planet other than continue to monitor.

The event has been described in the journal Physical Review Letters. The paper is titled “Transient
Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst.”

AddThis Sharing Sidebar
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03/11/2016

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

sciencebulletin.org/archives/7298.html

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield Credit: TIFR

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of

plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the

Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on

this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic

field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was

detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was
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analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

Source: Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

Journal Reference:

P. K. Mohanty et al, Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst, Physical

Review Letters (2016). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101
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A Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield

checkthescience.com/news/1868266-a-crack-earths-magnetic-shield

GRAPES-3 telescope has detected a crack in the magnetic shield of our planet. The muon telescope known as

GRAPES registered a crack of the magnetic shield of our planet. The telescope is situated at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty. The burst of rays was enrolled to appear on June 22 and measured approximately 20 GeV.

The phenomenon happened due to a mass of plasma which was spurted from the solar corona. Scientists

revealed a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. GRAPES-3 telescope helped them detect the cause to fix try to

fix it.......

Read more about the topic in apextribune Source : apextribune - 08/11/2016 02:36 - trending_up12

Tech & Science
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Susana Silva 05/11/2016

Scientists Have Detected a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Field

avelarnews.com/science/space/scientists-detected-crack-earths-magnetic-field/

Expedition 46 flight engineer Tim Peake of the European Space Agency (ESA) shared this stunning

nighttime photograph with his social media followers on Jan. 25, 2016, writing, "Beautiful night pass

over Italy, Alps and Mediterranean."

The magnetic field that protects Earth from cosmic radiation may be more vulnerable than previously thought.

Researchers recently  detected a crack in the shield, caused by a 2015 solar flare that exposed the planet to a

great amount of cosmic radiation.

Researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in Mumbai were analyzing data from the

GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on June 22,

2015. It caused radio blackouts across North and South America. A supercharged aurora borealis was seen as

far south as Texas.

What was the cause?

The source of the cosmic rays was a giant cloud of plasma that was a coronal mass ejection. It traveled 40

hours from the sun at about 2.5 million km/hour, and bombarded Earth for about 2 hours. This high-speed hit

also caused Earth’s magnetosphere to compress from 11 times the radius of Earth to about 4 times.

Earth’s magnetosphere uses charged particles to deflect solar winds, which would otherwise bring ultraviolet

harmful radiation to the Earths’ surface. Ultraviolet radiation in the also the radiation that causes our skin to tan.

Scientists used the GRAPES-3 telescope to analyze the number of muons, or charged particles, that are created

as byproducts when cosmic rays hit Earth. They found a significant spike in the number of muons on June 22.

This result is consistent with a weakening of the Earth’s magnetic field, which would have allowed cosmic rays to

move more freely through Earth’s magnetosphere and into our atmosphere without being deflected.

“The weakening of Earth’s magnetic field opens up floodgates for low-energy solar plasma to pour into the

atmosphere,” said physicist Sunil Gupta, lead author of the study
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NASA

Artist’s depiction of an active sun that has released a coronal mass ejection or CME.

According to the study, the burst in cosmic activity indicated a “transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield”.

The authors believe that further study into the event may “hold clues for a better understanding of future

superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the

astronauts in space.”

What is a coronal mass ejection?

A coronal mass ejection, or CME, is a powerful eruption near the surface of the sun. During a CME, huge

bubbles of plasma are ejected from the sun. As a result, over the next several hours, billions of tons of material

are thrown from the sun’s surface into space at speeds of millions of miles per hour.

Although not all CMEs are aimed in our direction, some do come near Earth. The plasma cloud hitting Earth’s

magnetic field causes a geomagnetic storm, which can cause major disruption on Earth. They cripple large

electrical power grids, global positioning systems (GPS), and satellite operations and communications. They also

cause vivid auroral displays.

The study was published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
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Indian Scientists claim there is crack in the Earth’s magnetic

shield

sloan.ca/indian-scientists-claim-there-is-crack-in-the-earths-magnetic-shield/

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about

2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

PTI

The post Indian Scientists claim there is crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield  appeared first on Tech2.
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Indian Scientists Find Crack In Earth\'s Magnetic Shield. Know How It
Will Impact Us? lownmower.com

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a
burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, which
protects us from harmful radiation, charged particles and meteorites.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high
speed causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic
storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed
of about 2.5 million km per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many
high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet
from these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers,
including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due
to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray
particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the
Earth where it was detected as a burst by the telescope around midnight on June 22, 2015.

(With agency input)
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11/8/2016

GRAPES-3 Telescope Records Cosmic Ray Burst, Highlights

Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Field

techtimes.com/articles/185158/20161108/grapes-3-telescope-records-cosmic-ray-burst-highlights-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-field.htm

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world's largest and

most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays. These indicated a crack in the

Earth's magnetic shield. 

  ( TIFR )

 

The Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS 3rd

establishment (GRAPES-3) muon telescope, the largest

cosmic ray monitor, has observed a burst of galactic

cosmic rays suggesting a crack in Earth's magnetic

shield.

The burst took place when a very large cloud of plasma erupted from the solar corona and collided with our

planet, causing a significant compressions of the Earth's magnetosphere. The collision also triggered an acute

geomagnetic storm.

The telescope is currently located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR)'s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty, and the galactic cosmic rays it observed were approximately 20 GeV. The event took place on June 22,

2015, and went on for about two hours.

The blast happened as the cloud formation of plasma distanced from the solar corona, moving with a speed of

roughly 2.5 million kilometers per hour, touched Earth. As a result of this event, a compression of the

magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of our planet was created. The geomagnetic storm created aurora

borealis, as well as radio signal interference at the level of various countries around the globe being located in

high altitudes.

Effects On The Magnetosphere

The magnetosphere of our planet is stretched over 600,000 miles, its most important purpose is that it acts as a

line of defense, protecting the planet from galactic and solar cosmic rays, along with the lives and environment.

The high-intensity radiations contain harmful energetic fields, which could significantly endanger our planet's

forms of life.

Simulations were carried out by the GRAPES-3 collaboration, in this respect, show that our planet's magnetic

shield is cracked for the moment because of the magnetic reconnection and its effects, which permits to the

cosmic ray particles of lower energy to enter our atmosphere.

The magnetic field of our planet bent the particles roughly 180 degree; therefore, the effects shifted from the

day-side to the night zones of Earth.

The data observed that night was carefully analyzed and interpreted, through the means of expanded

simulations, during the following weeks. The machine was designed in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of

engineers and physicists. The place where the instrument was built, just like the telescope, was at the research

facility in Ooty.

The GRAPE-3 telescope is an Indian-located project consisting of cosmic ray study, through the air shower
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detector array, as well as large muon detectors. The purpose of this project is to comprehend nuclear

composition of the cosmic rays, as well as high-energy gamma-ray astronomy or modulation of solar activity.

© 2017 Tech Times, All rights reserved. Do not reproduce without permission.
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johntheamerican 11/5/2016

Science Friday: Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in

Earth’s magnetic shield | Century-Old California Earthquakes

sierracynic.wordpress.com/2016/11/04/science-friday-cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-century-old-california-earthquakes/

MUMBAI, Nov. 3 (UPI) — The world’s largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector has identified a

potential crack in Earth’s magnetic field.

The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a

severe geomagnetic storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered by a plasma cloud ejected from

the sun’s corona.

It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent history, generating an intense aurora

borealis and thwarting radio communication systems among the most northern latitudes. The

storm was strong enough to compress Earth’s magnetosphere for several hours.
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

viralsearches.com/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a

burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield Credit: TIFR

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on

this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic

field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was

detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was

analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

More information: P. K. Mohanty et al, Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic

Ray Burst, Physical Review Letters (2016). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

Article source: http://trueviralnews.com/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

parallelstate.com /news/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield/351761

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield

PHYS.ORG The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a

burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a

giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive

compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm. 6 months

FULL STORY at PHYS.ORG
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By Hail Science 11/2/2016

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

hailscience.com /2016/11/02/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor

recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield Credit: TIFR The

GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of

plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the

Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm. The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at

TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June

2015 lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on

this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic

field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was

detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was

analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

Explore further:The magnetosphere has a large intake of solar wind energy

More information: P. K. Mohanty et al, Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray

Burst, Physical Review Letters (2016). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

Journal reference:Physical Review Letters

Provided by:Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
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GRAPES-3 Telescope Records Cosmic Ray Burst, 
Highlights Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Field 

techtimes.com/articles/185158/20161108/grapes-3-telescope-records-cosmic-ray-burst-highlights-crack-
inearth-s-magnetic-field.htm 

11/8/2016 
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded 
a burst of galactic cosmic rays. These indicated a crack in 
the Earth's magnetic shield.   ( TIFR ) 

The Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS 3rd 
establishment (GRAPES-3) muon telescope, the largest 
cosmic ray monitor, has observed a burst of galactic 
cosmic rays suggesting a crack in Earth's magnetic 
shield. 

The burst took place when a very large cloud of plasma 
erupted from the solar corona and collided with our 
planet, causing a significant compressions of the Earth's 
magnetosphere. The collision also triggered an acute geomagnetic storm. 

The telescope is currently located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR)'s Cosmic Ray Laboratory 
in Ooty, and the galactic cosmic rays it observed were approximately 20 GeV. The event took place on June 
22, 2015, and went on for about two hours. 

The blast happened as the cloud formation of plasma distanced from the solar corona, moving with a speed 
of roughly 2.5 million kilometers per hour, touched Earth. As a result of this event, a compression of the 
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of our planet was created. The geomagnetic storm created 
aurora borealis, as well as radio signal interference at the level of various countries around the globe being 
located in high altitudes. 

Effects On The Magnetosphere 

The magnetosphere of our planet is stretched over 600,000 miles, its most important purpose is that it acts as 
a line of defense, protecting the planet from galactic and solar cosmic rays, along with the lives and 
environment. The high-intensity radiations contain harmful energetic fields, which could significantly endanger 
our planet's forms of life. 

Simulations were carried out by the GRAPES-3 collaboration, in this respect, show that our planet's magnetic 
shield is cracked for the moment because of the magnetic reconnection and its effects, which permits to the 
cosmic ray particles of lower energy to enter our atmosphere. 

The magnetic field of our planet bent the particles roughly 180 degree; therefore, the effects shifted from the 
day-side to the night zones of Earth. 

The data observed that night was carefully analyzed and interpreted, through the means of expanded 
simulations, during the following weeks. The machine was designed in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of 
engineers and physicists. The place where the instrument was built, just like the telescope, was at the 
research facility in Ooty. 

The GRAPE-3 telescope is an Indian-located project consisting of cosmic ray study, through the air shower 
detector array, as well as large muon detectors. The purpose of this project is to comprehend nuclear 
composition of the cosmic rays, as well as high-energy gamma-ray astronomy or modulation of solar activity. 
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GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic

shield|Healthy Space

healthyspace1.wordpress.com /2016/11/03/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shieldhealthy-
space/

IMAGE: The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor

recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield

view more

Credit: TIFR

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray … 

Source: GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield
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Crack Detected in Earth’s Magnetic Shield, Causing

Supercharged Aurora Borealis, Radio Signal Blackouts In

High Latitude Countries

priyankanaik.com /2016/11/06/crack-detected-in-earths-magnetic-shield-causing-supercharged-aurora-
borealis-radio-signal-blackouts-in-high-latitude-countries/amp/

 priyankanaik042

6 months ago

The GRAPES-3 moun telescope located the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, India

recorded a massive burst of galactic cosmic rays about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015. Report says

the burst lasted for 2 hours and it temporarily caused a severe compression of Earth’s

magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth,…

via Crack Detected in Earth’s Magnetic Shield, Causing Supercharged Aurora Borealis, Radio Signal Blackouts

In High Latitude Countries — Sparkonit

Categories: Re-blogs

Tags: Cosmic, Crust, Earth, Magnetic
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

kunmail.com /indian-scientists-detect-crack-earth%E2%80%99s-magnetic-shield

NEW DELHI: The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.
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Potentially Dangerous Cosmic Rays Are Leaking Into

Earth's Atmosphere Are We Safe?

lownmower.com /news/Potentially-Dangerous-Cosmic-Rays-Are-Leaking-Into-Earth%27s-Atmosphere----
Are-We-Safe

A crack in Earth's magnetic shield has been spotted by researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research.

The researchers were able to identify the crack analyzing the data gathered by India's GRAPES-3 muon

telescope.

The news has caused panic among people, thinking that the protective layer of our earth is slowly vanishing. But

how true is this?

According to Wired, the fissure which was first discovered in 2015, has let galactic cosmic rays leak into the

Earth's atmosphere and caused huge geomagnetic storms in the northern hemisphere. The increased amount of

cosmic rays penetrating our atmosphere has led to disrupted communication signals and knocked out radio

signals.

The event, according to Science Alert is one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history.

In fact, results of the researchers' numerous simulations show that the cosmic bombardment, with speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour, was so unyielding, it caused a severe compression of the magnetosphere,

forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

"Earth's magnetic field deflects most cosmic rays, protecting living things from harmful radiation. But large

geomagnetic storms can reconfigure this protective shield, opening up weak spots that let radiation and cosmic

rays slip through. This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth's magnetic

field, stretching its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles," Katherine Wright

explains on the American Physical Society website.

Science Explorer said that solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization because it will interrupt

technology and damage infrastructure. While, it is dangerous for the astronauts who are in space, there is no

direct threat for the people on earth, unless the radiation bombardment ensues in the long run which may result

to changing climate and drive up rates of cancer.

The researchers said there is nothing much we can do to repair the crack but we can study the crack to make us

more ready in case more of it will occur in the future.

The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.

Source : http://www.natureworldnews.com/articles/31222/20161106/potentially-dangerous-cosmic-rays-are-

leaking-into-earths-atmosphere-are-we-safe.htm
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Creech
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2016

U=(N/T)M*G: Sour GRAPES

queerscifi.com /sour-grapes/

Well, I found something I didn’t know could even happen.

Last June, that’s June 2015 for those that read this post past 2016, Earth was smashed by a pretty damned big

geomagnetic storm. Massive, really. Big enough to temporarily force a crack in our magnetosphere.

That’s scary impressive. And scary.

It’s no secret that the Sun interacts with our little backwater mudball in more ways than heat and light and orbit.

Solar storms, coronal mass ejections and sunspots are just a few of the trade offs we contend with due to our

little Goldilocks spot in the system.

A year later, after all the GRAPES-3 data has been examined from the June storm, it has never been more clear

that some of those solar maladies might not end well for us here on Earth.

Just how big can these storms get? What kind of irreparable damage could the Sun do to our highly electronic

technology? Could one of these storms destroy our magnetosphere in a solar equivalent to a hard sneeze?

Humanity used to live hard, brutish lives before the rise of technology. Granted, in some places, humans still do

live like that. It would be interesting to see who would survive once our comforts and ease are stripped away.

More, what kind of hellish landscape would this planet turn into with the magnetosphere damaged so much? In

what ways would we revert back to our agricultural time and in what ways would we change or progress?

A light in the world building dark for those looking for it.
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The Earth’s Magnetic Shield Cracked, Are We Doomed 

glassgraden.com/news/The-Earth%E2%80%99s-Magnetic-Shield-Cracked,-Are-We-Doomed 

Source : 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/video/wonder/the-earths-magnetic-shield-cracked-are-we-doomed/vp-AAlBMyC  
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Crack discovered in Earth’s magnetic shield

theinformant.cl /crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015

lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected

from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about 2.5

million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a

severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4

times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic

storm that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal

blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million

kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence, shielding

us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from these high

intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event

indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection,

allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic field bent

these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was detected as a

burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was analyzed and

interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing farm that was

built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. Note: Content may be edited for style and

length.
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Transient weakening of Earth's magnetic shield probed by a
cosmic ray burst

kjqb.las.ac.cn /STMonitor/home/recordshow.htm;jsessionid=39DD6A81B17CC29E8EB15BE3CD3748C6

Abstract. 
The GRAPES3 tracking muon telescope in Ooty, India measures {\bf the} muon intensity at high cutoff rigidities
(1524\,GV) along nine independent directions covering 2.3\,sr. The arrival of a coronal mass ejection (CME) on
22 June 2015 18:40\,UT had triggered a severe G4class geomagnetic storm (storm). Starting 19:00\,UT, {\bf the}
GRAPES3 muon telescope recorded a 2\,hour\,(h) highenergy (\sim20\,GeV) burst of galactic cosmicrays
(GCRs) that was strongly correlated with a 40\,nT surge in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Simulations
have shown that a large (17\times) compression of the IMF to 680\,nT, followed by reconnection with {\bf the}
geomagnetic field (GMF) leading to lower cutoff rigidities could generate this burst. Here, 680\,nT represents a
shortterm change in GMF around the Earth, averaged over seven times its volume. The GCRs, due to lowering
of cutoff rigidities were deflected from {\bf the} Earth's dayside by \sim210\circ in longitude, offering a natural
explanation of its nighttime detection by {\bf the} GRAPES3. {\bf The} simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all
nine directions suggests its origin close to the Earth. It also indicates a transient weakening of the Earth's
magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern
technological infrastructure on the Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space. 

From: http://journals.aps.org/prl/accepted/e30...
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The Hindu 11/8/2016

Indian muon trackers get a handle on solar storms

note.taable.com/post/CE/www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/indian-muon-trackers-get-a-handle-on-solar-storms/article9281700.ece

The scientists identified a muon burst that correlated with a change in the earth’s

magnetic field

The GRAPES-3 experiment is a special telescope-array established in Ooty to detect muons from cosmic ray

showers. The experiment has detected a surge in muon intensity correlated with a weakening of the earth’s

magnetic field due to a solar storm that hit the earth on June 22, 2015. The results have been published in the

journal Physical Review Letters. An Indo-Japanese collaboration, this experiment is unique in that it can be used

to study solar storms and space weather at distances up to two times the earth’s radius, unlike satellite-based

studies that can yield information only about what is happening in their vicinity.

A coronal mass ejection (CME) left the sun on June 21, 2015 and, along with two such others that left the sun on

June 18 and 19, reached earth on June 22, 2015. Solar flares are often followed by CMEs which are nothing but

giant clouds of plasma which also contain embedded magnetic fields. This CME was associated with a solar

flare from the sunspot region 12371 near the central disc of the sun. This caused a solar storm and ensuing

radio blackouts and Aurora Borealis. Analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon-tracking telecope, scientists

have inferred that while it lasted, the CME resulted in weakening the earth’s magnetic field, allowing high energy

cosmic rays to burst through.

This method can serve as a monitor of solar storms. “Galactic cosmic rays producing a muon burst were bent in

the space surrounding the Earth over a volume that is 7 times that of the Earth, and hence they serve as a

monitor of the solar storm over this volume. This is in stark contrast to the satellite based measurements that

provide only in situ information.” Says S.K. Gupta, Senior Professor and head of the GRAPES-3 experiment,

based in Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai, in an email to this correspondent.

The earth’s atmosphere provides a shield against UV rays and other incident particles. But its protection

stretches to less than 100 km around the earth. The stronger protection comes from the earth’s magnetic field

which stretches to around 10 times the radius of the earth – about 60,000 km beyond the surface. This magnetic

field deflects most of the galactic cosmic rays – high-energy charged particles that are incident on earth from

space. The magnetic field forms the first line of defence against cosmic rays by imposing a threshold energy per

unit charge. Only charged particles that have higher energy than this threshold can fall on the earth.

The analysis shows a peak in the incoming intensity of muons detected, correlated with a negative spike in the

component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the ecliptic (the ecliptic is the plane of the sun’s apparent orbit).

This shows the weakening of the earth’s magnetic field because of the coronal mass ejection

There is a 32-minute lapse between the muon burst and the arrival of the interplanetary magnetic field. This is

because of the time taken for the galactic cosmic rays to diffuse through the magnetised plasma.

Super storms

The largest recorded solar storm in history is the Carrington event of 1859, which disrupted telegraph lines on

earth for several hours. This storm caused Aurorae to be recorded even as far south as Florida State in the USA.

If a storm of this magnitude should occur today, it would cripple all the VLSI-based communication systems,

smart devices, mobile phones, computer networks and satellites, causing chaos. Since such a storm would

imply a greater lowering of the threshold of cosmic rays, the incident muons would have much lower energy than

the burst of muons in the present measurement, and hence, they would take longer to diffuse through.

Therefore, detecting such muon bursts could serve as an early warning in the case of a superstorm.
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Commenting on this, Prof. Gupta says, “A lot of research needs to be done to make it a practical proposition.

However, there is a definite potential in this technique to provide an early warning of solar storms.”
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India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic Shield

wandoujia.com/items/-5378466267763273603

Observations from India’s GRAPES-3 cosmic-ray telescope indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield,

which was weakened by a geomagnetic storm in 2015. 

(Photo : Alexander Gerst / ESA via Getty Images)

A crack has been detected in the Earth's magnetic shield, which allowed deadly cosmic ray particles to seep

through into the atmosphere.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitoring system on Earth located

at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's (TIFR) Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, India, had recorded a two-

hour burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV on June 22, 2015, scientists said.

The burst happened when a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the sun's corona and struck Earth at a

speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour. The blast caused a severe compression of Earth's

magnetosphere from 11 to 14 times the radius of the Earth. The impact triggered a strong geomagnetic storm

that resulted in aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries.

The GRAPES-3 collaboration, which includes scientists from India and Japan, performed numerical simulations

and found that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily weakened, which allowed the lower energy cosmic ray

particles to enter the atmosphere.

According to the researchers, the Earth's magnetic field bent the particles about 180 degrees, from the day-side

to the night-side of the Earth, where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope. Using the

1280-core computing farm built by the GRAPES-3 team, the scientists analyzed and interpreted the data from

the telescope.

"The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth," the

researchers wrote in the study, which was published in Physical Review Letters. "It also indicates a transient

weakening of Earth's magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that

could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space."
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The magnetosphere acts as the Earth's first line of defense against the continuous flow of solar and galactic

cosmic rays, protecting Earth's life forms from high-intensity energetic radiations. However, massive

geomagnetic storms could reconfigure the planet's protective shield and open up weak spots that may allow the

entry of radiation. Magnetized solar plasma could stretch the shield's shape at the poles and reduce its ability to

repel charged particles.

© 2016 NatureWorldNews.com All rights reserved. Do not reproduce without permission.
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India’s Telescope Detects Crack in the Earth’s Magnetic

Shield
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Observations from India’s GRAPES-3 cosmic-ray telescope indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield,

which was weakened by a geomagnetic storm in 2015.

(Photo : Alexander Gerst / ESA via Getty Images)

A crack has been detected in the Earth's magnetic shield, which allowed deadly cosmic ray particles to seep

through into the atmosphere.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitoring system on Earth located

at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's (TIFR) Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, India, had recorded a two-

hour burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV on June 22, 2015, scientists said.

The burst happened when a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the sun's corona and struck Earth at a

speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour. The blast caused a severe compression of Earth's

magnetosphere from 11 to 14 times the radius of the Earth. The impact triggered a strong geomagnetic storm

that resulted in aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries.

The GRAPES-3 collaboration, which includes scientists from India and Japan, performed numerical simulations

and found that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily weakened, which allowed the lower energy cosmic ray

particles to enter the atmosphere.
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According to the researchers, the Earth's magnetic field bent the particles about 180 degrees, from the day-side

to the night-side of the Earth, where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope. Using the

1280-core computing farm built by the GRAPES-3 team, the scientists analyzed and interpreted the data from

the telescope.

"The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth," the

researchers wrote in the study, which was published in Physical Review Letters. "It also indicates a transient

weakening of Earth's magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of future superstorms that

could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the astronauts in space."

The magnetosphere acts as the Earth's first line of defense against the continuous flow of solar and galactic

cosmic rays, protecting Earth's life forms from high-intensity energetic radiations. However, massive

geomagnetic storms could reconfigure the planet's protective shield and open up weak spots that may allow the

entry of radiation. Magnetized solar plasma could stretch the shield's shape at the poles and reduce its ability to

repel charged particles.

© 2016 NatureWorldNews.com All rights reserved. Do not reproduce without permission.

From: http://www.natureworldnews.com/articles/31155/20161104/india-telescope-detects-crack-earth-magnetic-

shield.htm
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Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth's magnetic

shield

sott.net/article/333056-Cosmic-ray-detector-finds-possible-crack-in-Earths-magnetic-shield

Life itself has Earth's magnetosphere to thank, but as the latest research suggests, it's not a fail-safe shield. 

© NASA/UPI 

Geomagnetic storms can trigger incredible light shows. Here, charged particles can be seen exciting the gas in

the upper atmosphere of the northern hemisphere.

The world's largest, most sensitive cosmic-ray detector has identified a potential crack in Earth's magnetic field.

The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe

geomagnetic storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered by a plasma cloud ejected from the sun's corona.

It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent history, generating an intense aurora borealis and

thwarting radio communication systems among the most northern latitudes. The storm was strong enough to

compress Earth's magnetosphere for several hours.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope is a massive array situated in southern India, a joint effort among scientific

institutes in Japan and India. Data revealing the cosmic ray breach were analyzed by scientists at Tata Institute

of Fundamental Research in Mumbai.

Researchers published their analysis of the potential magnetosphere crack this week in the journal Physical

Review Letters.

Life itself has Earth's magnetosphere to thank. Its ability to block out the harmful rays and particles flying through

space allowed life to flourish. But as the latest research suggests, it's not a fail-safe shield.

High-intensity storms can reveal stress fractures, so to speak. Researchers suggest the 2015 storm triggered a

phenomenon called magnetic reconnection, whereby magnetic energy is simultaneously converted into kinetic

energy, thermal energy and particle acceleration.

In this instance, the process was powerful enough to open a crack through which a burst of cosmic rays slipped
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through.

Scientists hope their continued work with GRAPES-3 will offer an improved understanding of the stresses put on

the magnetosphere by intense storms, to better predict vulnerabilities in the future.
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Cosmic-ray detector finds possible crack in Earth's magnetic 
shield 

poandpo.com/in-the-meantime/cosmicray-detector-finds-possible-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-3112016241/ 

 

Science   A burst of galactic cosmic rays 

   inShare 
Staff Writer ▼ Thursday November 3, 2016 2:04PM ET 

 

The world's largest cosmic-ray detector GRAPES-3 has identified a potential crack in Earth's magnetic field. 

The weakness was revealed by a burst of galactic cosmic rays, detected by GRAPES-3 during a severe 
geomagnetic storm in June 2015. The storm as triggered by a plasma cloud ejected from the sun's corona. 

It was one of the largest geomagnetic storms in recent history, generating an intense aurora borealis and 
thwarting radio communication systems among the most northern latitudes. 

The storm was strong enough to compress Earth's magnetosphere for several hours. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope is a massive array in southern India, a joint effort among scientific institutes 
in Japan and India. Data revealing the cosmic ray breach were analyzed by scientists at Tata Institute of 
Fundamental Research in Mumbai. 

Researchers published their analysis of the potential magnetosphere crack this week in the journal Physical 
Review Letters. ■ 
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Recycled Pipe Storm Detector

supanet.com/recycled-pipe-storm-detector-a18250.html

 

A team of Indian and Japanese scientists

uses recycled steel pipes to study solar

storm and events that followed a breach in

the Earth’s magneticfie

17:07 02 March 2017

Using GRAPES-3 muon telescope in India, a team of Indian

and Japanese scientists have recorded a two-hour burst of

galactic cosmic rays that have breached the Earth’s

magnetic shield on 22 June 2015. The event was caused by

charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high

speed.

Scientists have made the discovery using the world’s largest

and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope that uses 3,712

recycled steel pipes as its sensors.

Pallava Bagla, India correspondent for Science magazine, said: "Necessity is the mother of invention. When you

don't have the money to buy new, expensive stuff, you look within the system to find out your own solutions to

reduce costs. India's scientists have mastered the art of recycling and coming up with their own inexpensive

solutions,"

The pipes, which were imported from Japan, are buried below Kolar Gold Fields in southern Karnataka state for

nearly two decades.

A scientist at the facility, Atul Jain, said that they continue to add pipes for their study. "Every day, we make 10

such recycled pipes ready for our experiments. The plan was to make very sensitive sensors to detect the

weakest of signals. We wanted to measure cosmic rays with higher sensitivity than ever done before"
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Crack discovered in Earth’s magnetic shield

ecoiko.eu /crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on

this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth’s magnetic

field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was

detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was

analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. Note: Content may be edited for style and

length.
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Earth’s Magnetic Shield Vital for Humanity Cracked, Indian

Researchers Discover

trueviralnews.com/earths-magnetic-shield-vital-for-humanity-cracked-indian-researchers-discover/

Tech

05.11.2016

36

Earth and moon

Magnetosphere starting to crack. Time is running out. If you don’t want to miss out on Qiyamah,

you… https://t.co/YZyvPoH9Vk

— Al-Muhaymin Trust (@almuhaymintrust) 4 ноября 2016 г.

The blast was registered in June 2015 after a huge cloud of plasma released from the Sun struck the Earth at a

speed of some 2.5 million kph.

The report in Physical Review Letters states that the impact of the solar storm caused the Earth’s magnetic

shield to compress, leading to massive geomagnetic atmospheric anomalies. Storm effects included aurora

borealis and radio signal interruptions across several continents.

At the time, India’s GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the world’s most sensitive cosmic-ray monitoring system,

recorded a powerful blast of solar energy that lasted for over two hours.
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Moon Silhouettes by Mark Gee

Having analyzed the data, a GRAPES-3 team of researchers from India and Japan performed simulations that

pointed to the possibility that the planet’s magnetic shield opened for a brief period of time, allowing cosmic ray

particles to enter the Earth’s atmosphere.

"It indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of

future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of the

astronauts in space," the report says.

The magnetosphere, the Earth’s energetic protecting shield, prevents the highly-dangerous radiation of the Sun

from destroying life on the planet. However, powerful geomagnetic storms can deform the magnetosphere,

allowing energetic particles to reach the surface.
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Crack Discovered in Earth's Magnetic Shield -- Still Could Be

Unstable a Year Later

verdensalt.dk/2016/11/crack-discovered-in-earths-magnetic.html

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a

crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. Credit: TIFR

Posted: 06 Nov 2016 09:44 AM PST

Source - Science Daily

by Science Daily Staff Writer, November 3rd 2016

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015

lasting for two hours. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and

moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of

Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that

generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Read more »
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Galactic cosmic rays burst through a crack in Earth's

magnetic shield

techsite.io /p/477171

A crack in Earth s magnetic shield let galactic cosmic rays leak into the Earth s atmosphere and caused huge

geomagnetic storms in the northern hemisphere.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, detected a spike in cosmic ray levels, indicating that the Earth s

magnetic shield may be damaged.

Though the burst of rays was recorded back in June 2015, a study just published in Physical Review Letters has

revealed the extent of the high-intensity event for the first time.

For two hours on 22 June, 2015, particles from a giant cloud of fast-moving plasma penetrated the Earth s

atmosphere.

The particles, which originated from the surface of the Sun, were moving at about 2.5 million kilometres per hour

when they struck our planet s atmosphere.

This high-speed strike caused the Earth s magnetosphere – the area containing the planet s magnetic field – to

shrink from 11 times to four times the Earth s radius.
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield  

November 3, 2016, Tata Institute of Fundamental 
Research  
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's 
Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of 
galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 
lasting for two hours.  
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected 
from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about 
2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a 
severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 
times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic 
storm that generated aurora borealis, and radio signal 
blackouts in many high latitude countries.  
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million 
kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence, shielding 
us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic 
rays, thus protecting life on our planet from these high 
intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations 
performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event 
indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily 
cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, 
allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to 
enter our  

atmosphere. Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 
degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it was 
detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-
night on 22 June 2015. The data was analyzed and interpreted 
through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-
core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team 
of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.  
This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters.  
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by 
crippling large electrical power grids, global positioning systems 
(GPS), satellite operations and communications.  
The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive 
cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing a very significant 
role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated 
widespread excitement in the international scientific community, as 
well as electronic and print media. At 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/11/161103125930.htm   
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Scientist detect a crack in Earth's magnetosphere  

scienceblogist.blogspot.fi/2016/11/scientist-detect-crack-in-earths_4.html  

Scientists have detected a recent geomagnetic storm cracked Earth's magnetic shield  

Earth is a habitable planet, much thanks to the vast magnetic field that surrounds the planet, shielding us from 
harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation. Without it we would be cooked up by cosmic radiation.  

But as scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history it 
turned out our magnetosphere has been cracked.  

  

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 telescope in India, which recorded a massive 
burst of cosmic rays on 22 June 2015.   

For about two hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles which struck the 
magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour.  

This storm was responsible for radio signal blackouts in many countries in North and South America. A 
team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India studied the GRAPES-3's data from that day, 
and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked.  

The team says the bombardment caused a compression of the magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 
times Earth's radius. The researchers say, the fact that this happened at all is a concern, because it suggests 
that our magnetic field might be changing.  
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

mediaindia.eu/business-politics/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

A team of Indian scientists in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu recorded an explosion of galactic cosmic

rays indicating a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. Moving at a speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour,

the explosion caused a severe compression of the magnetosphere.

A burst of galactic cosmic rays, indicating a crack in the Earth’s atmosphere, has been detected by Indian

scientists. The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor located in India recorded the happening.

The burst is being said to have occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth

at a very high speed causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe

geomagnetic storm.

A similar burst of galactic cosmic rays was recorded last year by GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Tata

Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, a town in the southern Indian state of Tamil

Nadu.

GRAPES-3 (Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS phase-3) is a collaboration of Tata Institute of Fundamental

Research and several Indian and Japanese institutes. It is designed to study cosmic rays with an array of air

shower detectors and a large area muon detector; and it is the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor

operating on Earth.

The plasma which ejected from the solar corona moved at a speed of about 2.5 million km/hand struck Earth,

causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of the planet. The burst

triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries.

Earth’s magnetosphere is like a defence system protecting the Earth from the continuous flow of solar and

galactic cosmic rays. Extending over a radius of millions of kilometres, the magnetosphere protects life on Earth

from the high intensity energy radiations.

GRAPES-3 researches, including those by Pravata K Mohanty, performed numerical simulations, indicating that

the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the

lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the telescope.

An in-house team of physicists and engineers at the laboratory in Ooty analysed and interpreted the data through

extensive simulation over several weeks.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Scientists Have Detected a Crack in Earth's Magnetic

Shield

sciencealert.com /scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield

Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet,

shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.

But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and

they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere

has been cracked.

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a

massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015. 

For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-

energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light. 

These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft , and Earth’s magnetic shield is

our first line of defence against them. 

About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun's corona (or outer

atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for

radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America.

It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis - which is created when charged particles from outer space

reach Earth’s atmosphere.

But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays. 

A team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the

GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,

and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.

In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the

magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually 'reconfigure' our magnetic

shield, prising open weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.

"This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching

its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles," Katherine Wright explains on the

American Physical Society website.

The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field

is changing - or rather, weakening - in certain parts.

"The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this

event," the researchers report.

"[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space."
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So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be

cracked at all.

There's not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to search for these

cracks as they happen - and in past events - we'll be better prepared to deal with the next time those cosmic rays

burst through and wreak havoc.

The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield

geekjournal.net/articles/2016/11/crack-discovered-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield-99711.html

Sciencedaily.com

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV,

on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma

ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per

hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere from 11

to...

#earths

#severe

#burst

Source: sciencedaily.com

Read More
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Could Earth's Protective Shield Be Cracking?

ecomass.over-blog.com /2016/12/could-earth-s-protective-shield-be-cracking.html

The earth’s magnetic shield is responsible for protecting us against meteorites and charged particles and

offering radiation shielding capabilities. It is also responsible for the stunning Northern Lights. But you don’t think

about this everyday do you? After all, it’s one of those things that we simply take for granted. But as it turns out,

a temporary crack has developed in the earth’s magnetic shield, which is allowing damaging cosmic ray particles

to enter the earth’s atmosphere.

 

 

What is Magnetic Reconnection?

 

We don’t see magnetic reconnection on earth. The plasma that makes up 99% of the universe contains

magnetic fields which affect the way charged particles in its vicinity move. Usually, the magnetic fields inside

these plasmas don’t merge with others or break pattern. However, there are times when the entire pattern

changes to something new as these field lines get close to one another. Magnetic reconnection simply taps into

the energy stored in the magnetic field and transforms it into kinetic and heat energy, sending particles all along

the field lines. Sounds simple enough, but the amount of energy released can actually be devastating. It is this

energy that could be responsible for causing UV radiation as well as widespread blackouts.

 

The Burst That Was
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A GRAPES-3 muon telescope in India recorded a burst of cosmic rays that lasted for 2 hours. The fact that the

burst happened in all 9 directions suggests that the origin was close to our planet. This also shows the

weakening of the planet’s magnetic shield and could hold clues about future storms that have the potential to

cripple technological infrastructure here and damage the shield’s radiation shielding capabilities. The burst took

place when a cloud of plasma struck earth at a speed of 2.5 million kms/ hr. It caused a compression in the

magnetosphere, reducing it from 11 times to 4 times the radius of the planet.

 

 

Solar Winds and their Role

 

The sun’s atmosphere is also made up

of plasma, where negative and

positively charged particles are

separated at immense temperatures.

These particles streams out from the

corona, filling solar wind in the solar

system. However, the sun’s control

reduces as the plasma travels further

away. Think of this as a squirt gun

spraying water. The initial sprays are

smooth, but it slowly begins to break

into droplets and eventually into a mist.

 

A Flip in the Poles

 

Geomagnetic storms are becoming more and more disruptive due to our increasing dependence on technical

systems that can be affected by electrical currents. The planet’s magnetic shield has already weakened by as

much as 15% within the last 200 years, and this could mean that the poles are about to flip. Some experts

believe that a flip is long overdue, but when this occurs, is anybody’s guess. And once that happens, the planet

would get exposed to solar winds which could punch a hole in the ozone layer, destroying existing radiation

shielding capabilities, knocking out power grids, devastating earth as we know it forever.
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Scientists record breach in magnetic field

1stnews.ga/2017/02/03/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field/

Image copyright

Science Photo Library

Image caption

Artwork: The Earth’s magnetosphere protects the planet from a continuous flow of cosmic radiation

Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth’s magnetic shield was breached.

Openings in the planet’s magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data

while such an event is in progress.

A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays associated with the opening.

The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India, recorded

a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015.

“In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The magnetic

field strength reduced only by 2%,” Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL told the BBC.

Earth’s magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the planet’s

biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.

The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass

ejections (CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.

The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth’s

magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern

lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 team on this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield

temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray

particles to enter our atmosphere.

Dr Gupta said that the CRL’s measurements of the two-hour breach “gives us much more comprehensive

information over a much larger region of space than the satellite based instruments”.

The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope’s combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the

accidental observations.

“We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of CMEs,

but the Indian study adds a new element to this endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle event

during the arrival of a particular cloud,” Dr Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist at the

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News.

A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there

are ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather.
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“They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities,

disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and just about

anything that uses electricity,” said Dr Harrison.

In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to or

the loss of spacecraft – although such events are expected to be rare.

Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such

events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware that

can issue a reliable alert, Dr Gupta said.

The findings have been published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
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Study: Solar flare caused a 'crack' in protective field around 
Earth 

 

 

A news release by the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India reports that the two-hour event was 
spotted by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope on June 22, 2015.  
The release goes on to state that "The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar 
corona, and ... struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times 
the radius of Earth. "  
This area is considered to be a shield from strong radiation. See 
more on Earth's galaxy:  
A geomagnetic storm is believed to have resulted from the activity, as The Wire reports , which "allowed an 
unusually high flux of cosmic ray particles to arrive on Earth. "  
According to the institute, consequent simulations indicated that "the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily 
cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles 
to enter our atmosphere. "  
While such damage can't necessarily be avoided in the future, the team believes the research could help to 
enable "a better understanding of future superstorms. "  
More from AOL.com : Yes, defecting to Mars during Trump's presidency is theoretically possible The universe 
could tear itself apart one day Serene-looking planet offers nothing but hardship and torture 
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Scientists record breach in magnetic field

worlwidebuzz.com/sciencenature/scientists-record-breach-in-magnetic-field/

Image copyright

Science Photo Library

Image caption

Artwork: The Earth’s magnetosphere protects the planet from a continuous flow of cosmic radiation

Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth’s magnetic shield was breached.

Openings in the planet’s magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data

while such an event is in progress.

A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays associated with the opening.

The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India, recorded

a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015.

“In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The magnetic

field strength reduced only by 2%,” Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL told the BBC.

Earth’s magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the planet’s

biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.

The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass

ejections (CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.
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The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth’s

magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern

lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 team on this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield

temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray

particles to enter our atmosphere.

Dr Gupta said that the CRL’s measurements of the two-hour breach “gives us much more comprehensive

information over a much larger region of space than the satellite based instruments”.

The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope’s combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the

accidental observations.

“We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of CMEs,

but the Indian study adds a new element to this endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle event

during the arrival of a particular cloud,” Dr Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist at the

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News.

A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there

are ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather.

“They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities,

disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and just about

anything that uses electricity,” said Dr Harrison.

In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to or

the loss of spacecraft – although such events are expected to be rare.

Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such

events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware that

can issue a reliable alert, Dr Gupta said.
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The magnetosphere of the Earth cracked

webcache.googleusercontent.com/search

The magnetosphere of the Earth, which is our shield against cosmic radiation, and radiation cracking. Such

disturbing figures, published in astrophysics from the Tata Institute of fundamental research.

22 Jun 2015 muon telescope of the GRAPES-3, which is located in the Indian town of Ooty, has registered a

surge of galactic cosmic rays with energy exceeding 20 GeV (20 billion electron volts). The activity of galactic

cosmic rays lasted 2 hours and coincided with a coronal mass ejection on the Sun that collided with the

magnetosphere of our planet.

This collision caused compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere in 3 times and caused powerful geomagnetic

storm that triggered the auroras, interference in radio in many countries located in high latitudes.

A group of scientists have created a computer model of what happened and found out that the surge of galactic

cosmic rays due to the temporary occurrence of cracks in the magnetic shield of the Earth.

Astrophysicists believe that this crack was the result of a collision with the magnetosphere of the giant size cloud

of solar plasma ejected by the Sun. Scientists reported that the earth’s atmosphere then penetrated particles of

cosmic rays.

The article about this discovery, published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
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innovations-report.com/html/reports/physics-astronomy/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield.html 

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth's magnetic shield 

03.11.2016 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of 
galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of 
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's 
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive 
cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that 
indicated a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield 

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora 
borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries. 

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, 
which acts as the first line of defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, 
thus protecting life on our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations 
performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily 
cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray 
particles to enter our atmosphere. 

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth 
where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The 
data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core 
computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic 
Ray Laboratory in Ooty. 

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters 

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global 
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is 
playing a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread 
excitement in the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media. 

Research paper: P. K. Mohanty et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 (2016), 

APS Physics highlight: http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101 
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-
bagprize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field 

Media Contact : Pravata K Mohanty 

pkm@tifr.res.in http://www.tifr.res.in  
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Scientists have detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic

shield

alwareness.com /en/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

Posted on 10 November 2016

Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet,

shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.

But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and

they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere

has been cracked.

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a

massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015.

For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-

energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light.

These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft , and Earth’s magnetic shield is

our first line of defence against them.

About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun’s corona (or outer

atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for

radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America.

It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis – which is created when charged particles from outer space

reach Earth’s atmosphere.

But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays.

A team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the

GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,

and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.

In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the

magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.
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The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually ‘reconfigure’ our magnetic

shield, prising open weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.

“This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching its

shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,” Katherine Wright explains on the

American Physical Society website.

The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field

is changing – or rather, weakening – in certain parts.

“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this

event,” the researchers report.

“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space.”

So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be

cracked at all.

There’s not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to search for these

cracks as they happen – and in past events – we’ll be better prepared to deal with the next time those cosmic

rays burst through and wreak havoc.
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Scientists record breach in magnetic field
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Image copyrightScience Photo Library

Image caption Artwork: The Earth’s magnetosphere protects the planet from a continuous flow of

cosmic radiation

Scientists have recorded the events that unfolded after the Earth’s magnetic shield was breached.

Openings in the planet’s magnetic field are not uncommon, but it is rarer to get the opportunity to gather data

while such an event is in progress.

A cosmic ray monitoring facility recorded a burst of cosmic rays associated with the opening.

The magnetic field breach was the result of charged particles from the Sun striking the Earth at high speed.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty, southern India, recorded

a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 gigaelectronvolts (GeV) on 22 June 2015.

“In this case the magnetic field was breached for only two hours and then returned back to normal. The magnetic

field strength reduced only by 2%,” Dr Sunil Gupta, lead scientist at the CRL told the BBC.

Earth’s magnetic shield, or magnetosphere, extends over a radius of a million kilometres. It protects the planet’s

biosphere from the continuous flow of solar and other cosmic radiation.

The Sun periodically ejects vast clouds of charged particles into space in events known as coronal mass

ejections (CMEs). Each one can contain a billion tonnes of charged gas, or plasma.

The giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona in 2015 caused massive compression of the Earth’s

magnetosphere and triggered a severe geomagnetic storm. In turn, this generated aurora borealis (northern

lights), and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 team on this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield

temporarily opened up in response to the incoming solar plasma, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray

particles to enter our atmosphere.
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Dr Gupta said that the CRL’s measurements of the two-hour breach “gives us much more comprehensive

information over a much larger region of space than the satellite based instruments”.

The GRAPES-3 Muon telescope’s combination of a large area and directional measurement enabled the

accidental observations.

“We have been aware of impacts on the Earth from solar activity for a long time through the discovery of CMEs,

but the Indian study adds a new element to this endeavour, with detailed analysis of a major particle event

during the arrival of a particular cloud,” Dr Richard Harrison, head of space physics and chief scientist at the

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK, told BBC News.

A major event could occur any time with potentially significant impacts on human infrastructure. As such, there

are ongoing efforts to improve the prediction of this so-called space weather.

“They can short circuit power supplies such as high voltage transformers which provide power to our cities,

disrupt communication satellites and therefore will affect, for example, internet, mobile phones and just about

anything that uses electricity,” said Dr Harrison.

In addition, he said, a major solar storm could also threaten humans in space, with the potential for damage to or

the loss of spacecraft – although such events are expected to be rare.

Scientists at CRL hope that the vast amount of data now available would enable them to better predict such

events and take preventative measures. But the real challenge is to devise appropriate electronic hardware that

can issue a reliable alert, Dr Gupta said.

The findings have been published in the journal Physical Review Letters.
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
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Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015

lasting for two hours. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and

moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of

Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that

generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

Astronomy News — ScienceDaily
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Crack In Earth’s magnetic shield greater than expected 

Analysis of a cosmic event from Jun. 2015 revealed Earth’s magnetic shield cracked, allowing cosmic rays to leak into the atmosphere 
and causing geomagnetic storms in the Northern Hemisphere. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, detected a spike in cosmic ray levels in Jun. 2015, but the severity of the event wasn’t 
revealed until Nov. 2016 through a study published in the scientific journal Physical Review Letters. 

The study reports for two hours on Jun. 22, 2015, particles from a giant cloud of fast-moving plasma penetrated the Earth’s 
atmosphere at approximately 1.6 million mph. The particles, originating from the surface of the sun, caused the Earth’s 
magnetosphere to shrink from 11 times to 4 times the earth’s radius — allowing harmful solar winds to breach the Earth’s surface. 

http://www.opposingviews.com/i/world/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-
magnetic-shield  
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Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered

Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered

If you’re looking for something to take your mind off of the presidential election, this might do the trick. A giant

crack has been discovered in the Earth’s magnetosphere – our first line of defense against those pesky cosmic

rays that bring down electrical power grids, mess up global positioning systems, garble communications and

make your skin look like the last rotisserie chicken in the grocery store oven at closing time. What’s worse, the

crack opened over a year ago and we’re just learning about it now. Have you forgotten about who’s running yet?

The crack was discovered by researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR) Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty, India, using data recorded by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope (Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV

EnergieS 3rd establishment), the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope. They noticed that data

from June 22, 2015, showed a two-hour-long…
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In case some haven't heard this news, this is EXACTLY what I stated

would happen on Coast to Coast AM. As the Killshot is nearly upon us, the

combination of scientifically discovered "super flares", combined with a

weakening magnetic field around Earth, will be the perfect storm for

allowing the Killshot to end life as we know it on Earth  penetrating the

atmosphere to bring radiation down to ground level. The news reports and

government preparations have risen into a frenzy lately; easily seen by

those paying attention.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releas…/2016/…/161103125930.htm

9 November 2016 · 

Crack discovered in Earth's magnetic shield
The GRAPES3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about

20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours. The burst occurred when a giant

cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about

2.5 million…
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of galactic 
cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, buy forte canada on 22 June 2015, lasting for two hours.  
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GRAPES-3 Indicates a Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield

right.is/watercooler/2016/11/grapes-3-indicates-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-4555.html

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR’s) Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two

hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis,

and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield

Credit: TIFR

 

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on

this event indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. 

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The

data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
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Laboratory in Ooty.

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is playing

a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread excitement in

the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media.

Contacts and sources:

Pravata K Mohanty

Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

Citation: Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst

P. K. Mohanty, K. P. Arunbabu, T. Aziz, S. R. Dugad, S. K. Gupta, B. Hariharan, P. Jagadeesan, A. Jain, S. D.

Morris, B. S. Rao, Y. Hayashi, S. Kawakami, A. Oshima, S. Shibata, S. Raha, P. Subramanian, and H.

Kojima Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 171101 – Published 20 October 2016APS Physics highlight:

http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2016/oct/21/flash-physics-physicists-call-for-food-strategy-lhc-trio-bag-

prize-cosmic-rays-elude-geomagnetic-field

 http://www.ineffableisland.com/
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PTI — By PTI | Nov 03, 2016 06:42 pm

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

freepressjournal.in/webspecial/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/966316

Washington/Pune: The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a

burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists. The

burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm, repots

PTI.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Also Read: Repeating mysterious cosmic radio bursts detected

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defense,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty. Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical

power grids, global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

en.vyganews.com/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

0 comments, 21/11/2016, by , Vyga News in Lifestyle

Washington

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about

2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,
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shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

-Agencie
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

hindustantimes.com/tech/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield/story-PSWNBbaRpWfWUDAe7ZwDCJ.html

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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By Avinash Nandakumar 11/4/2016

Indian scientists detect burst in cosmic rays through crack in

Earth’s magnetic shield

indialivetoday.com/indian-scientists-detect-burst-cosmic-rays-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/55595.html

Pune,Nov4:The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists. The burst

occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing

massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million km per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and

radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical

Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the telescope around midnight on June 22, 2015.
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Indian Muon Trackers Get A Handle On Solar Storms

indiandefence.com/threads/indian-muon-trackers-get-a-handle-on-solar-storms.56771/

1. seiko VETERAN FULL MEMBER

The scientists identified a muon burst that correlated with a change in

the earth’s magnetic field

The GRAPES-3 experiment is a special telescope-array established in Ooty to

detect muons from cosmic ray showers. The experiment has detected a surge

in muon intensity correlated with a weakening of the earth’s magnetic field due to a solar

storm that hit the earth on June 22, 2015. The results have been published in the journal

Physical Review Letters. An Indo-Japanese collaboration, this experiment is unique in that

it can be used to study solar storms and space weather at distances up to two times the

earth’s radius, unlike satellite-based studies that can yield information only about what is

happening in their vicinity.

A coronal mass ejection (CME) left the sun on June 21, 2015 and, along with two such

others that left the sun on June 18 and 19, reached earth on June 22, 2015. Solar flares

are often followed by CMEs which are nothing but giant clouds of plasma which also

contain embedded magnetic fields. This CME was associated with a solar flare from the

sunspot region 12371 near the central disc of the sun. This caused a solar storm and

ensuing radio blackouts and Aurora Borealis. Analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon-

tracking telecope, scientists have inferred that while it lasted, the CME resulted in

weakening the earth’s magnetic field, allowing high energy cosmic rays to burst through.

This method can serve as a monitor of solar storms. “Galactic cosmic rays producing a

muon burst were bent in the space surrounding the Earth over a volume that is 7 times that

of the Earth, and hence they serve as a monitor of the solar storm over this volume. This is

in stark contrast to the satellite based measurements that provide only in situ information.”

Says S.K. Gupta, Senior Professor and head of the GRAPES-3 experiment, based in Tata

Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai, in an email to this correspondent.

The earth’s atmosphere provides a shield against UV rays and other incident particles. But

its protection stretches to less than 100 km around the earth. The stronger protection

comes from the earth’s magnetic field which stretches to around 10 times the radius of the

earth – about 60,000 km beyond the surface. This magnetic field deflects most of the

galactic cosmic rays – high-energy charged particles that are incident on earth from space.

The magnetic field forms the first line of defence against cosmic rays by imposing a

threshold energy per unit charge. Only charged particles that have higher energy than this

threshold can fall on the earth.

The analysis shows a peak in the incoming intensity of muons detected, correlated with a

negative spike in the component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the ecliptic (the

ecliptic is the plane of the sun’s apparent orbit). This shows the weakening of the earth’s

magnetic field because of the coronal mass ejection

There is a 32-minute lapse between the muon burst and the arrival of the interplanetary

magnetic field. This is because of the time taken for the galactic cosmic rays to diffuse

through the magnetised plasma.

Super storms

The largest recorded solar storm in history is the Carrington event of 1859, which disrupted

telegraph lines on earth for several hours. This storm caused Aurorae to be recorded even
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as far south as Florida State in the USA.

If a storm of this magnitude should occur today, it would cripple all the VLSI-based

communication systems, smart devices, mobile phones, computer networks and satellites,

causing chaos. Since such a storm would imply a greater lowering of the threshold of

cosmic rays, the incident muons would have much lower energy than the burst of muons in

the present measurement, and hence, they would take longer to diffuse through.

Therefore, detecting such muon bursts could serve as an early warning in the case of a

superstorm.

Commenting on this, Prof. Gupta says, “A lot of research needs to be done to make it a

practical proposition. However, there is a definite potential in this technique to provide an

early warning of solar storms.”

http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/sc...solar-storms/article9281700.ece?homepage=true
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Indian scientists find crack in Earth's magnetic shield. Know

how it will impact us?

indiatvnews.com/news/world-indian-scientists-find-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield-know-how-it-will-impact-us-355200

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, which protects us from

harmful radiation, charged particles and meteorites.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million km per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty,

indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Share This ArticleShare
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Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the telescope around midnight on June 22, 2015.

(With agency input)
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PTI

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

msn.com/en-in/news/techandscience/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/ar-AAjRkHt

China launches its most powerful rocket

© image

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Indian researchers find crack in Earth’s magnetic field 

 

11/4/2016 

India 

Thursday, November 10, 2016 
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By 

Meenakshi Rawat 

- 

04/11/2016 

A breach in the protective magnetic shield of the earth 
has been observed by the largest and the most sensitive 
cosmic ray monitor in the world, the GRAPES -3 muon 
telescope located in Ooty. The telescope detected a 
burst of the galactic cosmic radiation, which indicated a 
crack in the planet’s magnetic shield. The break 
happened when a massive blast of a giant cloud of 
plasma which has been ejected by solar corona struck 
Earth at a very high speed. This resulted in the 
compression of the magnetic field of Earth and caused a 
massive geomagnetic storm. 

The breach in the magnetic field was detected by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research Cosmic Ray 
Laboratory in Ooty and lasted for two hours. The giant plasma plume ejected by the sun’s corona raced at 
more than 2.5 million kilometres miles per and hour struck the planet precipitating a massive geomagnetic 
storm causing radio blackouts in countries situated in the high altitudes. It causes the magnetosphere to be 
compressed by 11 to 4 times the radius of the Earth. 

The magnetosphere is imperative for the survival of life on earth, and it protects life on Earth from the 
continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays. The magnetosphere also ensures that Earth has an 
atmosphere of lifegiving gases like oxygen. Otherwise, the atmosphere will be chiselled off slowly just like on 
Mars. 

The breach happened due to magnetic reconnection allowing the lower energy Galactic cosmic ray particles 

to enter the atmosphere. This was confirmed by Pravata K Mohanty, a researcher at the GRAPES-3 facility. 

The planet’s magnetic force bent the cosmic rays by 180 degrees causing it to turn from the day part to the 

night-side of the Earth where it was picked up as a burst by the radio telescope around midnight on June 22, 

2015. 
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Scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic field, here is how it 
will affect you 
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- 
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A breach in the protective magnetic shield of the earth has 
been observed by the largest and the most sensitive cosmic 
ray monitor in the world, the GRAPES -3 muon telescope 
located in Ooty. The telescope detected a burst of the 
galactic cosmic radiation, which indicated a crack in the 
planet’s magnetic shield. The break happened when a 
massive blast of a giant cloud of plasma which has been 
ejected by solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed. 
This resulted in the compression of the magnetic field of 
Earth and caused a massive geomagnetic storm. 

The breach in the magnetic field was detected by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research Cosmic Ray 
Laboratory in Ooty and lasted for two hours. The giant plasma plume ejected by the sun’s corona raced at 
more than 2.5 million kilometres miles per hour and struck the planet precipitating a massive geomagnetic 
storm causing radio blackouts in countries situated in the high altitudes. It causes the magnetosphere to be 
compressed by 11 to 4 times the radius of the Earth. 

Why is Earth’s magnetosphere important? 

The magnetosphere is imperative for the survival of life on earth, and it protects life on Earth from the 
continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays. The magnetosphere also ensures that Earth has an 
atmosphere of lifegiving gases like oxygen. Otherwise, the atmosphere will be chiselled off slowly just like on 
Mars. 

The breach happened due to magnetic reconnection allowing the lower energy Galactic cosmic ray particles 
to enter the atmosphere. This was confirmed by Pravata K Mohanty, a researcher at the GRAPES-3 facility. 
The planet’s magnetic force bent the cosmic rays by 180 degrees causing it to turn from the day part to the 
night-side of the Earth where it was picked up as a burst by the radio telescope around midnight on June 22, 
2015  
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Scientists detect a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield 

 

Kavita Iyer 11/5/2016 

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield that reveal burst in 
cosmic rays 
According to scientists, the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, recorded a 
burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. The GRAPES-3 muon 
telescope recorded the burst when a giant cloud of plasma moving at a speed of 2.5 million kilometres per 
hour struck Earth last year, causing a severe compression of its magnetosphere and activating a severe 
geomagnetic storm. 

Solar storms can cause major disturbance to human civilisation by affecting satellite operations and 
communications, large electrical power grids and global positioning systems (GPS). 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory 
in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV around midnight of 22 June 
2015, which lasted for two hours. 

The magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, where they were detected as a burst by the 
GRAPES3 muon telescope last year. 

“The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth,” the authors 
wrote in the study, published in Physical Review Letters. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, struck our planet at a speed 
of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere – the region 
around the planet which holds the magnetic field – from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. 

The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually ‘reconfigure’ our 
magnetic shield, forcing open weak spots to allow radiation and cosmic rays slip through. It also brought down 
radio signals and sparked vivid northern lights across many countries in the north of the world. It also resulted 
in a supercharged aurora borealis, which is created when charged particles from outer space reach Earth’s 
atmosphere. 

The researchers explained the fact that this happened at all is a concern, as it suggests that our magnetic 
field is changing – or rather, weakening – in certain parts. 

“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this 
event,” the researchers report. 

“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better 
understanding of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and 
endanger the lives of the astronauts in space.” 

The data was examined and understood through comprehensive simulation over several weeks by using the 
1280-core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the 
Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty. 

Source: Science Alert 
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by tennews.in 11/6/2016

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

tennews.in/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-shield-2/

Washington/Pune, Nov 3 (PTI)

T

he world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about

2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

ucnews.in/news/201-3177091559888008/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield.html

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu, has recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

According to scientists, the burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and

moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of

Earth’s magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.
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Indian researchers find crack in Planet's magnetic shield 

 

The largest and most sensitive cosmic ray screen of the world, located in India, has recorded a blast of 
galactic cosmic rays that signifies a fracture in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists. 

The blast happened when a giant cloud of plasma ejected in the solar corona hit Earth at a very high 
speed causing substantial compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and activating a severe 
geomagnetic storm. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays 
of about 20 GeV lasting for two hours at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray 
Laboratory. 

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated radio signal blackouts and aurora borealis in 
many high-latitude states, based on the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week. 

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of 
defense, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thereby protecting life 
from these high-intensity dynamic radiations on our planet. 

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 research workers, including Pravata K Mohanty, 
signal the Earth's magnetic shield briefly split because of the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, 
letting the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. 

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degrees, in the day-side to the night-side of the 
Earth where it was discovered as a blast by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid night on 22 June 
2015. 

The data was analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks through the use 
of the 1280-center computing farm which was assembled in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of engineers 
and physicists at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty. 
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IMPHAL, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2016

IMC launches license drive

Contd from page 1

As per an Act of IMC, all shops which are not registered

should pay Rs 200 each every day as fine, the Mayor said.

He then appealed to all shopkeepers/shop owners to

register their shops and obtain licences which have one

year’s validity instead of paying Rs 200 everyday.

All gates and doors built across gallis within Imphal city

by private residents should be removed at the earliest, he

added.

IMC will carry out a publicity round in this regard if the

gates and doors are not removed within seven days after

the publicity round, the gates and the doors would be

demolished, Sunil said.

Noting the inconveniences caused to pedestrians by mer-

chandises piled up on footpaths by adjoining shops, the

Mayor stated that shops should stop laying out their mer-

chandises on footpaths.

Deputy Mayor Meibon Phaomei asked all shopkeepers

to keep at least one fire extinguisher each at their shops.

They should also keep adequate quantity of small changes

(money) in the interest of shoppers.

He said that necessary steps would be initiated to ad-

dress the problem of manpower shortage in IMC.

Students protest frequent transfer

Contdf from page 1

for Imphal College”, “Imphal College is not a political arena”,

etc.

Imphal College Students’ Union general secretary

Wahengbam Anand said that their Principal was replaced

four times within this year.

Keeping the college under Principals-in-charge has se-

verely affected the academic atmosphere as well as college

administration, Anand said.

He then appealed to the State Government to appoint a

regular Principal on permanent basis at the earliest else the

students would be constrained to launch different modes of

agitation.

Blockade to continue : ATSUM

Contd from page 1

exception to the news report carried by a daily under the

caption, ‘UNC bandh cripples NHs’ and added that this is a

malafide intention to split the unity and solidarity of the

tribals. The sentence ‘supported by ATSUM’ is also

misleading and unfounded, added the student body.

ATSUM further said that all the tribal students who have

been admitted to various PG courses in MU in violation of

the proceedings adopted by MUTSU and notice of ATSUM

on October 31 should explain their stand on November 5.

Injured Health Director opts

for private hospital

By Our Staff Reporter

IMPHAL, Nov 3: State Health Director Dr Okram Ibomcha

sustained injuries in a road accident near Sanjenthong bridge

late last evening. But the Director opted for a private hospital

rather than going to any of the Government hospitals thereby

evoking some serious questions on the quality and efficiency

of Government hospitals in comparison to Government

hospitals.

Even though the exact nature of the accident and degree

of injuries sustained by the Director could not be ascer-

tained, sources informed that he was admitted in Raj

Medicity.

The Director was travelling with his security escorts and

driver when he met with the road accident.

The Director was undergoing treatment in Raj Medicity's

ICU. But another source informed that Dr O Ibomcha was

out of danger and he would be discharged soon.

Lungnila Elizabeth death anniv

IMPHAL, Nov 3: The 13th death anniversary of Lungnila

Elizabeth would be observed this coming  Friday at Kyamgei,

Heibong Makhong under the aegis of MAMI Artistes

Association .

Offering of floral tribute to the photograph of the de-

ceased,  prayer songs and presentation of gifts to the old

and  needy will be the main features of the event.

47th short play competition put off

IMPHAL, Nov 3: The 47th Short Play Competition for

Creative Direction' which was scheduled to be held on

November 6, 2016 at Manipur Dramatic Union hall under

Theatre Centre, Manipur has been postponed  due to some

unavoidable circumstances, to December 7. The time and

venue will remain the same.

Furthermore, theatre organizations which missed the

deadline to submit applications for participation earlier can

now submit the required documents to the general secre-

tary or president of the Theatre Centre on or before

November 13.

Sit-in-protest held

By Our Staff Reporter

IMPHAL, Nov 3: A sit in protest was held today at Nongada

Mayai Leikai, Imphal East  against the alleged inhuman man-

handling of DESAM president Moirangthem Angamba (33)

s/o (L) M Saratchandra.

The protest demonstration  was jointly organised by

Eastern Lion Club, Eastern Unit Club, Kameng Meira Paibi,

Nongada Mayai Leikai Meira Paibi, Nongada Makha Leikai

Meira Paibi and Awang Leikai Meira Paibi.

According to Khongbantabam Jamuna, secretary of

Nongada Meira Paibi, the  extreme action of the police

against an unarmed student is rather inhuman. The way

Angamba was blindfolded and gagged when he was in

police custody was something reserved for terrorists. She

said that Angamba is still finding it difficult to move and

walk due to the injuries he sustained.

Condemning the alleged high handedness of police, she

demanded that the Government should take up befitting

action against those police personnel involved in torturing

the DESAM president.

2nd review cum mentoring meet held
By Our Staff Reporter

IMPHAL, Nov 3: The 2nd

Review cum Mentoring

Meeting of NE-BLISS

(Biotechnology Labs in

Senior Secondary Schools)

was opened today at Hotel

Classic Grande.

The two-day meeting is

being organised by the In-

stitutional Biotech Hub, GP

Women’s College under the

sponsorship of the Depart-

ment of Biotechnology,

Government of India.

CAU Vice-Chancellor Dr

Moirangthem Premjit, GP

Women’s College Principal

Abdul Gaffar, Science and

Technology Director Uttam

Chand Laishram, Depart-

ment of Biotechnology

Advisor Dr T Madhan

Mohan, ILS Bhubaneshwar

Director Dr B Ravindram

and Institute of

Bioresources and Sustain-

able Development (IBSD)

Manipur Director Prof

Dinabandhu Sahoo attended

the opening session as pre-

sidium members.

IBT Hub, GP Women’s

College Coordinator Dr Y

Sunitibala said that 88

schools were selected under

NE-BLISS programme

from across the North East-

ern States.

The selected schools in-

clude 53 from Assam, 26

from Manipur, four from

Tripura, two from

Nagaland and three from

Mizoram.

It is reported that school

Principals, Coordinators and

experts from Manipur and

Delhi are participating in the

2nd Review cum Mentoring

meeting.

State inks MoU with Civil

Aviation Ministry

Contd from page 1

A team of the Ministry of Civil Aviation led by Ashok

Gajapathi Raju Pusapati arrived at Imphal airport at around 2

pm where the team was warmly welcomed by Education and

Transport Minister Kh Ratankumar and BJP Manipur Pradesh

president K Bhabananda.

Speaking to media persons on his arrival at Imphal

Tulihal International Airport, the Union Civil Aviation

Minister while noting that there were many unserved and

under-served areas, stated that they were committed to

enhance regional connectivity in the North East region.

He stated that the Ministry is looking forward to en-

hance air connectivity in the region in such a way that it

is economically viable.

In order to enhance regional connectivity, the Ministry

has formulated schemes which would entail direct involve-

ment of State Governments.

Improving air connectivity will help economic growth,

promote tourism, industrial growth and introduction of air

cargo service will further boost the region’s economy, as-

serted the Union Civil Aviation Minister.

Rural connectivity is crucial in view of the fact that

India is a big country and the Ministry is committed to

enhance rural air connectivity to the maximum possible

level, he added.

ZUF claims

Contd from page 1

at Tarung Langol, Imphal and warned that all those who have

been warned earlier will face heavy punishment in case they

do not mend their ways.

Honour MoUs : UNC to State Govt

Contd from page 1

culture, custom and time honored-institutions at all cost. We

are the owner of our land and we will never allow anyone to

decide for the Nagas. We strongly oppose the proposed

upgradation of the so called Sadar Hills and Jiribam sub

division into full fledged districts," the UNC reiterated in

another statement.

The UNC accused Chief Minister O bobi Singh of "cre-

ating trouble" between the Nagas and the Kukis. "Manipur

Assembly election is just round the corner, and so, desper-

ate Ibobi Singh has come up with the vote-bank politics,"

the UNC stated. The UNC warned that in the event of any

"unwanted situation" Chief Minister O Ibobi Singh "will be

held responsible".

Oil pumps run dry, IOC

depot remains shut

Contd from page 1

news item.

They maintained that they would carry on the strike

unless a clarification is issued.

With regard to the news item in question, The Sangai

Express would like to point out that there were reports

about adulteration of fuel as well as siphoning off of fuels

at improper places, sometimes resulting in infernos.

If the particular news item hurt all oil tanker drivers, it

is sincerely regretted.

Cyclone to hit State on Nov 5/6

Contd from page 1

The sea condition would be "rough to very rough" off north

Andhra Pradesh coast on November 4, from November 4-5

along the Odisha coast and off the West Bengal coast from

November 4 to November 6.

Fishermen have been advised to be cautious while ven-

turing into the sea along and off north Andhra Pradesh,

Odisha and West Bengal coasts during next 24-72 hours.

PTI

TR Zeliang bats for dialogue

Contd from page 1

are mainly for development of the town and to pay the salary

of the workers.

The CM announced that elections to the urban local

bodies in the State will commence from January 2017 in

those places where there had been no opposition to hold-

ing the polls with 33 per cent reservation for women.

PRJA pays tribute to Malom victims

Contd from page 1

empower the army to kill on suspicion’ and how her non-

violent struggle was met with indifference from the Govt.

She explained that she has now decided to undertake

political means ‘to fight with a new vigor’ for justice and

democracy.

PRJA acknowledged the donation of Rs 2000 from one

of the victim's families to finance Irom Sharmila’s political

journey.

Sharmila said that AFSPA is undemocratic and added

that annually Rs 500 crore is needed for the maintenance

of the said Act.

Even the distrubed area tag, under which AFSPA is im-

posed is not based on people's mandate but carried out

under the  whims of the Governor, the State Government

and the Central Government, said PRJA in a statement.

Man kills wife, commits suicide

Contd from page 1

family found Sanjita dead on the bed with severe head injuries

and Boyai’s lifeless body hanging from the ceiling. The

couple left behind a two old daughter.

The reason behind the incident is still unknown.

Jiri police have sent the bodies to Imphal for post-

mortem.

A case has been registered at Jiri police station.

New DD channel in NE on Dec 25

Contd from page 1

-based programmes in Assamese, Bengali, English and other

languages of the North East region.

“The existing channel has not been able to meet the

cultural needs of the area because of its cultural diversity

and multiple languages and dialects,” said Prakash.

The proposal to launch DD Arun Prabha was initially

announced in Narendra Modi Government’s first budget.

The proposal was subject to clearances till now.

This move also comes as a part of Doordarshan’s initia-

tive to strengthen its activities in the North East.

In September, Doordarshan had partnered with an out-

door music festival of Arunachal Pradesh called Ziro Festival

of Music, which is organized by a local cultural organisa-

tion, Tourism Department of Arunachal Pradesh and the

Ministry of Development of North East Region.

“North East is an area that needs our focus. There are so

many States with such diverse cultures and languages. We

had asked the Government a few years ago that every State

in that region needs a separate channel, given the diver-

sity,” said Prakash.

In its October 17 meeting, the Prasar Bharati board had

also given an ultimatum to Doordarshan to auction the

prime time programming slots of DD National to private

producers. The broadcaster has already conducted two

failed application rounds (citing shortcomings in applica-

tions) and is planning to conduct a final amended round,

starting November 15. Doordarshan is planning to conduct

the auction on December 14-15, and will roll out the new

programming from February 2017. Courtesy-livemint

NE NSS fest

By Our Staff Reporter

IMPHAL, Nov 3 : The State National Service Scheme (NSS)

Cell, Govt of Manipur has invited applications from interested

NSS units of the State for the participation in the NE NSS

Festival 2016, which is being organized at the Art & Culture

Auditorium Beraw Tlang/Tourism Building Beraw Tlang,

Aizawl, Mizoram from Nov 22 to 26.

AMTUC, AMGEO continue stir

By Our Staff Reporter

IMPHAL, Nov 3: The JAC of AMTUC & AMGEO has noti-

fied that the black badge stir will continue for 7 more days from

November 4 to 11 as the State Government has still not re-

sponded their call.

In a statement, the JAC said that the 7 more days of stir

has been called against the failure of the Chief Minister to

respond to the ultimatum submitted on October 10, which

pertained to the 7th Central Pay with 22 charter of de-

mands.

Indian scientists detect crack

in Earth's magnetic shield

NEW, DELHI, Nov 3: The world's largest and most sensitive

cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's

magnetic shield, according to scientists. The burst occurred

when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona

struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression

of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe

geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute

of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty

in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of

about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected

from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about

2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing

a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to

4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe

geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio

signal blackouts in many high latitude countries, according

to the study published in the journal Physical Review Let-

ters this week.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million

kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence, shielding

us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic

rays, thus protecting life on our planet from these high

intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 re-

searchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the oc-

currence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmos-

phere. PTI

Alleged molestation of minor

Suo moto case registered
By Our Staff Reporter

IMPHAL, Nov 3: The

Manipur Commission for

Protection of Child Rights

(MCPCR) has registered a

suo-moto case regarding the

alleged physical assault/

molestation of a minor girl

by the Headmaster of her

school.

Speaking to media per-

sons today, MCPCR

member S Shyamcharan

said that he along with an-

other member namely K

Pradipkumar today went to

the village where the al-

leged physical assault/

molestation case took place

as reported in some local

dailies after registering a

suo-moto case.

They met the father of

the victim girl and four

teachers of the school

where the minor girl was

studying. The girl was stay-

ing in a private hostel run

by a teacher of the school.

He also said that the

school is a co-educational

elementary school having

classes from Nursery to 7

standard.

The father said that they

learnt about the alleged

molestation only when they

brought home the girl from

her hostel on November 1

(Ningol Chakkouba).

As per the statement

given by the father of the

victim before the Commis-

sion members, the victim

girl was scolded by her

elder brother for wearing

high-heel shoes but the girl

said that she was scolded

by teachers at school too.

The father, taken by sur-

prise, asked his wife why

their daughter was scolded

by the teachers of the

school.

On further enquiry, the

girl revealed how she was

molested and physically as-

saulted by the alleged

accused Thokchom Paul

(44) s/o Gouro of Andro. Th

Paul is the Headmaster of

the school where the girl is

studying, S Shyamcharan

said.

As per the statement of

the victim’s father, the girl

was molested three times

and when she made a com-

plained of a stomach pain,

the Headmaster allegedly

pressed her stomach and

other parts of the body in-

cluding private parts in the

name of giving her a treat-

ment.

After the disturbing rev-

elation, the victim’s family

members went to meet the

Headmaster regarding the

alleged molestation case and

during their meeting, the

Headmaster tried to con-

vince them to settle the

matter.

In the meantime, a stu-

dents’ organization and

local people came to know

about the alleged crime and

an angry mob ‘punished’

the accused.

However, statements of

the victim girl and her

mother could not be ob-

tained today as there was no

woman MCPCR member

during the field visit.

The alleged accused

teacher was also not found

at the village and he was

reported to be in a hospital

for medical treatment.

It is reported that Imphal

East Women police station

has taken up a case regard-

ing the incident but there is

no report of the accused

Headmaster, S

Shyamcharan being ar-

rested.

Youth festival

By Our Staff Reporter

IMPHAL, Nov 3: The district level youth festival of Imphal

East will be held on November 21, with competitions in group

folk dance, group folk song, solo classical Manipuri dance,

Hindustani classical vocal, classical sitar, classical flute,

classical tabla, hollow/electrical guitar, light harmonium,

elocution and one act play.

Youth between the ages 13 and 35, as of December 1

are eligible for participation through the Youth Centre/

Youth Club/Voluntary Organisation (not professional in-

stitution). However youth who have participated in the last

3 National Youth Festivals are not eligible for the

upcoming event.

Detailed information can be had from the office of S

Nirmalata Devi, District Youth Affairs & Sports Officer,

Imphal East, Khuman Lampak.The last date for form sub-

mission is Nov 14, said a statement.

Sensitisation workshop held
IMPHAL, Nov 3: A sensitisation and workshop programme

on Vigilance Awareness Week was organized by Manipur

Rural Bank, Keishampat on November 2 at 3.30 pm, notified

a statement.

T Hauzel Chief General Manager, Reserve Bank of

India, Imphal was the chief guest among other dignitaries.

The dignitaries spoke about the importance of vigilance

week and the speakers highlighted the need to pay loans

on time, in order to build a financially disciplined society,

said the statement.
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Indian Scientists claim there is crack in the Earth’s magnetic

shield

tech.firstpost.com/news-analysis/indian-scientists-claim-there-is-crack-in-the-earths-magnetic-shield-355664.html

#Earth

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about

2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.
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he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

PTI

Tags: Cosmic Rays, Earth, Grapes-3, Magnetic Shield, science, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

english.mathrubhumi.com/technology/science/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield-grapes-3-muon-telescope-tifr-ooty-1.1475851

Technology

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

Published: Nov 3, 2016, 03:33 PM IST

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope. Photo Credit: TIFR

Washington/Pune: The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a

burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
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Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. (PTI)
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

thejaihindexpress.in/tech/entertainment/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor,

located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that

indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to

scientists.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the

solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive

compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a

severe geomagnetic storm.

he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of

Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil

Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV

last year lasting for two hours.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed

of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s

magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in

many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this

week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of

defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on

our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate

that the Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection,

allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the

Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June

2015.

he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the

1280-core computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids,

global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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#Scientists have found crack in Earth’s magnetic shield-The

GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst |

blogs4u.in/2016/11/05/scientists-have-found-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-the-grapes-3-muon-telescope-recorded-a-burst/

Nov 05

#Scientists have found crack in Earth’s magnetic shield-The GRAPES-3 muon telescope

recorded a burst

   

Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet,

shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.

But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and

they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere

has been cracked.

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a

massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015.

For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-

energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light.

These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft, and Earth’s magnetic shield is

our first line of defence against them.

About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun’s corona (or outer

atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible

for radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America.

It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis – which is created when charged particles from outer space

reach Earth’s atmosphere.
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But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays.

A team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the

GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,

and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.

In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the

magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually ‘reconfigure’ our magnetic

shield, prising open weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.

“This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching

its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,” Katherine Wright explains on the

American Physical Society website.

The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field

is changing – or rather, weakening – in certain parts.

“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this

event,” the researchers report.

“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space.”

So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be

cracked at all.

There’s not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to search for these

cracks as they happen – and in past events – we’ll be better prepared to deal with the next time those cosmic

rays burst through and wreak havoc.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield 

 

 

India Scientists Detect Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield 

BY DANFES, AGENCY 

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of 
galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists. 

 
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected 
from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed 
causing massive compression of the Earth's 
magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic 
storm. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute 
of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray 
Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of 
galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for 
two hours. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a 
speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of 
Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. 

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts 
in many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review 
Letters this week. 

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of 
defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life 
on our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations. 

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, 
indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic 
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. 

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of 
the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 
22 June 2015. 

The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using 
the 1280-core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and 
engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty. 
Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power 
grids, global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. 
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

dmanewsdesk.com/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

Dmanewsdesk Team

November 3, 2016

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has

recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s

magnetic shield, according to scientists.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona

struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive compression of the Earth’s

magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about

2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora

borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries,

according to the study published in the journal Physical Review

Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres,

which acts as the first line of defence, shielding us from the

continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life

on our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers,

including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the Earth’s magnetic shield

temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic

ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

Leave a reply
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Scientists detect a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

huntnews.in/p/detail/852872171900211

GRAPES-3 indicates a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield that reveal burst in cosmic rays

According to scientists, the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, recorded a

burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield. The GRAPES-3 muon

telescope recorded the burst when a giant cloud of plasma moving at a speed of 2.5 million kilometres per hour

struck Earth last year, causing a severe compression of its magnetosphere and activating a severe geomagnetic

storm.

Solar storms can cause major disturbance to human civilisation by affecting satellite operations and

communications, large electrical power grids and global positioning systems (GPS).

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV around midnight of 22 June 2015,

which lasted for two hours.

The magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, where they were detected as a burst by the GRAPES-

3 muon telescope last year.

“The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth,” the authors

wrote in the study, published in Physical Review Letters.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, struck our planet at a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere – the region

around the planet which holds the magnetic field – from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually ‘reconfigure’ our magnetic

shield, forcing open weak spots to allow radiation and cosmic rays slip through. It also brought down radio

signals and sparked vivid northern lights across many countries in the north of the world. It also resulted in a

supercharged aurora borealis, which is created when charged particles from outer space reach Earth’s

atmosphere.

The researchers explained the fact that this happened at all is a concern, as it suggests that our magnetic field is

changing – or rather, weakening – in certain parts.

“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this

event,” the researchers report.

“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space.”

The data was examined and understood through comprehensive simulation over several weeks by using the

1280-core computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the

Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty.

Source: Science Alert
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Indian Grapes-3 array detects magnetosphere rupture because 
of solar flare 

m.tech.firstpost.com/news-analysis/indian-grapes-3-array-detects-magnetosphere-rupture-because-of-solar-flare-346065.html 

A simulation of the magnetosphere around the Earth. Image: NASA 

#Grapes-3 
By tech2 News Staff / 09 Nov 2016, 09:43 

The Gamma Ray Astronomy PeV EnergieS 3rd establishment (Grapes-3) 
facility in Ooty observes cosmic rays and muons. In a paper published in the 
scientific journal Physics, researches working at Grapes-3 detailed an incident that happened in 2015 
that could have implications on communication technologies. 

A Solar Flare. Image: NASA. 

A solar flare sent a cloud of plasma towards the Earth. The coronal 
mass ejection ruptured the magnetosphere around the Earth. The 
magnetosphere around the Earth acts as a shield that deflects 
cosmic rays. The rupture allowed for a two hour long shower of of 
cosmic rays. This cosmic ray shower took out radio 
communications in North and South America. 

The Grapes-3 Array in Ooty. Image: Grapes-3. 

Grapes-3 researchers observed the cosmic ray shower, as well as 
simulated the incident to numerically match expectations with the 
observations, to confirm the series of events. Massive solar flares 
in the future could rupture the magnetosphere protecting the earth, 
blocking communications and exposing the planet to a higher 
amount of radiation. 

Another view of the Grapes-3 arrray in Ooty. Image: Grapes-3. 

Cosmic rays are ambiently showering on the Earth all the time. 
However, there are cosmic ray bursts as well. At the end of the life 
cycle of a star, a supernova explosion may occur when the star 
collapses. These can trigger monster cosmic ray bursts that can 
easily toast the planet. A previously observed burst of this 
magnitude narrowly missed the Earth. Some scientists suspect 
that a pre-historic high magnitude burst scorched the air and wiped 
out the woolly mammoths 12,800 years ago. 

The Muon Detector at the Grapes-3 facility. Image: Grapes-3. 

The Grapes-3 detector is an extensive air shower (EAS) array is 
the highest density array in the world that is continuously 
observing cosmic rays. There are about four hundred plastic 
scintillator detectors with a separation of 8 meters. The Grapes-3 
installation is a collaboration of many Indian and Japanese 
universities, including Tata Institute of Fundamental Research and 
Osaka City University. 

Related: #Cosmic Ray Shower #Earth #Grapes-3 #Magnetosphere #Solar Flare 
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Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Detected 

 

Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Detected  

What is the importance of Earth’s Magnetic Shield? 
In short Magnetic Shield protects animals and humans from harmful radiation, charged particles and 
meteorites and causes the spectacular Northern Lights. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty, in India, recorded a burst of 
galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015, lasting for two hours. 
A study published in Physical Review Letters has revealed the extent of the high-intensity event for the first 
time. 

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, struck our planet at a speed 
of about 1.55 million miles (2.5 million kilometres) per hour. 

on 22 June, 2015, particles from a giant cloud of fast-moving plasma penetrated the Earth’s atmosphere. The 
particles, which originated from the surface of the Sun, were moving at about 2.5 million kilometres per hour 
when they struck our planet’s atmosphere. 

The magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degrees, where they were detected as a burst by the 
GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. 

This high-speed strike caused the Earth’s magnetosphere – the area containing the planet’s magnetic field – 
to shrink from 11 times to four times the Earth’s radius. The charged particles in Earth’s magnetosphere 
usually deflect solar winds which would otherwise bring harmful ultraviolet radiation to the Earth’s surface. 

Analysis carried out by researchers working on the GRAPES-3 telescope indicated that for a short while, the 
Earth’s magnetosphere cracked, letting some low-energy galactic cosmic rays penetrate the atmosphere. 

According to the study, the burst in cosmic activity indicated a “transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic 
shield”. Further research into the chance event may “hold clues for a better understanding of future 
superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth,” 

This would cause widespread havoc on Earth including black outs and exposure to harmful UV radiation 

Many scientists claim that The Earth's magnetic field has weakened by 15 per cent over the last 200 years 
and this could be a sign that the Earth’s poles are about to flip. We are currently due for flip but do not know 
when that will happen 

If switch happens we would get exposed to solar winds capable of punching holes into ozone layer. It will 
destroy out power grids and there will be no electricity for many months, climate on earth will get changed and 
rate of cancer will increase. 

Reality views by sm – 

Friday, November 4, 2016 

Tags – Earth Magnetic Field Crack India 

realityviews.i n /2016/11/crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield-detected.htm l 
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reporterindia 11/4/2016

Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic

shield

reporterindia.com/scientists-have-just-detected-a-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

Experts have recently found that Earth’s magnetic shield cracked open due to a super-strong

geomagnetic storm that managed to reconfigure our planet’s magnetic shield. Our planet’s

magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, and acts as the ‘first line of defense’,

protecting us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays.

The magnetosphere is a large area that encompasses our planet. Its presence alone protects the planet from

charged particles of the solar wind and deflects them around Earth.

This enormous protective natural layer around our planet extends thousands of miles into space and its

magnetism is so important and influential that it affects technology, life forms on the planet and weather patterns

as well.

Scientists used the telescope and cosmic ray detector GRAPES-3 and published the analysis of a solar storm

that occurred in June of 2015, leaving us without a magnetic shield for TWO hours.

The giant cloud of plasma -which originated in the Sun’s corona- ejected in June 2015 and eventually crashed

into our planet magnetosphere at a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour. The damage caused by

the collision was of epic proportions.

As this occurred, it caused massive radio-signal blackouts in many high-latitude countries in North and south

America. This supermassive storm also caused supercharged aurora borealis.

But over a year after the solar storm struck our magnetosphere, experts have been able to realize the extent of

damage caused by the bombardment of solar rays.
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According to experts from the Tata Institute of fundamental Research in India, after performing simulations

based on data gathered by the GRAPES-3 satellite from that day, the magnetosphere of Earth cracked open,

meaning that after all its not as secure as we thought it was.

Scientists concluded that the geomagnetic storm was so great that it actually managed to RECONFIGURE

our magnetic shield.

“This vulnerability can occur when magnetized plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching

its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles,” Katherine Wright explains on the

American Physical Society website. The research has been published in Physical Review Letters.

This is something we need to worry about. Experts say that the fact that this occurred means that our magnetic

field is changing and even weakening in certain parts.

“The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this

event,” the researchers report.

“[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space.”

In previous articles we reported about how our planet’s magnetic field is collapsing and our planet’s poles are

flipping. This could result in catastrophic events on our planet.

Scientists warn that in the last two centuries the magnetic field has weakened, suggesting that it could be a tell-

tale sign that Earth’s poles are about the flip. While experts believe a flip is overdue, they still cannot tell when it

might occur. According to researchers, the Earth’s magnetic field is in constant movement and every 2-3

hundred thousand years or so the polarity of our planet flips.

The post Scientists have just detected a crack in Earth’s magnetic shield  appeared first on EWAO.
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IISER scientist involved in discovery of crack in Earth’s 
magnetic field 
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IISER scientist involved in discovery of crack in Earth’s magnetic field  
Anjali Marar | Saturday, 5 November 2016 AT 10:14 PM IST 

 

Pune: In a recent study involving solar 
ejections hitting Earth, a team of 
IndoJapanese scientists has hinted at 
possibilities of predicting such solar 
eruptions known to interfere in the 
functioning of satellites, power grids, 
telecommunication lines, etc. 

PIC: Solar eruptions like these have 
immense potential to disrupt 
communication lines on earth. One 
such solar ejection was recently 
detected by the scientists. 

In a world, which is now increasingly 
leaning towards satellite-based 
applications like GPS, any disruption to 
telecommunication lines is unimaginable 
in this time. 

The study found solar ejections in June 2015 to have teared into the 
Earth’s magnetic field, a protective outer layer around the planet, and 
reached close to its atmosphere. 

This layer keeps away all kinds of charged particles, ultraviolet and other harmful radiations 
and acts as a cover to all kinds of life on Earth. 

GRAPE-3 telescope of Cosmic Ray Laboratory inside Tata Institute of Fundamental 
Research (TIFR), located in Ooty, detected the solar storm. 

This geomagnetic storm had reportedly resulted in radio signal blackouts in many high 
latitude countries last year. 

According to P Subramanian, senior physicist and one of the co-authors of the study from 
city-based Indian Institute of Science, Education and Research (IISER), this discovery is a 
major advancement in understanding Coronal Mass Ejections (CME), which are emitted by 
the sun. 

“With the dependence on satellites increasing, it is important to protect it from any possible 
damage caused by ejections from the sun,” P Subramanian informed Sakal Times. 

Though CMEs travel at speeds as high as 2.5 million kilometers per hour, they still need 
about 10 to 12 hours to hit Earth, but it is economically not viable nor feasible to keep 
satellites off operations for this long a period. 

sakaaltimes.co m /NewsDetails.asp x 
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“We are now working towards understanding these instances better, which can also aid in 
developing practical prediction and current status of space weather of these events in the 
future,” added Subramanian. 

Interestingly, the team has also said to have few more detections, which neared Earth post 
June last year, which they are still studying. 

Other Indian institutes, which have contributed in this discovery are TIFR, Mumbai, and Bose 
Institute, Kolkata. 
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A Solar Storm Put A Crack In Earth's Magnetic Field

sci-techuniverse.blogspot.in/2016/11/a-solar-storm-put-crack-in-earths.html

Advertisement

Earth’s magnetic field is partly responsible for a couple of things that all humans enjoy. Firstly, it conspires with

the solar wind to create those beautiful, ephemeral aurorae. Secondly, by preventing so much damaging

radiation making it to the surface, it stops us all dying – that, inarguably, is rather wonderful.

As a new study in Physical Review Letters has revealed, though, there was recently a “crack” in it.

Back in June 2015, the GRAPES-3 muon telescope based in India – one which is designed to pick up on highly

energetic interactions – spotted an increase in the flow of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) permeating through our

atmosphere. This type of radiation originates from outside our Solar System, although in this case, its source

appeared to be relatively close by in our stellar neighborhood.

A detailed analysis led by researchers at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) found that the

plasma cloud got through an unusual, temporary gap in Earth’s magnetic field.

This GCR invasion coincided with a coronal mass ejection moving at 2.5 million kilometers per hour (1.6 million

miles per hour), one that was so energetic that it caused the entire planet’s magnetic field to shrink from being 11

times the radius of Earth to just four times that. As reported by Wired, this triggered a geomagnetic storm that

both boosted the dramatic iridescence of the Northern Lights, but also brought down radio networks for some

time.

This storm was ranked as a G4 on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) scale, which

means it was rated as “severe”. It is highly likely that this powerful storm caused the crack to appear.
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A powerful coronal mass ejection seen emerging from the Sun on August 31, 2012. NASA

These storms have the potential to cause trillions of dollars of damage  to communications networks and

electrical grids, and even endanger the lives of astronauts onboard the International Space Station. In fact, the

team note in their study that “depending on the orbital variation of the cutoff rigidities, the astronauts on the

International Space Station would have received a high, and variable radiation dose during the burst.” This would

have included NASA astronaut Scott Kelly, who spent 340 days in low-Earth orbit.

Fortunately, the crack lasted for just a few hours, and the magnetic field returned to its original size and strength

shortly afterwards. There’s a good chance that this astrophysical injury would have occurred in Earth’s past, but

this particular phenomenon just hasn’t been detected until now. Of course, it’s almost certain that it will happen

again.

If anything, this study is a powerful reminder of how frighteningly energetic our local star actually is. There’s

pretty much nothing we can do about its violent outbursts, but a better understanding of their behavior can allow

us to prepare for future geomagnetic storms.

This Blog is managed by Usman Abrar. If you have any kind of query feel free to contact him by email@

iamusman93@gmail.com or Follow on Facebook  
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SimpliCity

simpli-city.in/web/science-and-technology/690/scientists-have-detected-a-crack-in-earth-039-s-magnetic-shield

Earth is such a habitable place, thanks in no small part to the vast magnetic field that surrounds our planet,

shielding us from harsh solar winds and cosmic radiation.

But scientists have been investigating one of the most powerful geomagnetic storms in recent history, and

they’ve discovered that our protective barrier isn’t as secure as we thought it was. Turns out, our magnetosphere

has been cracked.

Researchers have been analysing data from the GRAPES-3 muon telescope in Ooty, India, which recorded a

massive burst of galactic cosmic rays on 22 June 2015.

For 2 hours, Earth’s magnetosphere was being bombarded by these particles, which emit immensely high-

energy radiation, and travel through space at nearly the speed of light.

These things are so powerful, they can easily penetrate the hull of a spacecraft, and Earth’s magnetic shield is

our first line of defence against them.

About 40 hours before the June 22 event, a giant cloud of plasma was ejected from the Sun's corona (or outer

atmosphere), and eventually struck the magnetosphere at speeds of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour.

That’s not exactly news, because at the time, it triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that was responsible for

radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries in North and South America.

It also resulted in a supercharged aurora borealis - which is created when charged particles from outer space

reach Earth’s atmosphere.

But now researchers have finally realised the full extent of that relentless bombardment of cosmic rays.

A team from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in India performed numerous simulations based on the

GRAPES-3 data from that day, and the results indicate that the magnetosphere had been temporarily cracked,

and that’s why things went so haywire in our radio systems.

In fact, the team says the bombardment was so relentless, it caused a severe compression of the

magnetosphere, forcing it to shrink from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

The researchers suspect that the geomagnetic storm was powerful enough to actually 'reconfigure' our magnetic

shield, prising open weak spots to let radiation and cosmic rays slip through.

"This vulnerability can occur when magnetised plasma from the Sun deforms Earth’s magnetic field, stretching

its shape at the poles and diminishing its ability to deflect charged particles," Katherine Wright explains on the

American Physical Society website.

The fact that this happened at all is a concern, say the researchers, because it suggests that our magnetic field

is changing - or rather, weakening - in certain parts.

"The occurrence of this burst also implies a 2-hour weakening of Earth’s protective magnetic shield during this

event," the researchers report.

"[This] indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding

of future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of

the astronauts in space."

So the good news is our magnetosphere was only temporarily cracked, but the bad news is that it can be

cracked at all.
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There's not a whole lot we can do about that, but the researchers hope that by continuing to search for these

cracks as they happen - and in past events - we'll be better prepared to deal with the next time those cosmic rays

burst through and wreak havoc.
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Crack Discovered in Earth's Magnetic Shield -- Still Could Be 

Unstable a Year Later 

sitsshow.blogspot.in/2016/11/Crack-Discovered-in-Earths-Magnetic-Shield-Still-Could-Be-Unstable-a-Year-Later.html 

 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicated a 
crack in the Earth's magnetic shield. Credit: TIFR 

Source - Science Daily by Science Daily Staff 

Writer, November 3rd 2016 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 
lasting for two hours. The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and 
moving with a speed of about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression 
of Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that 
generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries. The GRAPES-3 muon 
telescope located at TIFR's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 
20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.  
The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of 
about 2.5 million kilometers per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's 
magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth. It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that 
generated aurora borealis, and radio signal blackouts in many high latitude countries. 

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometers, which acts as the first line of defence, 
shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from 
these high intensity energetic radiations. Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 collaboration on 
this event indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic 
reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere. Earth's 
magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth where it 
was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015. The data was 
analyzed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core computing 
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farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray 
Laboratory in Ooty. 

This work has recently been published in Physical Review Letters. 

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global 
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications. 

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope, the largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor operating on Earth is 
playing a very significant role in the study of such events. This recent finding has generated widespread 
excitement in the international scientific community, as well as electronic and print media. 

Source: Tata Institute of Fundamental Research 

Journal Reference: 
P. K. Mohanty, K. P. Arunbabu, T. Aziz, S. R. Dugad, S. K. Gupta, B. Hariharan, P. Jagadeesan, A. Jain, S. D. 
Morris, B. S. Rao, Y. Hayashi, S. Kawakami, A. Oshima, S. Shibata, S. Raha, P. Subramanian, H. Kojima. 
Transient Weakening of Earth’s Magnetic Shield Probed by a Cosmic Ray Burst. Physical Review Letters, 
2016; 
117 (17) DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.171101 

Source - Mysterious Universe 

Massive Crack in Earth’s Magnetic Shield Discovered 

by Paul Seaburn, November 5th 2016 

If you’re looking for something to take your mind off of the presidential election, this might do the trick. A giant 
crack has been discovered in the Earth’s magnetosphere – our first line of defense against those pesky 
cosmic rays that bring down electrical power grids, mess up global positioning systems, garble 
communications and make your skin look like the last rotisserie chicken in the grocery store oven at closing 
time. What’s worse, the crack opened over a year ago and we’re just learning about it now. Have you 
forgotten about who’s running yet? 

The crack was discovered by researchers at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s (TIFR) Cosmic Ray 
Laboratory in Ooty, India, using data recorded by the GRAPES-3muon telescope (Gamma Ray Astronomy 
PeV EnergieS 3rd establishment), the world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray telescope. They noticed 
that data from June 22, 2015, showed a two-hour-long burst of cosmic radiation ramming Earth at 2.5 million 
km (1.55 million miles) per hour. The burst measured 20 GeV – that’s 20 gigaelectronvolt or 20 billion electron 
volts. 
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The GRAPES-3 muon telescope 

What happens when that kind of cosmic force meets Earth’s magnetosphere? According to the report 
published recently in Physical Review Letters, the protective sphere surrounding the planet was severely 
dented from 11 to four times the radius of the Earth. Simulations created by the GRAPES-3 researchers 
showed that the magnetosphere cracked during the two-hour bombardment, allowing lower energy galactic 
cosmic ray particles to enter the atmosphere. 
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Illustration of cosmic wind passing through a crack in the magnetosphere before hitting Earth 

Didn’t anyone notice this on June 22nd, 2015? The data shows a strong geomagnetic storm occurred at the 
time, causing an aurora borealis and radio blackouts in high-latitude countries near the poles, but nothing 
disastrous. Did we take a cosmic bullet in an area that only caused a flesh wound? The study suggests this, 
along with a warning. 

The simultaneous occurrence of the burst in all nine directions suggests its origin close to Earth. It also 
indicates a transient weakening of Earth’s magnetic shield, and may hold clues for a better understanding of 
future superstorms that could cripple modern technological infrastructure on Earth, and endanger the lives of 
the astronauts in space. 

OK, we’re all concerned occasionally about astronauts on the ISS and Elon Musk doesn’t want the passengers 
on his Mars ships to arrive at the Red Planet extra-crispy, but what about us on Earth? We all know what kind 
of problems a loss of the electrical and communications grid can cause and none of us want to wake up to the 
smell of frying skin. But what’s really disconcerting is that it’s taken over a year for the news of this crack in the 
magnetosphere to come out. Why did it take so long? What else haven’t we been told about it? 
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Indian Scientists Detect Crack In Earth’s Magnetic Shield

softlinkweb.com/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/

A burst of galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield has been recorded by the

world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India. According to scientists, the burst occurred

when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed causing massive

compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

univ.tifr.res.in

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

The burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere

from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

nasa.gov

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

TIFR
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The data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.

Inputs From PTI

Courtesy: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/sports
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

newsmobile.in/articles/2016/11/15/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earths-magnetic-shield/amp/

The world’s largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about

2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth’s magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high-

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

Earth’s magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high-intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth’s magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degrees, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core

computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Read more:5 Pic of Sunny Leone different look in red indian saree newsfiller.com

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of

galactic cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very

high speed causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe

geomagnetic storm.

he GRAPES3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year

lasting for two hours.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a

speed of about 2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of

Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in

many high latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters

this week. 

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of

defence, shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life

on our planet from these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty,

indicate that the Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic

reconnection, allowing the lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Read More :Pak may Minorities Bill cancel,1000 girls are forcibly converted to Islam in Pak every

year 

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the dayside to the nightside of

the Earth where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES3 muon telescope around midnight on

22 June 2015.
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he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the

1280core computing

farm that was built inhouse by the GRAPES3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray

Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power

grids, global positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

paperstalk.com/mumbai/show_index_news.php

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, placed in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack within the Earth's magnetic protect, according to scientists.

The burst occurred when a large cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona stricken Earth at a very high

speed causing huge compression of the Earth's magnetic field and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope placed at Tata Institute of basic Research's cosmic ray Laboratory in Ooty in

Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of concerning twenty GeV last year lasting for 2 hours.

The burst occurred when a large cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of

regarding 2.5 million kilometres per hour affected our planet, inflicting a severe compression of Earth's magnetic

flux from eleven to four times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora and radio wave blackouts in several high latitude

countries, according to the study revealed within the journal Physical Review Letters this week. 

Earth's magnetic flux extends over a radius of a million kilometres, that acts as the initial line of defence,

shielding us from the continual flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, therefore protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, together with Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that

the Earth's magnetic defend briefly cracked owing to the prevalence of magnetic reconnection, permitting the

lower energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's field of force bent these particles concerning 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the planet

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

The data was analysed and taken through extensive simulation over several weeks by exploitation the 1280-

core computing farm that was designed in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the

cosmic ray Laboratory in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by incapacitating massive power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth’s magnetic shield

telanganareport.com/science-technology/indian-scientists-detect-crack-earths-magnetic-shield/

The largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor in the world, located in India, recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth’s magnetic shield, according to scientists.

The bursting took place when a giant plasma cloud ejected from the solar corona hit the Earth at a very high

speed causing massive compression of the Earth’s magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

The GRAPES-3 muon telescope at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in Ooty, Tamil Nadu, recorded a

galactic cosmic ray burst of about 20 GeV last year for two hours.

The explosion occurred when a giant plasma cloud ejected from the solar corona, moving at a speed of about

2.5 million kilometers per hour hit our planet, causing severe compression of the magnetosphere Earth 11 to 4

times the radius of the Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated northern lights and cuts in radio signals in many

countries of high latitude, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week.

The magnetosphere of the Earth extends over a radius of one million kilometers, which is the first line of defense,

protecting us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting the life on our planet

from these radiations Energies of high intensity.

Numerical simulations carried out by GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth’s magnetic shield has been temporarily cracked due to the appearance of magnetic reconnection, allowing

particles of galactic cosmic ray energy To enter our atmosphere.

The Earth’s magnetic field folded these particles about 180 degrees from the daytime side to the nocturnal side

 of the Earth where it was detected as a flash by the muon GRAPES-3 telescope towards the middle of the night

on June 22 2015.

The data was analyzed and interpreted using a thorough multi-week simulation using the 1280-core computer
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farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Ooty Cosmic Radiation

Laboratory.

Solar storms can cause major disruptions to human civilization by paralyzing large power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Northern Ireland's Deputy First Minister Martin McGuinness speaks to media at Stormont Castle before the arrival od Colombia's President
Juan Manuel Santos on a state visit to Belfast, Northern Ireland ––REUTERS

Hillary best to boost India-US ties: Sant Chatwal

We don’t operate on
innuendo: Obama

on FBI probe
ORLANDO, NOV 3 /--/ US President Barack Obama to-
day broke his silence over the FBI's decision to launch a
renewed probe into Hillary Clinton's use of private email
server as his secretary of  state, saying in investigations
"we don't operate on innuendo" but "concrete decisions".
Obama appeared to be critical of FBI director James B
Comey in his remarks even as the White House refuted
suggestions that the president gave any such impression.
"I do think that there is a norm that, you know, when there
are investigations, we don't operate on innuendo. We don't
operate on incomplete information. We don't operate on
leaks. "We operate based on concrete decisions that are
made," he told website NowThisNews in first public com-
ments after America's top cop announced a renewed
probe into a cache of recently discovered emails. Comey
had said the emails may or may not be pertinent to an ear-
lier investigation into Democratic presidential nominee
Clinton's handling of classified information.

Obama said he has made a "very deliberate effort to
make sure that I don't look like I'm meddling" in what are
supposed to be independent processes for making these
assessments as he went on to make his veiled criticism of
Comey's handling of the issue without naming him. "Set-
ting aside the particulars of this case. I know that she is
somebody who has always looked out for the interest of
America and the American people first," "When this was
investigated thoroughly the last time, the conclusion of
the FBI, the conclusion of the Justice Department, the
conclusion of  repeated congressional investigations was
that she had made some mistakes but that there wasn't
anything there that was prosecutable," he said. Democrats
have questioned the agency's motive behind its decision
taken days before the November 8 election, and Clinton
and her campaign have pressed Comey to put out the "full
and complete facts" about the probe. The White House,
however, refuted suggestions that Obama weighing in on
the issues reflected that he was critical of the FBI's deci-
sion in this regard.

"Nothing changed. If you read the full transcript of
the President's remarks, you will see that the President
went out of his way that he wasn't going to comment on
any specific investigation. The President said that a cou-
ple of times," White House Deputy Press Secretary Eric
Schultz said.  "We are not going to be in a position to de-
fend or criticise the FBI Director. That is our view. But
what is also true, and what Josh said on Monday and what
the President reiterated yesterday, is that we do take seri-
ously these longstanding norms and customs that histori-
cally limit the sort of public speculation and public dis-
cussion of facts and materials that are collected in the
context of  a law enforcement investigation," Schultz told
reporters. (PTI)

Hillary, Obama paint grim
picture of Trump presidency

Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

Republican Hindu body attacks
Hillary as ‘sympathetic’ to Pak

ORLANDO, NOV 3 /--/
Launching an all-out blitz,
Democratic candidate
Hillary Clinton and US
President Barack Obama
cautioned Americans
against a Donald Trump
presidency by painting a
grim picture of the country
under him as the tight
White House race entered
its final phase. "Imagine it
is January 20, 2017 and im-
agine that it is Donald
Trump standing in front of
the Capitol," Clinton said at
a rally in Tempe, Arizona.
"Imagine that he is taking
the oath of office and then
imagine that he is in the
Oval Office making the de-
cisions that affect your
lives and your future," she
said. Clinton painted a pic-
ture of her Republican
nominee as a president who
demeans women, aggra-
vates racial divisions and
could "start a real war in-
stead of  a Twitter war."
Obama echoed the views of
his former secretary of
state at an election rally in
Raleigh, North Carolina,
yesterday.

He said Clinton's oppo-

NEW YORK, NOV 3 /- -/
Hillary Clinton is the "best"
presidential candidate to boost
Indo-US ties as she understands
India and its culture well, In-
dian-American hotelier Sant
Singh Chatwal has said while
questioning her rival Donald
Trump's ability "to run a coun-
try". Chatwal, who has been a
longtime friend of the Clintons,
said the former secretary of
state has stood with India and
the Indian-American commu-
nity on vital issues like immi-
gration and supported the In-
dia-US nuclear deal. "Clinton
understands India, the Indian
culture. Indian- Americans
should vote for the candidate
who will grow India-US rela-
tions.

A Clinton presidency will
be great for the growth of the
relationship between the two
nations," Chatwal told PTI in an
interview here. The chairman
of the groups Indian-Ameri-
cans for Democrats and Friends
of Hillary for President said

Republican candidate Trump
does not know India and "does
not have the experience to run
a country and deal with the
world."

Chatwal, who has been a fi-
nancial supporter for Clinton
in her previous campaigns for
the Senate, said though Trump
has been a "very successful
businessman", he however has
filed for bankruptcy thrice
and even avoided paying taxes
by reporting nearly a billion
dollars in losses. He said a
Trump presidency will be
catastrophic for the markets
and wipe out trillions of dol-
lars from US economy. "If
Trump becomes President, the
market will drop by 25 per
cent, four-five trillion dollars
will be lost. I'm very much wor-
ried about that," he said.
"Trump does not know much
about India. Talk is very cheap
but you have got to deliver and
Clinton can deliver," he said
citing her efforts during India-
US nuclear deal negotiations.

"The next US president should
be great for India and for In-
dian-Americans," Chatwal said
adding that Clinton has an im-
pressive track record and 30
years' experience of working in
public life, from being the first
lady, a senator to the secretary
of state.

"For India and the Indian-
American community, Clinton
is the best candidate to be US
president. She has much more
knowledge and experience.
Running a country is not easy
and we need somebody as
president who has experience,
will focus on economic growth
and move the nation forward
for a better future of our chil-
dren. "The Indian-American
community has to make a
choice and see who is the best
person for taking forward the
India-US relationship and who
will be best for the economy.
Running a country is very very
difficult and you need experi-
ence. You do not want someone
to make ad hoc decisions, push

the nuclear button," he said. A
pictorial collage titled 'Hillary-
Chatwal since 1991' was dis-
played at Chatwal's luxurious
hotel in Manhattan. It has pho-
tos of Clinton and Chatwal and
their families together at vari-
ous social and political gather-
ings over the years.

Chatwal cited the Clintons'
close ties with India, including
the trips they made to the coun-
try starting from when Bill
Clinton was president. "The
Clintons opened the doors for
improving India-US relations,"
he said. Indian-Americans
have traditionally supported
the Democratic Party and
Trump too has been wooing the
strong community to make a
dent in this vote bank. In a cam-
paign ad, Trump borrowed
Prime Minister Narendra Mo-
di's winning slogan of the 2014
general polls and said "Ab ki
Baar Trump Sarkar." Chicago-
based Indian-American indus-
trialist Shalabh Kumar,
founder of the Republican

Hindu Coalition, organised a
rally in New Jersey last month
in support of  Trump, who had
said at the event that he is a "big
fan of Hindus" and of India.
Taking a dig at Trump's re-
marks to Hindus at the rally,
Chatwal said it is easy to talk in
such a manner but "India is not
only for Hindus, India has
Sikhs, Christians, Muslims and
Buddhists. "Trump has to un-
derstand that. India has a large
Muslim population, Trump
does not know that. Talk is
cheap but it is difficult to de-
liver," Chatwal said.

Urging the Indian-Ameri-
can community to exercise
their electoral right, he said
each vote will count on Novem-
ber 8. Chatwal also slammed
Trump for his views on immi-
gration, saying his policies will
rip families apart and separate
children from their parents. He
also cited a meeting between
the Clintons and Modi when
the prime minister visited the
US in 2014, saying the they will

take the bilateral ties to greater
heights. He added that the two
nations can work together in ar-
eas of  technology, infrastruc-
ture and defence. Chatwal said
prominent Indian-Americans
such as wellness guru Deepak
Chopra has voiced his support
for Clinton. He said industrial-
ist Sunil Mittal too has written
to him voicing his endorsement
for Clinton. Later in the day,
Chatwal was joined by former
chief of medicine at Mount Si-
nai Hospital and community
leader, Bhupi Patel, and promi-
nent hotelier and former com-
missioner in President
Clinton's White House Initia-
tive on Asian Americans and
Pacific Islanders, Mike Patel,
for a press conference, declar-
ing support for Clinton. Patel
said immigration, healthcare
and education were the most
critical issues for the Indian-
American community and
Clinton has strong policies in
these areas that will benefit the
community and its children.

Patel said the community has to
decide who will be an "inclu-
sive" leader for its children and
who will "judge us by the color
of our skin." He said Trump
talks about isolating the US and
insults women and handi-
capped people. "How can you
have a leader who damages glo-
bal relations. America cannot
afford to get isolated, you can-
not discriminate against mi-
norities." Patel said Clinton is
an "inclusive" leader who has
"not come to us just in the last
six months" but has worked for
the community for the last few
decades.

Urging the community to go
out and vote, he said "we have
to have a seat at the table and
have our issues heard and ad-
dressed. It is very important for
the minority community to be
involved in the political proc-
ess. We have to make our pres-
ence felt."  "We need somebody
who understands India, Indian
culture. Why go looking for
someone you dont know.  (PTI)

Temporary
lockdown at
US naval base
in Japan
TOKYO, NOV 3 /--/ A US
military base in southern
Japan went into a brief
lockdown today following
reports of gunshots, but de-
clared "all clear" after find-
ing no evidence that shots
were fired. "On November 3,
2016, at 9:33 am (0603 IST)
security received a report of
gunshots heard inside build-
ing 141... The building was
evacuated," Commander
Fleet Activities Sasebo Ja-
pan said in a Facebook post.
"THIS IS NOT A DRILL!!!"
the post said. "All clear,
lockdown has been lifted. No
evidence of shots fired or an
active shooter," it said
shortly afterwards, adding
that no injuries had been re-
ported. Commander Fleet
Activities Sasebo is an
American naval base for lo-
gistics located in the south-
western Japanese city of
Sasebo, Nagasaki prefec-
ture. Sasebo is located some
950 kilometres southwest of
Tokyo. (AFP)

‘Was surprised by decision
of fresh FBI probe’

TAMPA, NOV 3 /--/ Democratic presidential nominee
Hillary Clinton said she was "surprised" by the FBI's deci-
sion to reopen its investigations into her alleged email scan-
dal that has rocked her presidential campaign ahead of the
general elections. "Of course, I was surprised," Clinton told
the PEOPLE magazine in its latest weekly issue. However,
the 69-year-old former secretary of state said the move is
unlikely to have an impact on the election results, adding
that she is determined not to be distracted in final week of
the campaign by the noise of the latest development. "I
think the American people made up their minds about my
emails a long time ago," she said. "There have been a lot of
ups and downs in this campaign, and through it all, I've al-
ways been focused on one thing: the American people."

"Your lives, your families, the problems that keep you up
at night," she said. "That's what we're focused on in these fi-
nal days, because that's what this election is really about.
It's not about the noise and distractions. It's about what kind
of country we want for our kids, and what kind of president
can get us there," Clinton said. Meanwhile, the Fox news
reported that the FBI is giving "a very high priority" to its in-
vestigations into the Clinton Foundation. "There is an ava-
lanche of  new information coming in every day," one uni-
dentified FBI source told Fox News. Some of the new infor-
mation is coming from the WikiLeaks documents and new
emails, he added. FBI agents are "actively and aggressively
pursuing this case," and will be going back and interview-
ing the same people again, some for the third time, the re-
port said quoting unnamed sources. In an interview to Fox
News, Eric Trump, son of  Donald Trump said that it is "un-
thinkable" about a presidential candidate under FBI inves-
tigation. "We have so many problems as a nation. The last
thing that we need is this distraction," he said. "You see these
games going on You see Donna Brazile giving Hillary
Clinton the debate questions. You see these people behind
the scenes making fun of Christians and evangelicals,"
Trump said. "You see the president emailing back and forth
on a private server to Hillary and the cover-ups... You really
see the corruption of the Clinton campaign," he said. (PTI)

TAMPA, NOV 3 /--/ A Republican Hindu
organisation is running anti-Hillary
Clinton advertisement on Indian-Ameri-
can television channels, attacking the
Democratic presidential candidate as
"sympathetic towards Pakistan" and her
longtime aide for her Pakistani origin. The
29-second commercial begins with a pho-
tograph of Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and has a map of Pakistan, which includes
disputed Pakistan-occupied Kashmir as its
territory. "Hillary, sympathetic towards
Pakistan gave billions of  dollars in aid and
military equipment used against India.
She was instrumental in blocking PM Mo-
di's visa. (She) takes contributions from
countries and individuals known to sup-
port radical Islam," says the ad endorsed
by the Republican Hindu Coalition (RHC).
The advertisement also attacks former US
president and Clinton's husband Bill, and
her longtime aide Huma Abedin. "Her cur-
rent aide Huma Abedin is of Pakistani ori-
gin and will become chief of staff if she
wins. Her husband Bill Clinton wants to
give Kashmir to Pakistan," it says and calls
on Americans to "Vote Republican great
for you, great for US-Indian relations and
great for America."

Abedin's mother is of Pakistani origin
and her father is from India. She was born
in Kalamazoo, Michigan, in 1976 to Syed
Zainul Abedin, from Delhi, and Saleha
Mahmood Abedin. The family moved to
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, when Abedin was
two. RHC's head Shalabh Kumar did not
respond to questions on the ad that began
airing days ahead of the November 8 polls.

He, however, has told The New York Post
that "Huma in general is as pro-terrorist as
you could be... she's got a really dark back-
ground. I can't even fathom. I don't under-
stand why Hillary will associate herself
with Huma."

He said RHC is heavily involved in the
battleground states of Florida, North Caro-
lina and Ohio. Indian-American supporters
of Clinton slammed RHC for its commer-
cial. "This advertisement is misleading, in-
correct and false," said Ajay Jain Bhutoria,
a fund-raiser for Clinton campaign. "Trump
and RHC are misleading the community
with false facts," he alleged. "Trump
showed disrespect for Indians and has
mocked Indian call-centre workers at an
election rally earlier this year. Trump has
created conflict between Hindus and Mus-
lims... India and Pakistanis in USA. We left
these kind of religion-based politics back
in our home country," Bhutoria said.
Bhutoria said Clinton has built strong rela-
tions with India as the first lady and later
as secretary of state. "No incoming US
president has had the level of interaction
with India that Hillary has had. Her trip in
1995 helped paved the way years later for
President Bill Clinton's historic visit to In-
dia in 2000. Hillary has walked that extra
mile for India," he said. "As US Senator,
Hillary Clinton was co-chair of the Senate
India Caucus. And as US Secretary of State
she made multiple visits, during which she
highlighted the need for India to 'not just
look east, but engage east and act east' a
mantra Modi government subsequently
adopted," Bhutoria said. (PTI)

nent was someone whom
his own party leaders in the
past had declared a con art-
ist. "This choice actually is
pretty clear, because the
guy that the Republicans
nominated -- even though a
bunch of them knew they
shouldn't nominate him -
the guy they nominated
who many of the Republi-
cans he is running against
said was a con-artist and a
know-nothing and wasn't
qualified to hold this of-
fice," Obama alleged. "This
guy is temperamentally un-
fit to be Commander in
Chief and he is not
equipped to be President.
This should not be a contro-
versial claim. It really
shouldn't. It's strange how,
over time, what is crazy
gets normalised and we just
kind of assume, well, you
know what, he said a hun-
dred crazy things, so the
hundred-and-first thing we
just don't even notice," he
said.

Obama said the US
could not afford a President
who suggests that America
should torture people or
that it should ban entire re-

ligions from the country.
"We deserve better than a
Commander-in-Chief who
insults POWs, or attacks a
Gold Star mom, or deni-
grates our troops. This is
somebody who vilifies mi-
norities, vilifies immi-
grants, vilifies people of
Muslim faith, makes fun of
Americans with disabili-
ties," he said. "How is that
person going to be your
voice? Do you want some-
body to be your voice who
on tape brags about how be-
ing famous allows him to
get away with sexual as-
sault? Who calls women
'pigs', or 'dogs', or 'slobs' and
grades them on a scale of
one to ten? That is not the
voice of America," Obama
asked and the audience re-
sponded with a big "No".
Obama asserted that there
is only one candidate in
this race who has devoted
her entire life to lifting up
that better America -- and
"that is next President of
the United States, Hillary
Rodham Clinton". "She's
the right person. She's the
right person at the right
time," Obama said. (PTI)

WASHINGTON, NOV 3 /--/ The
world's largest and most sensitive cos-
mic ray monitor, located in India, has re-
corded a burst of galactic cosmic rays
that indicates a crack in the Earth's
magnetic shield, according to scien-
tists. The burst occurred when a giant
cloud of plasma ejected from the solar
corona struck Earth at a very high
speed causing massive compression of
the Earth's magnetosphere and trigger-
ing a severe geomagnetic storm. The
GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at
Tata Institute of Fundamental Re-
search's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in
Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of
galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV
last year lasting for two hours. The
burst occurred when a giant cloud of
plasma ejected from the solar corona,
and moving with a speed of about 2.5

million kilometres per hour struck our
planet, causing a severe compression of
Earth's magnetosphere from 11 to 4
times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic
storm that generated aurora borealis
and radio signal blackouts in many
high latitude countries, according to
the study published in the journal
Physical Review Letters this week.
Earth's magnetosphere extends over a
radius of a million kilometres, which
acts as the first line of defence, shield-
ing us from the continuous flow of so-
lar and galactic cosmic rays, thus pro-
tecting life on our planet from these
high intensity energetic radiations. Nu-
merical simulations performed by the
GRAPES-3 researchers, including
Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the
Earth's magnetic shield temporarily

cracked due to the occurrence of mag-
netic reconnection, allowing the lower
energy galactic cosmic ray particles to
enter our atmosphere. Earth's magnetic
field bent these particles about 180
degree, from the day-side to the night-
side of the Earth where it was detected
as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon tel-
escope around mid-night on 22 June
2015.  The data was analysed and inter-
preted through extensive simulation
over several weeks by using the 1280-
core computing farm that was built in-
house by the GRAPES-3 team of physi-
cists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray
Laboratory in Ooty. Solar storms can
cause major disruption to human civi-
lisation by crippling large electrical
power grids, global positioning systems
(GPS), satellite operations and commu-
nications. (PTI)
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Indian scientists detect crack in Earth's magnetic shield

thestatesman.com/world/indian-scientists-detect-crack-in-earth-s-magnetic-shield-1481964021.html

Representational Image (Photo: Getty Images)

The world's largest and most sensitive cosmic ray monitor, located in India, has recorded a burst of galactic

cosmic rays that indicates a crack in the Earth's magnetic shield, according to scientists.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona struck Earth at a very high speed

causing massive compression of the Earth's magnetosphere and triggering a severe geomagnetic storm.

he GRAPES-3 muon telescope located at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research's Cosmic Ray Laboratory in

Ooty in Tamil Nadu recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of about 20 GeV last year lasting for two hours.

he burst occurred when a giant cloud of plasma ejected from the solar corona, and moving with a speed of about

2.5 million kilometres per hour struck our planet, causing a severe compression of Earth's magnetosphere from

11 to 4 times the radius of Earth.

It triggered a severe geomagnetic storm that generated aurora borealis and radio signal blackouts in many high

latitude countries, according to the study published in the journal Physical Review Letters this week. 

Earth's magnetosphere extends over a radius of a million kilometres, which acts as the first line of defence,

shielding us from the continuous flow of solar and galactic cosmic rays, thus protecting life on our planet from

these high intensity energetic radiations.

Numerical simulations performed by the GRAPES-3 researchers, including Pravata K Mohanty, indicate that the

Earth's magnetic shield temporarily cracked due to the occurrence of magnetic reconnection, allowing the lower

energy galactic cosmic ray particles to enter our atmosphere.

Earth's magnetic field bent these particles about 180 degree, from the day-side to the night-side of the Earth

where it was detected as a burst by the GRAPES-3 muon telescope around mid-night on 22 June 2015.

he data was analysed and interpreted through extensive simulation over several weeks by using the 1280-core
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computing

farm that was built in-house by the GRAPES-3 team of physicists and engineers at the Cosmic Ray Laboratory

in Ooty.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilisation by crippling large electrical power grids, global

positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications.
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Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty is the pioneer of the study of cosmic rays at international level. At this
juncture, on 22nd June the scientists at Cosmic Ray Laboratory observed a sudden burst of cosmic ray

activity on June 22, indicating that something had changed in the earth’s magnetic field. The weakening of
earth`s magnetic field was about two per cent for two hours.

S.K. Gupta, Senior Professor and head of the GRAPES-3 experiment, based in Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, Mumbai said: Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty is the pioneer of the study of cosmic rays at
international level. The level of the cosmic ray throughout the world will be 2 Nanotesla. But on 22nd June
during the midnight 40 Nanotesla was recorded. This caused a geomagnetic storm by opening up weak

spots in earth’s magnetic field. This continued for two hours. Since the particles emitted from the sun hit the
earth at a speed of 2.5 million kms earth magnetic field was weakened. South America, Europe and Canada

were vulnerable to this. Cosmic Ray Laboratory (CRL) in Ooty recorded a burst of galactic cosmic rays of
about 20 GeV, on 22 June 2015 lasting for two hours.

Solar storms can cause major disruption to human civilization by crippling large electrical power grids, global
positioning systems (GPS), satellite operations and communications
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